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This study explores critical reflective practice as a way to study and systematically 
improve teaching and learning, instilling in teacher candidates a culture of inquiry where they 
purposefully negotiate the complexities of teaching and learning experiences. Understanding the 
work of teaching as such, entailing ongoing analysis of the challenges and opportunities teachers 
face in their classrooms and schools, requires time and space for a deliberate approach to this 
complex work. The task for teacher educators and for teacher preparation programs is to find 
ways to enable teacher candidates to successfully navigate the given relational complexities, 
furthering learning alongside developing strong teaching identities. Teacher educators and 
teacher education programs must ask what can be done to create a mindset in teacher candidates 
that encourages exploration and meaning-making as inediuins for working with the relational 
complexities as productive for teaching and learning. Narrative inquiry serves as a inediuin for 
documenting and analyzing the perspectives and insights across all participants' self-study. Data 
is gathered and analyzed from prospective teachers engaging in critical reflective practice via 
collaborative autobiographies of critical incidents, classroom observations, debriefing interview 
sessions, a questionnaire, and a follow-up interview over the course of one student teaching 
semester. Prospective teachers' engagement in critical reflection through narrative inquiry 
chronicles both the tensions and the possibilities present within teaching and learning 
experiences, enlarging everyone's perspectives and understandings regarding learners and 
learning. Engagement in critical reflection requires trusted and invested collaboration with 
other(s) manifesting a culture of inquiry. Findings suggest that a culture of inquiry provides 
prospective teachers with time and space to negotiate self-other relations. The resulting reflective 
t u ~ n s  foster teaching practices and teaching identities that are nurtured and sustained. The study 
concludes that teacher educators and teacher education programs should strive to create cultures 
of inquiry prompting reflective opportunities for discovering what counts as knowledge in 
specific teaching and learning experiences alongside importantly allowing for the evolution of 
teaching identities. 
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 
Reflective practice is a vital tool necessary for navigating the complexities, ambibmities, 
and dilemmas that characterize today's classrooms. More importantly, recognition of teaching as 
an increasingly complex endeavor necessitates a level of critical thinking and thoughtful 
reflection that embraces what education is all about. My argument is that the place where 
"education" really happens does not exist so much in the ideals of what counts as teaching 
knowledge of subject matter and best practices-but in the recognition of relations to and with 
oneself, people around us, and the larger environ~nent in which we exist while teaching. 
In schools of education today, emphasis is placed on securing proficiency in teacl~ing and 
discipline specifically related to mastery of subject matter and mastery of classroom management 
techniques. Dewey (1904) suggests that this "practical work should be pursued primarily with 
reference to its reaction upon the professional pupil in making him a thoughtful and alert student 
of education. Teacher candidates who are proficient at managing a classrooin, for example, 
seem to know how to teach but "they are not students of teachitlg" (p. 15). LePage, Darling- 
Hanimond, Akar, Guitierrez, Jenkins-Gunn, and Rosebrock (2005) concur: "The research 
illustrates that classrooin rnaiiageinent relies as inuch on developing relationships and 
orchestrating a productive learning community as it does on determining consequences for 
inappropriate behavior" (p. 332). 
While reflective practice is not alien to teacher candidates and teacher education 
programs that include attention to reflection, perhaps the deliberate approach to the mental 
activity Dewey speaks of is. The complexities of teaching and the importance of intelligent 
analysis of the challenges that teachers face in their classrooins and in their schools requires time 
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and space for such work. Zeicllner (1996) contends that schools of education have done little to 
empower future teachers with the skills and knowledge they need to facilitate critical pedagogy 
via critical reflective practice. More specifically, following a host of things that are wrong with 
education today and consequently prevent quality reflective practice from happening, Zeichner 
delves into "what kind of reflection teachers are engaging in, what it is teachers are reflecting 
about, and how they are going about it" (p. 207), noting multiple short-comings. A common 
thread running through all teacher education preparation programs today is that of overlooking 
or, in some cases, si~nply ignoring this important meta-cognitive activity that takes place in 
conjunction with the other normal teaching experiences. This type of meta-cognition requires 
contemplation and negotiation of the complexities of teaching and learning experience. Simply 
put there is a distinct lack of a deliberate approach to the provision of time, space, and 
opportunity to explore this mental activity associated with the complexities of teaching in order 
to create a culture of critical inquiry because this is no easy task. Darling-Haininond and 
Bransford ( 2005) say, "Skillfully enacting this kind of teaching of teachers takes time, effort, 
and most important, institutional support. . . ." (p. 441). This research is an attempt to take time 
and make an effort to seek out the stories of student teachers that exemplify the good work of 
reflective practice as a way to systematically study and improve teaching and learning. It is an 
effort to call into question what exactly counts as knowledge in order to make meaning of the 
teaching and learning experience and how the student teachers' narratives of experience can 
enlighten that meaning-making and develop strong teaching identities. 
Teacher educators and teacher education programs all have a stake in the early success of 
the pre-service teacher candidates they servc. My own teaching and learning experiences as a 
teacher educator have made me increasingly more cognizant of a unique dual role that exists for 
me when I give thoughtful consideration to tlie enhancement of the potential in the teacher 
calididates who are a part of the teacher education program I serve. I am simultaneously a 
teacher and a student of learning to teach, a messenger and an artist of the teaching and learning 
experience, at the same time. I also understand that in order to be effective in the classroom, it is 
critical that I be engaged in this kind of meta-cognitive work, as well. That is, I need to be 
actively engaged in thinking about my own thinking while I am teaching. As a teacher educator, 
this complex teaching practice takes on new meaning and heightened importance, and the 
research reported in this study is an investigation of lny own efforts to engage in meaning and 
purpose-to examine, explore, shape and reshape my own teaching. Thus, this inquiry allowed 
the student teachers to engage in educational experiences that involved a deliberate approach to 
critical reflective practice that empowered them to more effectively facilitate study of self in 
relation to other as a way to promote critical reflection on the teaching experience itself. 
Concomitantly, it also enabled such stories to provide for new understandings concerning my 
teacher educator practices and prograinrnatic changes. 
Chapter One of this doctoral dissertation provides a delineation of this research beginning 
with the direct purpose of this study and an overview of the framework of this doctoral 
dissertation. 
Direct Purpose of this Study 
As a stakeliolder in this process, I conducted research that explored the kind of reflection 
pre-service teachers are engaging in, what they are reflecting about, and how they are going 
about it with the intention of examining deliberate approaches to ascertaining student teacher 
candidates' perceptions of mediating what teaching and learning needs to be for them when they 
consider the relationship between what they know and what they experience in tlie classroo~n. It 
encouraged exploration, stimulation, meaning-making, and possibilities in the relational of 
teaching and learning in a current educational environment ripe with tradition and "magic 
bullets." 
Carrie Binningham (2004) states that "the very word reflection is a metaphor that 
suggests an act of private, personal, and intimate examination of oneself in a mirror" (p. 321). 
This act of private and personal examination of various experiences that take place in the 
classroom is an act of self-study that is a viable way to promote meaningful, purposeful 
reflection. John Dewey (1932) says, "We do not actually learn from experience as much as we 
learn from reflecting on experience" (p. 19). More importantly, reflective thinking repels 
convention, tradition, or custom in favor of exploration and experimentation to discover what is 
new, real, challenging, and meaningful, to allow for reflection as active, receptive, in need of the 
"other"-other ideas, experiences, perspectives, and so on. Conversely, the current system of 
teaching is a process of teaching and learning that is based on the inputloutput model without any 
serious attention given to that critical "in-between" phase. What takes place in between what 
goes into the teaching and learning experience and what the results of those efforts are the 
tensions, the gaps, the challenges, the processing, the new openings and possibilities. However, 
these iinportant considerations that could provide opportunity for what counts as "knowledge" in 
the teaching and learning experience remain largely untapped inside a sort of "black box." 
Thus, self-study as a way to reveal these qualities speaks to a change in teacher behavior-self- 
study reflection that is holistic in nature, that provides for deeper insights into the role of the 
teacher in the classroom to thereby inform their practice, improve it, and as a result, improve 
education as well. 
Few can dispute the value of such an approach to the process of scholarly inquiry into 
teaching and learning, particularly with regard to the relationality of the experience as a way to 
promote critical reflection on teaching and learning. Relational pedagogy is when authentic 
learning takes place, when growth of experience for all involved happens. It is my conviction 
that a teacher education program must acknowledge the important work of critical reflection on 
teaching and learning as relational in nature and make a deliberate curricular cornmitinent to it. 
Both students and teachers "...must encourage and engage in activities that connect the 
knowing- and reflection-in-action of competent practitioners to the theories and techniques 
taught as professional knowledge in academic courses" (Schon, 1987, p. 312). This tenet will 
empower both teacher educators and pre-service teachers to attend to the relational complexities 
as the real work of teaching and leaming. This is what the practice of teaching is all about. 
Alexander Sidorkin and Gert Biesta further inform my thinking on this teaching practice. 
Sidorkin (2002) says that "Relations cannot belong to one thing; they are the joint property of at 
least two things. Relations are located, so to speak, in between things" (p. 94), and student 
teachers need to pay attention to the in-between, "minding the gaps" (Biesta, 2004, p. I I)  with an 
attuneinent to the other as it is voiced by the self during their lived experience of teaching and 
learning during the student teaching experience. More importantly, time and space for 
unpacking their sense of Being in the world, where tensions are respected and accepted, is indeed 
the "location of education" (p. 1 I). It is here where the student teacher can be sensitive to other 
to grow as a student of teaching and learning. 
Affording the student teacher the important opportunities to make a commitment to a 
heightened sense of consciousness in the teaching and leaming experience is the direct purpose 
of this study. Planni~ig for holistic engagement in some action or exploratioii, the student teacher 
can "become immersed in the chosen territory" in an embodied way, and then plan for cycles of 
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rhythinic reflexivity-going along, stepping back, reflecting-asking the important questions of 
"How?" and "Why?" in order to further learning. This analysis, beginning with self and 
naturally gravitating toward analysis of self in relation to other, is integral to lived engagement 
with the teaching and learning experience. Student teachers can engage in a meaningful 
approach to mediating what they know with what they are experiencing to discover what counts 
as knowledge in the teaching and learning experience. 
Overview of the Conceptual Framework for this Doctoral Dissertation 
My argument is for a paradigm shift in current reflective practice on the teaching and 
learning experience that encourages a "Glass Box" approach where a place for improvisation is 
possible, where meaningful reflection about teaching and learning experiences takes place. It is 
here in the critical "in-between" place where the tensions, the gaps, the challeiiges, the 
processing, the new openings, meaning-making, the moving forward and the going back, and 
possibilities in relation to self, other, and subject matter-are illuminated, revealed and explored, 
come alive, and are tapped into and interacted with by the teacher to gain further insight, to 
appreciate the experience as an aesthetic one which puzzles, impacts, and yet can improve 
teaching and learning through possibility. The glass box becomes a sort of prism for inspecting, 
observing, questioning, and exploring the multiple layers, the folds of interplay, and the 
connections or relationships that exist in the teaching and learning experience. The teacher has 
the opportunity to look inside and gain new insights about what is working, what is not, 
reflexively contemplating concerns and questions about what is happening in relationship to a 
student or a classroom managelnent issue, or some aspect of subject matter exploration. This is 
all done colnplete with all the complexities, considering how he/she actually impacts learning 
outcomes, exploring teaching practice as a process for furthering learning about teaching. 
Focusing on self-study as a way to effectively promote this approach to reflection, the 
teacher in the world of the glass box appreciates and values the complexities of teaching and 
learning with the idea of participating in improving teaching, creating ilew knowledge, and 
fostering learning. Thus, critical reflective practice through self-study is a way for student 
teachers to mediate what they know with what they are experiencing to begin the important 
process of developing their teaching identities. Scholars also understand and advocate for this 
holistic approach to teaching and learning, as well. Ken Zeichner (1996), Susan Melnick (1996), 
and Mary Louise Gomez (1 996) and Margaret Macintyre Latta (2008) aud Susan Wunder (2003) 
provide examples embracing this heightened consciousness in reflective practice, particularly as 
it relates to teacher education programs. Todd Dinkelman (2003) and John Loughran and 
Russell (2002) see self-study as a way to effectively promote this reflection. John Dewey 
(1904), Belinda Louie (2003), Denise Drevdahl (2003), Jill Purdy (2003), Richard Stackman 
(2003), and Maxine Greene (I 98 1, 1986) recognize that the "possibilities" inherent in this 
approach to reflective practice espoused to by the aforementioned scholars remain largely 
trapped inside a "black box," laying dormant, ineffective, and untapped. D. Jean Clandinin 
(1999), Michael Connelly (1999), Lesley Coia (2001), Monica Taylor (2001), Thoinas Barone 
(1993), and K. Carter (1993) all recognize the place of narratives of experience in the study of 
the teaching and learning experience in teaching and teacher education. These scholars, as well 
as many others, have situated the intersection of their thoughts and ideas with my own thinking 
to develop the framework for my work on exploring the possibilities for creating a culture of 
inquiry as a teacher educator. 
Further, the reflexivity of this research process--the unanticipated opportunities, 
challenges, stops and starts, the looking and then looking again-- the mental activity in teaching 
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and learning for both myself and my students--the getting started, the corning and the going, the 
returning to the start, the pressing forward, the acknowledgement of how the relationship of one 
part of the experience contributes to the whole of the experience is demonstrative of the 
reflexively of this process as it progressed. Including critical self-assessment in relation to the 
"other" resulted in transformations that have led to new openings and possibilities for the sake of 
student learning. In reconstructing some of the familiar arguments, both my students and I have 
contemplated what is worthwhile and what is worth striving for in the teaching and learning 
experience, to think about our own thinking and consciously create new meanings through our 
stories. "A truly educational experience is likely to possess certain fundamentally aesthetic 
attributes" (Barone, 1983, p. 23). Without the necessary time and space provided for teachers to 
find meaning, allow for tensions, and explore possibilities, the "aesthetic" in the educational 
experience has been sacrificed. These concepts have all come together to frame my position on 
how most effectively to expound upon the value of the consideration of the unce~tainty, the 
dissonance, the dilemmas, problems, or conflicts-some form of unsettling and contemplative 
experience as a valuable sti~nulus in the aesthetic of the teaching and learning experience. 
The "enemies of esthetic" as Dewey refers to them-fear, repetition, commonplace, 
docility, routine, laziness, timidity, tradition, absorption, habit, and doubt (Simpson, Jackson, and 
Aycock, 2005, p. 92)--need to be addressed with pre-service teachers who are learning and 
understanding the process of reflective practice in today's teacher education programs. 
Emphasis on the "esthetic" is necessary so that pre-service teacher candidates appreciate, 
perceive, and enjoy the "real experiences" they have when teaching. Consideration of Dewey's 
delineation of growth, both conducive and detrimental to the real learning that can take place in 
reflective practice is paramount. As teacher candidates create teaching and learning experiences, 
they must understand that sources both inside and outside of an individual contribute to the 
experience, and they must understand the value of courage, imagination, creativity, 
experimentation, and reflection as critical to the an aesthetic experience. 
Theory's Role as "Critical Other" 
In a conventional dissertation, a detailed overview of the literature used to validate the 
purpose of the study constitutes the place for theory. A literature review serves the purpose of 
providing a need for a study, demonstrates that other studies have not adequately addressed the 
topic, and is an indication of the researcher's depth of knowledge concerning the topic (Creswell, 
2002). Theory for my dissertation situates this study and draws upon the professional literature 
as an operative theoretical construct deliberately interwoven throughout my study, providing 
intersections that support my thinking, and my discoveries, suggesting language and possibilities. 
The professional literature is viewed as relational in nature in this study, as it allows for 
opportunities and acts as a catalyst or springboard for meaning-making. Consequently, it 
becomes the "critical other" in this inquiry. Drawing from multiple theories, I am able to make 
sense of and continue to question emerging discoveries, conclusions, and possibilities yet to be 
realized. Schon (1992) states the following: "Reflection-in-action has a critical function, 
questioning the assumption-type structure of knowing-in-action (the sorts of knowledge we 
reveal in our intelligent action (p. 25). We think opportunity, and we may, in the process, 
restructure strategies of action, understandings of phenomena, or ways of framing problems. . . ." 
(p. 28). This sort of reflexivity is a response triggered by engagement with the other, and Schon 
goes on to suggest that this type of reflection "gives rise to the on-the-spot experiment" (p. 28). 
I appreciate Schon's (1992) description of the reflection-in-action process as a "process 
we can deliver without being able to say what we are doing" (p. 31) because Schon's reflection- 
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in-action has no rules, no boundaries, no presupposed detennining factors. It is the discovery of 
the possibilities in relationship to the professional literature that is the cornerstone of the 
theoretical construct of this study. 
Structure Overview 
Conceptual Fvamewovk: Chaptev 2 
Two main questions form the framework for my dissertation work: 
1. What counts as knowledge? 
2. How do the teacher candidates navigate or mediate what they kiiow with what 
they are experiencing to develop strong teaching identities? 
Real teaching happens within a wild triangle of relations-among teachers, 
students, subject-and the points of this triangle shift continuously. What shall I teach 
amid all that I should teach? How can I grasp it rnyself so that my grasping might enable 
theirs? What are they thinking and feeling-toward me, toward each other, toward the 
thing I am trying to teach? How near should I come, how far off should I stay? How 
much clutch, how much gas? (McDonald, 1992, p. 28). 
As an experienced teacher, J .  P. McDonald's reflection on teaching makes sense to me. I 
can relate to the complexities of this thinking. I kiiow what I know, but I also understand that in 
order to thrive in the classroom, it is critical that I be engagcd in a kind of meta-cognitive work 
that takes into consideration what I am experiencing and what I think about it. That is, I need to 
be engaged actively in thinking about my own tliinking while I am teaching. As a teacher 
educator, this complex teaching practice takes 011 new meaning and heiglitened impottance. The 
theory is not separate from the practice. In other words, the negotiation of exploration of 
deliberate approaches to ascertaining student teacher candidates' perceptions of what counts as 
"knowledge" in the teaching and learning experience and the mediation of that knowledge and 
tlie lived experience of teaching and learning is tlie intent of the conceptual framework for my 
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research. When student teachers mediate the relationship between what they know and what 
they experience in the classroom, they begin the important process of making the implicit 
explicit, which is critical in this process. 
Teacher education programs that provide learning opportunities for teacher candidates 
that include cornplex analysis of teaching experiences through critical reflection 011 the 
relational--with self, with other, and with the environment--provide them with a "conceptual 
map or schema to understand what they are experiencing" (LePage et al., 2005, p. 354). It does 
then become my responsibility as a teacher educator to make teaching a critically "reflective and 
deeply human activity" (Coia and Taylor, 2001, p. 3). 
Narrative Inquity as a Methodological Approach: Chapter 3 
Drawing across research traditions, two trends in the field of education have influenced 
my interest in the use of narrative inquiry: First, more emphasis is being placed on teachers' 
knowledge-what they know, how they think, how they develop professionally, and how they 
make decisions in the classroom. Second, educators seek to bring teachers' voices to the 
forefront by e~npowering teachers to talk about their experiences (Creswell, 2002, p. 522). These 
threads intersect and inform narrative inquiry. 
Narrative inquiry is an effective way to address critical reflective practice on the teaching 
and learning experience. Additionally, Connelly and Clandinin (1999) explain: "The educational 
importance of [narrative inquiry] brings theoretical ideas about the nature of human life as lived 
to bear on educational experience as lived" (p. 134). 
Thus, narrative inquiry as a ~nethodological approach for this research study further 
suppo~ts my conceptual framework. Narrative inquiry provides a methodological means by 
which I arn able to capture the richness and challenge of the student teachers' experiences 
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through their stories and through their effoits to be critically reflective, acknowledging what the 
student teacher knows and is experiencing and the complex meaning-making process that is 
taking place with regard to the teaching and learning experience itself. Narrative inquiry also 
empowers student teachers to provide a voice that can better infonn other teacher educator 
practices and the teacher education programs they serve. My research will explore these storied 
accounts, complete with student teacher tensions and perceptions concerning the teaching and 
learning experience itself in order to make meaning and develop new understandings with regard 
to creating a culture of inquiry. 
My role in this narrative inquiry is that of both inquirer and professor. I am mindful of 
my role as an inquirer in the "midst of a nested set of stories" (Connelly and Clandinin, 2000, p. 
63)-mine and the student teachers'. In short, my role as inquirer will be to make myself as 
aware as possible of the many layers of story and the attention paid to authenticity and further 
lived understandings of how teacher candidates are inediating/~~egotiatiiig their teacher identities. 
Data Reliealed Through Critical Reflective Practice: 
An Educational Experience: 
Chapter 4 
Mindful of the importance of collecting thick, rich information, the data that was 
collected for this research study was extensive. I was able to access this kind of data as the 
inst~uctor for the Spring 2008 EDUC 420 Student Teaching Seminar course. This seminar is 
designed to provide student teachers with mentorship during the student teaching semester. 
Therefore, a pre-existing relatioilship exists wherein I work very closely with the student 
teachers assigned to my seminar for the purposes of observation, consultation, collaboration, and 
reflection on their teaching and learning experiences during their student teaching experience 
both in the classrooln and at the three student teacher callbacks that occur during the semester. 
Similarly, there is a heightened sense of my role as a researcher as I consider how the student 
teachers' stories infonn my practices as a teacher educator and those of teacher education 
programs and practices in general. 
For this particular study, data was collected via an author designed, open-ended 
questionnaire, field observations, debriefing interviews, and autobiographies of critical incident 
entries on the Discussion Board section of a Blackboard platform, as part of the assigned course 
work. I also collected my own reflections on each of the field observations and debriefing 
interviews that followed. 
In reflection, the most valuable sources of data were the autobiographies of critical 
incidents and the debriefing interviews that followed the field observations. Five participants in 
this study provided autobiographies of critical incidents that were rich, thick, and enlightening 
examples of critical reflective practice and the importance of a trusted "other" in the self-study 
process. The opportunity to explore the possibilities that presented themselves when the student 
teacher was mindful of the "gaps," the in-between phase of the teaching and learning experience, 
was very apparent when these five participants debriefed on the field observation. This afforded 
the student teachers and me the opportunity to explore those deliberate approaches needed in 
both teacher educator practices and programmatic changes that can create a culture of critical 
inquiry that listens to the voices of the student teacher and heeds the knowledge that they bring 
to the research experience. Chapter Four delineates the data collection and analysis process 
revealing the important and valuable work of critical reflective practice which frames the 
narratives found in Chapter 5. 
Entering the World of the Glass Box and Exiting Out the Other Side: 
nriving Thvough ProfoundEngqpement with Critical Refection: 
Chapter 5 
Student teachers' stories from the world of the Glass Box come to life in Chapter 5 as a 
deliberate approach to critical reflective practice reveals the importance of authenticity and 
trusted and invested collaboration in the "glass-box" approach to the lived experience of self- 
study as a reflexive, relational, and embodied teaching and learning experience. These stories 
are supported by the data in Chapter 4 and finther refined through the following data analysis 
process: Initially, questionnaires, Debriefing Interview Notes, and the Autobiographies of 
Critical Incidents were examined individually for emerging themes via the utilization of a coding 
process. This coding process required the division of the data into sections whereby a labeling 
process ensued with attention paid to elimination of overlap of codes and to the narrowing of 
codes. These codes were then developed into themes. Data was then written in narrative form or 
restoried. Creswell(2002) describes this process as one in which "the researcher gathers stories, 
analyzes them for key elements of the story (e.g. time, place, plot, and scene), and then rewrites 
the story to place it in a chronological sequence (p 528). The Clandinin and Connelly Three- 
Dimensional Space Narrative Structure of interaction, continuity, and situation was utilized as I 
constructed the stories (Creswell, 2002, p. 530). Following individual analysis of the data, a 
cross narrative analysis identifying themes common to all narratives was completed. Finally, 
analysis of the data as a whole took place so as to develop a framework that provided valuable 
insights and next steps. 
The stories of three student teachers are reflective of the data collection, analysis, and 
interpretation as a whole. Their stories tell about the nature of the lived experience of teaching 
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and learning in its authenticity, when allowed to exit a world of isolation in tenns of knowledge, 
skills, and experience to generate valuable and important insights regarding creating a culture of 
inquiry. Pedagogical questions are related to self, to other, to subject matter and what the teacher 
brings to bear on the teaching being done "in-between" what goes in and what comes out. 
Enhancing Reflective Practice: 
"Making Meaning" to Nurture and Sustain Teaching Practices: 
Chapter 6 
Chapter Six discusses the nature and role of transformation associated with self and other 
in relation to creating a culture of inquiry regarding teacher education practices and 
programmatic changes. It summarizes findings and suggests implications of this research, with 
an attunement to my initial conceptions, juxtaposed against what interpretations have emerged. 
Concomitantly, this chapter considers the implications of my findings for the larger professional 
community related to teacher education programs and practices. Specifically, it addresses theory 
and practice associated with the nature of teaching and learning and tlie teacher educator's 
responsibility in teacher education. 
Student teachers engaged in negotiating what they know with what they are experiencing 
through meaningful critical reflective practice 011 their teaching and learning through narratives 
of experience enlighten a "lived understanding" of tlie teaching and learning experience. 
Similarly, the "relational" of that lived experience, self with other, allows for the important 
process of shaping teacher identity to begin. According to Jenelle Reeves (2009), "In light of 
the import of teacher identity construction in teachers' lives, their practice, and their students, 
teacher education ought to be responsive to how identity may affect teacher learning and change" 
(p. 40). The aim of this study is to show how the good work of reflective practice is a way to 
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study and systematically improve teaching and learning for teacher candidates, as they negotiate 
the complexities of the teaching and learning experience and begin to form their own teaching 
identities in the process. These meaning-making experiences are vitally important to each 
teacher candidate and to the teacher education practices and programs that serve them. 
CHAPTER 2 
Conceptual Framework 
In this investigation, I seek to promote important understandings of the complexities of 
the teaching and learning experience related to what counts as knowledge and how what one 
knows and is experiencing is directly related to how a teacher candidate mediates them in order 
to develop a strong teaching identity. Teacher education classrooms and programs currently 
function inore like well-oiled machines where curriculum is set, prescriptions for teaching and 
learning time and space are detailed and followed, and the "how" of teaching illuminates the 
teacher candidates' journey toward learning to teach. No deliberate attunement to the inherent 
relationality of teaching and learning is seriously practiced, or for that matter emphasized or 
considered. The reality is that teacher candidates exist in a world where time and space for 
critical analysis and investigation of the relational in the teaching and learning experience is very 
limited, and the enemies of this aesthetic experience that I discussed earlier are fonnidable. 
Teaching and learning existence is somewhat like that of functioning within a crucible of sorts 
which seems to melt away all non-confonnity to shape teaching that answers to expectations for 
"magic bullet" answers to what constitutes effective teaching. In considering what really counts 
as "knowledge" in the teaching and learning experience, this research is an effort to engage in 
meaning and purpose-that is the call to curriculum--to examine, explore, shape and reshape in 
teaching to understand tlie true value of three Dewian concepts-relationship between self and 
other, consuinmatory moments that bring new beginnings, and tlie value of the process to get 
there. 
Teacher educators and theorist, Hugh Munhy (1 996-1 999), Tom Russell (1996-1 999), 
and Andrea Martin (1996-1999) allude to tlie demands faced by many teacher candidates to 
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acquire "skills," while ignoring the craft or art of teaching. Teaching can be so much more than 
mere day-to-day activities that take place in a classroom where teachers dissemiilate subject 
matter and manage their classrooin the best way they know how. This approach assumes that 
this is indeed what counts as knowledge, the "how" of teaching that encoinpasses replication of 
best practices in technique regarding subject matter knowledge, instructional effectiveness, and 
classroom management. Lesley Coia and Monica Taylor (2001) concur, saying "To be an 
effective educator is not to merely reproduce successful pedagogical techniques acquired during 
a teacher education program" (p. 3). This approach is missing what counts as knowledge in the 
teaching and learning experience. Knowledge in the teaching and leaniing experience transcends 
replication of best practices to meaning making through participant thinking-thinking about the 
relational of the experience, sigiiificant events aiid moments that provide for meaning-making, 
and the process that makes it possible. This theory of the relational in the lived experience of 
teaching and learning is critical to the teaching and learning experience. Therefore, what counts 
as knowledge does not exist so much in the fixed ideal of teaching ki~owledge of subject matter 
and best practices-but in the recognition of the process of mediating what one k~iows with 
what one is experiencing relative to relations to and with oneself, people around us, aiid the 
larger environme~lt in which we exist. My experiences tell me that teaching and learning as an 
object of scholarly inquiry where the iiiterplay of self and other in time, sociality, and place 
should he acknowledged, respected, and emphasized as the deliberative nature of teaching and 
learning. This can result in the creation of future exemplary educators. So, what does such an 
approach to scholarly inquiry entail? How can a teacher educatioii program encourage such 
inquiry so that teacher caildidates engage in the process of inediating wliat they know and wliat 
they are experieiiciilg to develop teacher identities committed to meaning-making? 
Self- Study as n Way to P~*omote Scholarly Inquiry 
Described by Louie, Drevdahl, Purdy, and Stackman (2003) as "the world of the 
teachern(p. 15 I), "stable and enduring characteristics of ability, propensity, knowledge, or 
character" of a teacher remain largely a "black box" (Shulman, 1986, p. 7). In other words, the 
process of teaching and learning is based on the inputioutput model without any serious attention 
given to that critical "in-between" phase. Attention is paid only to what goes in to facilitate the 
teacliing/leaming process primarily for students and what the results of that input are. However, 
what takes place in between are the tensions, the gaps, the challenges, the processing, the new 
openings and possibilities hidden within this black box. Thus, self-study as a way to reveal these 
qualities speaks to a change in teacher behavior-teachers engaged in a holistic approach to self- 
study reflection that provides for deeper insights into the role of the teacher in the classroom to 
thereby inform their practice, improve it, and as a result, improve education as well. 
To date, however, something that much of the research on self-study has failed to do is 
further inform the larger teaching and learning community about the potential self-study holds 
for reflective teaching and learning practices. Loughran and Russell (2002) contend that "self- 
study creates opportunities to develop the relationships and understandings in teaching and 
learning that tend to cl~aracterize much of the work of teachers. . . ." (p. 245). This resonates 
with the commitments that are worthwhile concerning the work of teacher educators. 
"The very word reflection is a metaphor that suggests an act of private, personal, and 
intimate examination of oneself in a mirror" (Birmingham, 2004, p. 321). Self study of teaching 
practice is a personal examination of various experiences that take place in the classroom as a 
viable way to promote meaningful, purposeful reflection. John Dewey (1932) says, "We do not 
actually learn from experience as much as we learn from reflecting on experience" (p. 19). This 
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is what really counts as knowledge in the teacliing and learning experience. More impoltantly, 
reflective thinking is further clarified as an act that frees us from mere "impulsivity and routine 
activity" (Posner, 1985, p. 19), to repel convention, tradition, or custom in favor of exploration 
and experimentation to discover what is new, real, challenging, and meaningful, to allow for play 
in reflection as active, receptive, in need of the "othern-other ideas, experiences, perspectives, 
aiid so 011. 
The knowledge and skills of teachers remain largely untapped in terms of generating 
valuable insights regarding improvements in teaching. However, the feelings of unease and 
dissatisfaction many teachers encounter with current imposed aiid prescribed education practices 
has resulted in the initiation of self-study. This process is not lost on the teacher candidate as 
helshe navigates what they know with what they are experiencing either. Through the study of 
the teaching self, dilemmas, challenges, tensions aiid frustrations that one faces can be examined 
and refrained (Schon, 1983). New perspectives result, related to finding new openings and new 
possibilities to be better iiifonned or address experiences in a different way, furthering student 
learning. While it is important to focus on the individual, or the "selr' in self-study, "self-studies 
should not be viewed as being confined to an individual. Lougliran aiid Russell (2002) state that 
self-studies involve collaboration in varying numbers and across a range of participants" (p. 
244). Thus, self-studies can be an important voice speaking to individuals, groups, programs, 
and institutions involved in education and forming colnmunities of learners as they explore 
teaching about teaching. 
Dewey (1997) affords me the opportunity to continue to flesli out this scholarly inquiry 
more specifically. Focusing on self-study as a way to promote reflection in the teaching and 
learning experience requires that one begin at the beginning relative to how one thinks about the 
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experience, what thinking processes are engaged, and what dispositions are necessary for one to 
effectively study self as a means of reflection on experience. In considering process and product 
in the act of thinking, Dewey discusses the two types of teachers: those who succeed in training 
facility, skill, mastery of the technique of subjects and those who succeed in "arousing 
enthusiasm, in co~ninunicating large ideas, in evoking energy. . . ." (p. 220). While he is not 
critical of the former, he does mention that "enlargement of mental vision, power of increased 
discrimination of final values, a sense of ideas--for principles-accompanies this training, forms 
skills ready to be put indifferently to any end" (p. 220). This is the stuff of self-study as a means 
of promoting reflection for teacher educators. In developing the capacity of teacher candidates 
to think well, the teacher educator's aim should be to "secure a balanced interaction of the two 
types of mental attitude, (concrete and abstract) having sufficient regard to the disposition of the 
individual not to hamper and cripple whatever powers are naturally strong in him {sic}" (p. 143). 
In thinking well, Dewey suggests the importance of the imagination and the powers of 
observation in teaching students how to think well. Specifically, lie calls attention to three 
attitudes that he calls "essential constituents of the general readiness" (p. 34) for reflective 
thinking: open-mindedness, wholeheartedness, and responsibility, each an element of 
disposition critical for meaningful, purposeful reflective thinking. Both the logical and the 
dispositional play a significant role in the process of providing effective education, and the two 
cannot he separated in the educational experience. Instead they exist together in the thinking 
process. When teacher educators nurture the thinking of teacher candidates to acknowledge and 
appreciate the melding of the two together in the act of self-study, this is a way to promote 
meaningful, purposeful reflective thinking that allows for the impoitant and necessary mediation 
of what a teacher candidate knows and what the a teacher candidate is experiencing. 
The "Glass Box" Approach 
The teacher in the world of the "black box" plays the role of a passive participant 
teaching from a prescribed script oblivious to or devoid of opportunities to examine (to really 
see) and to genuinely explore important pedagogical questions related to self, to other, and to 
subject matter and what the teacher brings to bear on the teaching being done in-between, what 
goes in and what comes out! What is internal, remains internal; the implicit has no opportunity 
to become an explicit experience. While self-study is a complex activity and a catalyst for 
"tensions, surprises, confusion, challenges, and dilemmas" (Louie et al., 2003, p. 151), it does 
allow a teacher to take the important steps of allowing the internal to become external, the 
implicit to become explicit. The authors of Encouraging Reflective Practice in Education, Clift, 
Houston, and Pugach (1990), also recognize the complexities of reflective practice saying that 
"reflective practice in teacher education is essentially concerned with how educators make sense 
of the phenomena of experience that puzzle or perplex them" (p. 20). No~ietheless, self-study in 
this venue is all about a teacher discovering "ways of being" (Clift et a]., 1990, p. 29) in the 
world, coming to understanding about one's own existence in terms of what really counts as 
knowledge in the teaching and learning experience. Self-study can utilize the components of 
reflective practice in teacher education, and the programmatic efforts dedicated to improving 
professional practice can be realized through self-study. 
The programmatic structures for the preparation of reflective teachers can utilize a "glass 
box" approach that is aligned closely with how self-study can realize more fully its potential 
impact on the greater teaching and learning community, particularly related to the development 
of "fully exposed" strategies that support reflection in process. A paradigm shift suggests a 
Glass Box Approach where a place for improvisation is possible, where reflection about learning 
experiences takes place--the in-between place. It is here where the tensions, the gaps, the 
challenges, the processing, the new openings, meaning-making, the moving forward and the 
going back, and possibilities in relation to self, other, and subject matter-ARE illuminated, 
ARE revealed and ARE explored, come alive, and are tapped into and interacted with by the 
teacher to gain further insight, to appreciate the experience as an aesthetic one which puzzles, 
impacts, and yet can improve teaching and learning through possibility. The glass box becomes 
a sort of prism. The teacher has the opportunity to look inside and gain new insights about what 
is working, what is not, reflexively consider and contemplate concerns and questions about what 
is happening in relationship to a student or a classroom management issue, or some aspect of 
subject matter exploration. This is all done complete with all the complexities, considering how 
helshe actually impacts learning outcomes, exploring teaching practice as a process for 
furthering learning about teaching. The teacher in the world of the glass box appreciates and 
values the complexities of teaching and learning with the idea of participation in improving 
teaching, creating new knowledge, and fostering leanling. Thus, this approach to critical 
reflective practice as a way to reveal these qualities speaks to a change in behavior-teachers 
engaged in a holistic approach to reflection that provides for deeper insights into the role of the 
teacher in the classrooin to thereby inform their practice, improve it, and as a result, improve 
education as well. 
Todd Dinkelman (2003) wrote: "Self-study is not the whole of teaching; but it 111irrors 
and systematizes that part of pedagogy that is reflection" (p. 9). It is the non-reflective teacher 
who gains nothing from experience. Self-study as a way to promote reflection can be a powerful 
means to an end in that self-study "systematizes, channels, and gives form to reflection" (p. 16). 
Self-study is purposeful in that there can be an intentional inquiry into a situation that can further 
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learning, serve learning better when a problem is solved, new understandings are formed, or new 
possibilities are realized. 
The Relational in the Lived Experience o f  Teaching and Learning through Critical Reflection 
The study o f  teaching and learning as relational, where interactions with self and other 
are ripe with multiple layers, folds o f  interplay, and various textures of  not only the "how but the 
"why" the "when" the "what" and tlie "wliere" will provide most assuredly for motivation, 
stimulation, reward, risk, and opportunity for myself and my teacher candidates. Relational 
pedagogy is when authentic learning takes place, when growth of  experience for all involved 
happens. Teacher educators and the programs within which they fuiictioii "...must encourage 
and engage in activities that connect the knowing- and reflection-in-actio o f  competent 
practitioners to the theories and techniques taught as professioiial knowledge in academic 
courses" (Schon, 1987, p. 312). This tenet will empower both teacher educators and pre-service 
teachers to attend to the relational complexities as the real work o f  teaching anci learning. This is 
what the practice o f  teaching is all about. 
In teaching and learning, recognition and respect for the relation to "other" and ongoing 
responding leads to a transformative experience rich with new openings and possibilities for tlie 
sake o f  student learning. These various intricate and interrelated textures o f  teaching and 
learning evolve with deliberate attention paid to the time, sociality, and place. 'Ule reframing o f  
what was i s  seen, heard, andlor felt in the interaction of  these various expressions o f  
communication with and between self and other incite adaptation and change. The delicate 
balance that exists between valuing the risks and the opportunities, the tensioiis ancl doubt o f  
certainty and uncertainty demand continual negotiation. This an important process in teacher 
candidates navigating what they know with what they are experiencing and is what teaching and 
learning need to be. 
Dewey (1 926) proposed that "hunian beings connect with their world via 
meanings; they do not just undergo 'events"' (p. 3 17). Thomas Ryan (2005a) asserts that 
teaching needs "careful monitoring" (p. 9). When teachers take time and make space within 
curriculum for a type of careful monitoring that facilitates the meaning-making of the relational 
in teaching and learning, the results are transformations, recreations, elevations, and expansions 
in the teaching and learning that become a work of art. Like John Dewey and Elliot Eisner 
before her, Wanda May (1993) argues that such "teaching is a 'work of ait' when done well" (p. 
210). 
What can be done to create a mindset i l l  the teacher candidate that encourages 
exploration, stimulation, meaning-making, aiid possibilities in the relational of teaching and 
learning in a current educational environment ripe with tradition and "magic bullets"? Todd 
Dinkelman (2003) says all "teachers are reflective in that one cannot perform the activity without 
thinking about it" (p. 9). 111 an effort to facilitate deeper learning aiid understanding for teacher 
candidates, commitment must be made to placing a high value oil the important component of 
critical thinking in learning and understanding. This critical thinking results in teacher 
candidates' understanding and evaluation of the relational in teaching and learning from ~nultiple 
perspectives, becoining mindful of relational complexities, and envisioning alternative ways of 
looking at things and solving problems. These elements are essential components of the 
reflectivity that P.P. Griminet and A.M. MacICinnon (1992) suggest: "sensibility and reflectivity 
are essential features of teaching as a craft" (p. 428). 
In the Foreword to Vicki LaBoskey's (1994) work Development of'R<flective Practice: 
A Study ofPre-service Teachers, written by Nel Noddings, she acknowledges LaBoskey's 
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address of a critical question in reflective practice: "Can we teach people to reflect?" (p. vii). 
Marjorie Haley and Sabrina Wesley-Nero (2004) argue that the "dominant mode of teacher 
education still focuses on staff development, that is formal in nature, unconnected to classroom 
life, and pays little attention to the metaphor of the teacher as a learner" (p. 4). Cunently, 
professional development primarily exists to supplant unit and system-wide technology needs for 
teaching and assessing. Very little is done in the way of allowing for time and space for the 
teacher to be a learner. Karl Hostetler, Margaret Macintyre Latta, and Loukia Sanoub (2007) 
propose that teachers and students should be provided with opportunity to "examine meaning 
and action within the good work of teaching and learning. . . . to make real sense out of conflict 
and entanglement and act in a unified way" (p. 23 1). I have a real sense for this as I commit 
myself to this inquiry into the relationality of teaching and learning to forward my learning on 
what really counts as knowledge in the teaclling and learning experience. Like my students, I 
search for, desire, "possibilities" for what makes for good teaching and learning without 
realizing that it is in the places of uncertainty, during the times of tension, and within the context 
of risk that I can realize valuable transfor~nations of my understandings of the "effective" in 
teaching and learning. To explore the important role of the relational in the teaching and 
learniilg experience is to examine the process of mediating what I and the teacher candidates I 
teach know and what we are experiencing during our teachingllearning moments. 
Reflexivity i~z f/ze Teuc/ti17g arzd 1,earrzing Experience 
In teaching and learning, the getting started, the coming and the going, the returning to 
the start, the pressing forward, the acknowledgen~ent of how the relationship of one part of the 
experience contributes to the whole of the experience-this results in the "art" of teaching 
reflexively. Teachers with the dispositional skill of meaning-making in reflection are more likely 
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to engage in reflective practice that is reflexive--one that includes critical self-assessment in 
relation to the "other" in order to experience a transformatioil that leads to new openings and 
possibilities for the sake of student learning. Maxine Greene's (1 98 1) belief in the value of "new 
openings" in teaching and learning supports her posit that teacher candidates need to learn how 
to "reconstruct some of the familiar arguments, to ponder what is worthwhile and what is worth 
striving for, to think about their own thinking and consciously to create meanings as they live" 
(p. 286). 
To begin, though, a distinction needs to be made between reflective and reflexive 
practice. Thomas Ryan (2005b) makes a clear distinction between reflection and reflexivity 
stating that while reflection is to reflect on actions and "scrutinize what had just happened with a 
desire to get better," reflexive practice is deep introspection and inquiry, critical reflection, on 
interactions with the other that take place in teaching during the moment-"a deep inward gaze 
into every interaction" (p. 2) during the lived experience of teaching and learning. Reflexivity 
can happen in both the school and classrooin contexts where one allows for reflexivity of 
teaching and learning moments, as they are irn~nediately impacted by the changes in the 
environinent and the participants involved. To reflect on self as a means of self-development, 
self-improvement, is a connnoil approach to reflection in schools of education; however, the 
"careful monitoring" Thomas Ryan speaks of is the methodological reflexivity that requires the 
teacher to reach a heightened level of attunement, to observe and examine his or her own 
behavior within the classrooln or school as it occurs in relation to the "othern-the self, other 
people, and the environ~nent itself, and allow it to stretch and grow, start and stop, begin again, 
gather energies from various arenas of interaction, and transfonn itself. "Reflexivity implies the 
ability to reflect inward toward as an inquirer; outward to the cultural, historical, linguistic, 
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political, and other forces that shape everything about inquiry; and, in between researcher and 
participant to the social interaction they share" (Sandelowski & Barroso, 2002, p. 222). 
Thomas Ryan (2005b) says that "we can do something yet not be aware of how various 
elements are related, and this lack of awareness can impede immediate understanding and 
growth" (p. 1). This is what I believe creates the flaw in current reflective practice being done in 
many schools of education, including my own. In uncovering and examining concerns, Ryan 
says "being reflexive when you are close to the data, in fact you are the data in inany cases," (p. 
3) is vital to a ~nethodological approach to reflexive study where teacher candidates transform 
themselves, as a result of attention paid to the intricate and complex relationship that exists 
between the interplay of knowledge with experience during inoinents of teaching and learning. 
Diane DuBose Brunner (11.d.) suggests that "The job of reflexive performance is to present rather 
than represent. It marks a possibility to transforcn ritual through critical reflection on everyday 
practice," (p. 7) and clearly a good starting point for developing this type of reflection is with 
self in relation to other. Brunner states that reflexive practice, or "reflecting back against the self 
and other in a relational sense," (p. 7) provides openings, new meanings, and further informs a 
critical approach to teaching as an object of study. Jackie Kirk (2005) concurs, stating that 
starting with one's own self. . ."reflexivity necessarily engages the self in critical exploration of 
cxperience, perceptions, and positions; the insight gained can then be used as a starting point for 
engaging with others, and for starting to dcvelop shared understandings. . . ." (pp. 239-240). 
At the heart of what we are thinking and how we respond to the other is the self, our 
being. Hostetler et al. (2007) assert that "meaning is past and parcel of Being. . . . constituting 
the relational expcriencc of self and other in time. . . ." (pp. 23 1-232). This reflexive approach to 
critical reflectioil will result in finding new meanings, possibilities, openings-each disclosing 
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the self more fully and clearly. Noddings (2003) claims this ever enlarging and deepening of 
understandings of self in relation to the world, for both the practitioner and for students, holds 
the goods bestowed on teachers and students through relational practice (p. 25 1). In beginning 
with self, the humanness of the experience is more authentic. It is real and true and meaningful 
because it is where the process of the relational of  teaching and learning must begin-with self. 
Reflexivity in the lived experience of teaching and learning as critical reflection takes on 
yet another descriptor with Schon (1 992)-"reflection-in-action" (p. 28). Schoii states the 
following: "Reflection-in-action has a critical function, questioning the assumption-type 
structure of knowing-in-action (the sorts of knowledge we reveal in our intelligent action (p. 25). 
We think opportunity, and we may, in the process, restructure strategies of action, 
understandings of phenomena, or ways of framing problems. . . ." (p. 28). This sort of reflexivity 
is a response triggered by engagement with the other, atid Schon goes on to suggest that this type 
of reflection "gives rise to the on-the-spot experiment" (p. 28). 1 appreciate Schon's description 
of the reflection-in-action process I alluded to in Chapter One as a "process we can deliver 
without being able to say what we are doing" (p. 31) because Schon's reflection-in-action has no 
rules, no boundaries, no presupposed determining factors. It is the discovery of the relational in 
the lived experience of teaching and learning as integral to teaching and learning with the critical 
in reflection as its corncrstone. 
As a teacher educator, I must discover new ways to allow for the opportunities for teacher 
candidates to nurture this surrender to the critically reflexive, then responsive moments during 
the teaching and learning experiences where the integrity of the experience is not jeopardized or 
sacrificed. It is the important work of teacher education to "engage students in exploring 
teaching practice, not as a thing, but as a process of transformation, as a catalyst for furthering 
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questioning and deliberation, inciting new ways of seeing and being a teacher" (Macintyre Latta, 
2008). Together, we can deconstruct, reconstruct, transform, find new meanings, create new 
openings, test new understandings aiid strategies of action with regard to the teaching 
experience. Learning by doing-critically reflecting-is Schon's reflection in action. As 
Thomas Ryan (2005b) says, "To be reflexive supports critical introspection and can actually 
nourish reflections to a new level of heightened awareness" (p. 4). Schon (1987) suggests that 
teacher candidates explore the critical in reflection as they "plunge into the doing, and try to 
educate themselves before they know what it is they're trying to learn" (p. 1). 
I believe this is all part of the critical process of making what is internal, external in 
teaching and learning for myself and my students-to explore and examine critically all of the 
nooks and crannies, the nuances, the patterns, and especially the gaps of the teaching experience 
so as to respond to them critically. Kerdeman (2003) says this allows for the exploration of the 
reflexivity of a lived experience in the classroom and how "living through it can awaken us to 
choices" (p. 298) that teacher educators and teacher candidates could not otherwise have 
imagined as they forward their learning, gain new understandings, and explore possibilities, even 
when they feel they are being pulled up just short. This is the stuff of relational reflexivity as 
critical reflection. Reflexivity adds depth to the understanding of our complex negotiation of 
what we know aiid what we are experiencing. Attention paid to the in-between, minding the 
gaps between self and other during the lived experience of teaching and learning, can result in 
critical reflection that is meaningful and worthwhile-critical reflection that considers perceived 
understandings and how they are brought back to bear on one's self. The result-the ability to 
respond insigl~tfully, creatively, intuitively--to open new doors, cross new thresholds, explore 
new spaces, knowing that the possibility for new opportunities exists just beyond. 
Iieflexive I'racticefor Critical Reflection that Creates Embodied Understandings 
As a teacher educator, I am strongly compelled to move consciously beyond the 
"dominant rhetoric" (Hutchinson, 1998, p. 138) about critical reflection in teaching and teacher 
education pro yams  today to practical knowledge about critical reflection that creates a new kind 
of understanding about the relationality of teaching and learning. Nancy Hutchinson (1 998) 
speaks about the mind and reflexivity that allows for a kind of embodied understanding. She 
says, "We deal consciously aiid expressly with the situations in which we find ourselves" (p. 
286). This sort of "mindfulness" is required for a reflexive methodology in which teacher 
candidates develop habits of mindfulness, acquiesce to their senses and intelligences for the 
purpose of making meaning from their experiences. An approach to reflexivity where moving 
through the process, inaking time and space for exploration, experiencing transformations, and 
moving beyond is a mindset that enables embodied understandings. 
There are a myriad of inter-locking, relational variables at play in day-to-day teaching 
experiences. Specific to teaching, Kirk (2005) inelitions that "The praxis of reflexivity in the 
teaching field includes a sustained attention to the positions in which I place myself and am 
placed by others, a listening to and acknowledging of inner voices, doubts and concerns as well 
as pleasures aiid pride, and a sensing of what my body is feeling. It implies a constant 
questioiiiiig of what I am doing and why" (p. 233). This captures the idea of reflexivity enabling 
enibodied understanding very well. Relational reflexivity is the finding of the teacher's ow11 
voice as a teacher in relation to the "other" around himiher-self, other people, the environment 
itself. The relational experience of self with "other" assumes "a self within the conflicted and 
entangled physical and social world into wliicli we are all thrown, Being evokes meaning 
making, and meaning inaking evokes Being" (Hostetler et a]., 2007, p. 232). Part and parcel of 
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this unique kind of understanding of relational experiences is that one must consider both 
environmental and external forces at work to inore deeply and fully experience and learn 
from teaching and seek possibilities for dealing with classroom problems, issues, and challenges 
with those forces in mind. Judi Marshall (1999) describes this dynamic process of inquiry in 
this way: 
A key notion for me is that of engaging in inner and outer arcs of attention and of moving 
between these. In my own development as an inquirer I have especially paid attention to 
the inner arcs, seeking to notice myself perceiving, making meaning, framing issues, 
choosing how to speak out and so on. I pay attention for assurnptions I use, repetitions, 
patterns, themes, dilemmas, key phrases which are charges with energy or that seem to 
hold inultiple meanings to be puzzled about, and more (p. 433). 
Specifically exploring the embodiment of reflexivity, the physicality of it, Marjorie 
O'Loughliii (2006) captures the essence of that concept for me very well. Encouraging a sort of 
mindlbody symmetry, her argument is the absence of the body in education, with the mind taking 
precedence. An indispensable part of people's identity is manifested in their bodily dispositions, 
habits, and abilities or skills. These form a central part of the motor skills, perceptual 
discriminations and behavioral responses which make a person what she or he is. These are the 
identity she or he has, which others presumably recognize (p. 65). Marshall (1999) agrees saying 
that the level of opportunity for inquiry is "pliysical and intuitive, as ~iiuch as an intellectual, 
sensing for me" (p. 436) 
For both lilyself and my students, reflexivity is now even more complex when the teacher 
candidate is provided with time and space in teacher education program courses for this 
"creatural existence" where lived experiences of not only the 1iii1id, but also the body are 
explored, not ignored, embedded, not displaced but placed within its environment. The iiiiiid and 
body cannot exist in isolation, but rather exist together in the process of the lived experience and 
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learn fro111 it, react to it, and transform because of it. Marshall (1999) describes this level of 
inquiry as a "life process, respecting how inquiring is a core of my being, and that my full 
(multiple) being is involved in any 'researching' I undertake" (p. 438). 
Unfortunately, exploring the role of reflexivity in this capacity can lead to very real 
fmstrations with the academic world as it exists in most colleges and universities. Mine is no 
different. Nonetheless, the tension I experience when working within the system that 1 hope to 
trallsfoim is part of my lived experience and authentically meaningful. Orner (1992) suggests 
that "Little or no attention is given to the multiple social positions, multiple voices, conscious 
and unconscious pleasures, tensions, desires, and contradictions. . . ." (p. 79). While this "work 
of teaching and learning as a meaning making venture is desired by teachers, the terrain of such 
ventures is foreign andlor only an occasional encounter" (Hostetler et al., 2007, p. 241) in 
teacher education programs today. 
Likewise, Wanda May's (1993) comments about the mistakes made while trying to 
facilitate the process for aesthetic experience-"identifying specific steps and then directing or 
sequencing these in linear fashion, which simply does not exist in aesthetic expression in the 
saine way" (p. 214) could be similarly applied to enabling embodied understandings of the 
teaching and learning experience. May says "What happens and when is reflexive, and inay not 
be the saine each time" (p. 214). 
Negotiating Wlzat Teacher Candidates I f i o ~ i  wit17 Wl~nt They are Experierzcing: 
The Worlc o f  Teacher Education 
It becomes vitally important, then, that a thriving culture of learning be created in schools 
of education where reflexivity is a means of critical reflection which develops responsivity to 
"felt knowledgew-knowledge as a "lived engagement" (O'Loughlin, 2006, p. 6). Frankly, 
absent the opportunities to acknowledge and foster a sense of the understanding of the deeply 
complex relational and embodied experiences my students and 1 have while teaching and 
learning, we will be unable to nurture the same kind of understanding of meaning making in our 
own students' lives. Hostetler et al. (2007) make a critical point: "Meaning provides a ground to 
teach pre-service and in-service teachers the value of treating students as individuals, of looking 
beyond impoverished conceptions of meaning in education to make their lives and the lives of 
their students more complex, coinplicated, and connected" (p. 237). This is indeed the important 
work of teacher education that has real inerit. 
Research studies support various inethodological approaches to this kind of critical 
reflexivity: the poitfolio, the case study, the autobiography --each with one critical element 
required--shared or collaborative experiences. "The success of such professioiial coinmunities, 
where teachers have opportunities to consult each other and access professional resources and 
material, is largely dependent on the local or situational contexts rather than on external 
inandates or policies" (Hostetler et al., 2007, p. 236). Enviroiiinents conducive to "adventurous 
teaching" (p. 237), where teachers explore uncertainty aiid doubt and ask questions, take risks, 
aiid escape the coiiventioiial must be a critical eleinent in the curriculum work of any teacher 
educator and in any teacher education program. 
The potential for teacher empowerinent as a result of reflexivity as a ineans of critical 
reflection is encouraging. An autobiographical analysis, where one begins with self aiid 
naturally gravitates toward analysis of self in relation to other, has inerit as a worthy 
methodological approach to facilitating the process of exploration of the relationality of teaching 
aiid learning. O'Loughlin (2006) says that "education must involve a recognition of the inherent 
order of human locatedness. It must create a life world which supports satisfying hulnaii 
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existence grounded in the livable environment" (p. 7). The work of teacher education needs to 
foster acknowledgement of, engagement with, and responsivity to the relational in the lived 
experience of teaching and learning as an encounter with the environment. 
Autobiogvaphy: Teacher Candidates Finding Their Own Voice 
and Shaping Stvong Teaclzer Identities 
Meaning making in the educational experience, for various stakeholders involved in the 
teaching and learning process, is reflexive and complex. Case study research on teaching that 
leads to learning is a compelling challenge. Hutchinson (1998) strongly contends that "the 
knowledge is in the experience" (p. 137). The potential for teacher empowelment as a result of 
reflexivity as a means of critical reflection is encouraging, and an autobiographical analysis, 
where one begins with self and naturally gravitates toward analysis of self in relation to other, 
has merit as a worthy methodological approach to facilitating the process of exploration of the 
relationality of teaching and learning. Reeves (2009) states that the autobiography, among 
others, holds "promise" as a way to allow teachers to "interrogate the forces, both internal and 
external, that shape their identity options" (p. 40). 
The important work of teacher education needs to foster acknowledgement of 
engagement with, and responsivity to the relational in the lived experience of teaching and 
learning as an encounter with the environment. Effective teachers developed into effective 
teachers, not because of the staid, undeviating implementation and utilization of instructional and 
classroom management best practice techniques, but because of the delicate negotiation and 
mediation of considering what they know and the sensitivity to what they are experiencing and 
counting that as real knowledge about the teaching and learning experience. They did so by 
considering the "lived understandings" of both content and context of their experiences, as they 
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changed, reshaped, and took on new possibilities and meaning. In order for teacher educators to 
be successful with the autobiography as a reflective tool for negotiating tlie lived understandings 
teacher candidates realize, they have to be clear about the nature of an autobiography for both 
themselves and the teacher candidates. A teacher education program that makes a cornmitlnelit 
to planning for engagement it1 some action or exploration by "becoming immersed in the chosen 
territory" in an embodied way, and then planning for cycles of rhythmic reflexivity-going 
along, stepping back, reflecting-can create an environment of knowledge as lived engagement. 
These important opportunities for meaning and interaction require time and space, trust, 
and a paradigm shift that includes a "glass box" approach to reflective practice. 
"Spaces o f  Liberty " 
Described as "spaces of liberty" by Jacqueline Grennoli Brooks, Andrea S., Libresco, 
and Irene Plonczak (2007), "a novice teacher exercising choice atid autonomy within the 
curriculum, even when making the inevitable 'rookie' mistakes, creates a more dynamic learning 
environment" (p. 755). It becomes the teacher educator's respollsibility to have the courage to 
help to create those spaces of liberty for the exercise of tlie teacher 
candidate's freedom and innovatioil intellectually and pedagogically. Spaces of liberty where 
shared experiences and collaborative inquiry can result i11 teacher candidates seeing things from 
multiple perspectives, considering that the relational element is critical, are the kinds of spaces 
that need to be created by both teacher educators and within teacher education programs. 
"Mission of Trust" 
It is also imperative that programmatic change ill teacher education programs create a 
strolig foundation built on trust as its missioli. It is critically important to develop relationships 
in teacher education programs that are built 011 trust between teachers and teacher candidates so 
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as to inore effectively utilize critical reflective practice as a habit o f  the mind in the educational 
experience. In a sense, Loughran and Russell (2002) suggest that in the event that teachers are 
"being pulled up short" in their examination o f  teaching practice, experiencing tensions as a 
result o f  uncertainties and risks, they are driven to reflect critically on the experience to find 
possibilities to inform practice. Loughran and Russell state that "This sense o f  unease is not 
necessarily a negative aspect o f  practice, for it can also be an impetus for finding ways to be 
better informed" ( p .  242). This "reframing," ( p .  243) as described by these authors, is critical in 
this process. Lougliran and Russell assert that it is "not sufficient to simply view a situation froin 
one perspective. Reframing is seeing a situation through others' eyes" ( p .  243). With this in 
mind, it becomes clear that relationships between teacher educators and their students dernand a 
certain level o f  trust in order to make effective use o f  the reflective practice 
process. 
"Black Box 1)s. Glass Box Approach" 
The teacher in the world of  the glass box appreciates and values the complexities o f  
teaching and learuing with the idea o f  participating in improving teaching, creating new 
knowledge, and fostering learning. Thus, critical reflective practice as a way to reveal these 
qualities speaks to a change in behavior-teachers engaged in a holistic approach to reflection 
that provides for deeper insights into the role o f  the teacher in the classroom to thereby inform 
their practice, improve it: and as a result, improve education. 
Conclusion 
Dinkelmall (2003) says that when teacher educators study their own practice, they make 
changes in their pedagogy and call then suggest changes through conversation and collaboration 
with peers. This process is reflexive ( p .  14). Environments in teacher educatioii need to be 
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learning spaces tliat incite collaboration and deliberation, conflict and doubt, and new 
understandings and insights, and teacher educators need to be more receptive to and comfostahle 
in such an environment. 
It is clear tliat shared reflections or collaborative inquiry are imperative in order for tlie 
full measure of tlie value of reflexivity as critical reflection to enabled embodied understanding. 
Marshall (1999) emphasizes the concept of "communion" in critical reflection that enables 
embodied understanding, suggesting that "communion is tlie sense of being 'at one' with other 
organisms or the context, its basis is integration, interdependence, receptivity" (p. 435). This 
tenet should subsume the work of teacher education and will thus empower both teacher 
educators and pre-service teachers to attend to the relational complexities as the real work of 
teaching and learning. 
It is my conviction that a teacher education progam must acknowledge the important 
work of critical reflection to enable embodied understanding of teaching and learning as 
relational in nature and make a deliberate curricular comrnitrnent to it, as this is what the practice 
of teaching is all about. Self-study, emboldened with a critically reflective approach tliat is 
reflexive and embodied characterizes the qualities 1 see most inherent in the teaching and 
learning process. It is not enough to recognize and prioritize knowledge in teaching and learning 
without tlie aspect of experience and how navigating that new found knowledge contributes to a 
strong teaching identity. Nurturing the internal so that i t  becomes external in the teaching and 
learning experience, and characterizing the true nature of the aforementioned regarding what one 
knows and what one is experiencing in teaching and learning challenges me to articulate this 
process of developing a teacher identity for the teacher candidates that I serve. This conceptual 
framework is intended to provide clarity as the reader moves forward, takes steps back again, 
contemplates the nuances, searches for new meanings, and considers possibilities. 
CHAPTER 3 
Narrative Inquiry as a Metl~odological Approach 
Nested Within Self-Study 
This research is an attempt to explore opportunities and possibilities for creating a culture 
of inquiry in the Scliool of Education which I serve. According to Wolk (2008), "A culture of 
inquiry happens when teachers breathe inquiry as a part of their lives (p. 11 9)" The years of 
study leading up to and continuing through my dissertation work have been all about "breathing 
inquiry" into my life as a teacher educator. Growth in my learning, tliinkiiig, reading, and 
debating upon the importance of the unique approach to critical reflection on the complexities of 
the teaching and learning experience that promotes the relational of the experience as reflexive 
and embodied, learning, thinking, reading, are now tlie foundation of this inquiry. Creating this 
kind of culture of inquiry in my own life has required time and space for this learning, thinking, 
reading, and debating. Likewise, then, time and space for such an approach to intelligent 
analysis or "mental activity" for our teacher candidates demands that schools of education no 
longer disregard an approach to critical inquiry that takes place in relation to tlie daily teaching 
cxperiences. Few can dispute the value of scholarly inquiry into teaching and learning, 
particularly in relation to the relationality of self and other as a way to proinote critical reflection 
on teaching and learning. However, there is a distinct lack of a deliberate approach to tlie 
provision of time, space, and opportunity to explore this incntal activity associated with tlie 
complexities of the teaching and learning experience. 
Wolk (2008) provides a fair assessmeiit of the status of reflective practice in schools of 
education today-my own institution is no exception. The question of "how" to develop a 
deliberative approach in creating a culture of critical iiiquiry looiiis large in the minds of teacher 
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educators in teacher education programs. As a teacher educator, I call into question what exactly 
is meant by reflective practice in scliools of education today. Clift, Houston, and Pugach (1990), 
recognize these complexities saying that "reflective practice in teacher education is essentially 
concerned with how educators make sense of the phenomena of experiences that puzzle or 
perplex them" (p. 20), which still remains for teacher educators a complex goal to attain and a 
challenge to teach and assess. To date, however, something that much of the research on 
reflective practice has failed to do is further inform the larger teaching and learning colnmunity 
about the potential critical reflection holds for reflective teaching and learning practices. 
Zeichner (1996) supports teacher reflection, but states that while "The concept of the teacher as a 
reflective practitioner appears to acknowledge the wealth of expertise that resides in the practices 
of teachers. . . ." (p. 200), schools of education have done little to empower future teachers with 
the skills and knowledge they need to facilitate critical pedagogy via critical reflective practice. 
More specifically, and as ineiitioned in Chapter One, Zeiclitier cites these three slio~tco~nings in 
the reflective practice being developed in teacher education programs today: "what kind of 
reflection teachers are engaging in, what it is teacliers are reflecting about, and how they are 
going about it" (p. 207). 
Nurturing a lniiidset in student teachers to be critically reflective by providing spaces of 
liberty for critical reflection is a step in the right direction. Concomitantly, advocating for an 
approach to critical reflection that is attuned to the exploration of the relatiooality of self and 
other where student teacliers "mind the gaps," is the critical work that needs to be explored and 
experimented with in teacher education programs. As first mentioned in Chapter One, Sidorkiii 
(2002) explains that "Relations cannot belong to one thing; they are the joint property of at least 
two things. Relations are located, so to speak, in between things" (p. 94) and student teachers 
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need to pay attentioil to the in-betweell, "minding the gaps" (Biesta, 2004, p. I I) between self 
and other during their lived experience of teaching and learning during the student teaching 
experience. More importantly, tinie and space for unpaclting their sense ofI3eing in the world, 
where tensions are respected and accepted, is indced the "location of education" (p. 1 1  ). It is 
here where the student teacher can authentically interact with other in an investigative work 
space to grow as students of teaching and learning. This inquiry will allow the student teacher to 
nurture an agency to lnalte a commitment to a heightened sense of consciousness in the teaching 
and learning experience. Planning for engagement in some action or exploration, the student 
teacher can "becolne in~mcrsed in the chosen territory" in an elubodied way. and then plan for 
cycles of rhythmic reflexivity-going along: stepping back, reflecting-asking the important 
questions of "lIow:'" and "Why?" in order to further learning. 
7%e 7inciilioi7 of'Se(/~S/uu'y 
The teacher educator is in an excellent position to engage in exploration of teaching and 
learning practices, while at the same time serving as a purposeful role   nod el for teacher 
candidates to do the same thing. Chapter l 'wo devotes a section to acknowledging self-study as 
a way to pronlote scholarly inquiry. So, in this narrative incluiry I position myself to carefully 
consider 111y self-understandings of the nature of teaching about teaching. by engaging in self- 
study to "provolte, challenge. and illuriiinate" 111y teaching practices (I,aBoskey, 2004, p. 818) so 
as to address this commitment to nurturing that heiglltened sense of consciousness in the 
teaching and learning experience that this inquiry explores. According to Macintyrc Latta, et al. 
(2007). the "tradition of self-study holds much potential as a vehicle for educator professional 
develop~ilent (p. 190). As a teacher of teaching, I purposely serve as a powerful role model for 
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my students in this inquiry, and this study of self is not an internal, solo act. Russell (1998) 
states: 
Self-study is about the learning from experience that is embedded within teachers' 
creating new experiences for themselves and those whom they teach. . . . Our goal may 
well be the reinvention of learning to teach, enabling others to understand learning from 
experience by showing thein how we do it ourselves (p. 6). 
All the conditions for this inquiry are designed to enable the study of self in relation to 
other. A variety of spaces have been created wherein prospective teachers and 1 can interactively 
explore classroom experiences where broadening discussions inform teaching and learning, 
developing confidence in the process along the way. LaBoskey (2004) states that "self-study is 
interactive at one or more stages in the process" (p. 821). The interaction of this study is with 
prospective teachers in a variety of both direct and indirect ways that constantly inform teaching 
and learning practices. Through the autobiographies of critical incidents, I may not be visible, 
but I am always there, involved in the process itself, considering their stories, their voices, and 
then bringing those considerations, as well as others, back to bear on their debriefing interviews, 
responding with affir~iiation, responsiveness, and attentiveness, validating the questions being 
asked in our honest pursuit of negotiating the complexities of the teaching and learning 
experience. These al>proaclies to infor~ning teaching and learning practices demonstrate that they 
are doing in practice precisely what I am doing, living what I am asking my student teachers to 
do. That is, i11 this study, together, we attend to the "experiences and understandings of others, 
bringing this thinking back to ourselves, inciting an individual-collective movement that is 
always in the making, forming and refonning, transforming self and others" (Macintyre Latta, et 
al., 2007, pp. 191-192). This narrative inquiry makes the considerations and possibilities of self- 
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study more visible. Chapters Four and Five more fully reveal and expound upon the particular 
possibilities and considerations. 
Multiple Opportunities,for Collaborcltive Inquiry 
It has been determined by researchers that pre-service teachers must learn how to adapt to 
change, and teacher education programs should provide for allowing multiple opportunities for 
collaborative inquiry based on critical reflection on the various situations their teacher candidates 
encounter. Larrivee (2009) states that "teachers really can influence their practice much more 
than they think by engaging in systematic reflection about their work (p. 9). She adds that "An 
individual teacher's thinking needs to be confirmed, modified, or stimulated to deeper levels of 
understanding by reflecting 'aloud"' (p. 16). Dewey's call for open-mindedness is an essential 
attitude of reflective practitioners, which includes being "open to other points of view" (Cooper 
and Larsivee, 2006, p. 9). It requires hearing different views as valid ways of thinking, 
according to Zeichner and Liston (1996). Beginning teachers are not really prepared for the 
complex world of teaching. Nonetheless, "successful teaching relies on teachers making 
intellige~lt meaning of complex classroom events" (Kasten & Write, 1996, p. 6). Multiple 
opportunities for collaborative inquiry based on critical reflection will provide the reflective 
process that is needed in order to deal with the uncertainties, tensions, ambiguities, and dileinmas 
that are a part of today's classrooms. 
Unfortutiately, this is not easily done, nor is time and space easily accessible to the pre- 
service teachers as they progress through this difficult transferring process" (Jin, 1996, p. 1). 
Regardless, it is imperative that teacher education acknowledge and provide for experiences and 
opportunities such as the "careful monitoring" that Ryan (2005a, p. 9) suggested earlier, 
monitoring that provokes substantive thoughts and interpretations within the lived experience of 
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teaching and learning. When teachers take time and make space within cu~riculum for a type of 
careful monitoring that facilitates the meaning-making of the relational in teaching and learning, 
the result is transformations, recreations, elevations, and expansions in the teaching and learning 
that become a work of art. 
Zeichner (1996) says that "all teachers are reflective in some sense. There is 110 such 
thing as an unreflective teacher (207). However, the kind of "systematic, purposeful inquiry, and 
critical reflection" Darling-Haininond and Bransford (2005, p. 437) speak of is very different 
from what Zeichner is describing. Zeichner calls it "uncritical teacher reflection" (p. 207). 
Preparing teachers to learn from teaching requires "a set of tools that develop the skills and 
practices" (Darling-Hammond and Bransford, 2005, p. 437) of critical thinking that result in 
students' understaiidiiig and evaluation of the relational in teaching and learning from multiple 
perspectives. In critically reflecting, the teacher becomes lniiidful of relational complexities, 
envisions alternative ways of looking at things and solving problems, and focuses on the 
development or awakening of that aspiration or dispositional skill that may lie dormant withi11 
them to "restore meaning" as an aim that can guide educational practice" (Hostetler et al., 2007, 
p. 233). 
The authors Pamela LePage et al. (2005) speak to the importance of critical reflective 
practice as a dis~ositional skill necessary for successful classroom managelllent experiences. 
Teacher education programs that provide for learning opportuilities for teilcher candidates that 
include complex analysis of teaching experiences through critical reflection on the relational- 
with self, with other, and with the environment--provide them with a "conceptual map or 
scliema to understaiid what they are experiencing" (p. 354). Pre-service teachers will face many 
different and difficult situations while teaching a diverse student population. This requires that 
pre-service teachers be prepared to separate "peltitlent facts from less significant and 
insignificant ones to identify a variety of acceptable decisions" (Kasten & Write, 1996, p. 1). 
It does then become my responsibility as a teacher educator to make teaching a critically 
reflective and human activity. More specifically, according to Macintyre Latta (2008), I need to 
be concerned with the preparation of the prospective teacher for the "ever more demanding kinds 
of teachingilearning experiences. . . . given the essential difficulty that teachers encounter in the 
classroom, a phenomenon [called] relational complexity. . . . an uncertain and risky process that 
entails building relationships across self, others, and subject matter through dialogic inquiry" (p. 
2). 
The intent of this study is to examine deliberate approaches to ascertaining student 
teacher candidates' perceptions of what teaching and learning needs to be for them when they 
consider the relationship between what they know and what they experience in the classroo~n to 
develop strong identities as teachers. It will encourage exploration, stimulation, meaning- 
making, and possibilities in the relational of teaching and learning in a current educational 
environment ripe with tradition and "magic bullets." The research will focus specifically on the 
connnunications from and observations of student teachers for the purpose of understanding how 
this deliberate approach to critical reflective practice affects the relational intersections of 
teaching and learning, considering thc "educational puzzles and problems." . . . moving back and 
forth between the personal, the social, and the relational (Connelly and Clandinin, 2000, p.2). 
Narratives qfLiiied Experiences: A Methodological Approach 
This analysis, beginning with self and naturally gravitating toward analysis of self in 
relation to other, can create autobiographical knowledge as lived engagement with the teaching 
and learning experience. As teacher candidates begin the process of navigating through their 
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teaching and learning experience, mediating what they know with what they are experiencing 
autobiographically, a culture of inquiry can begin to exist and eventually thrive, and it is through 
the teacher candidate's stories, their narratives of experience, that the teacher candidate is 
enlightened. 
According to Jackie Kirk (2005), the opportunity that the autobiography presents to 
report the "physicality" and reflexivity of the experience is worth further consideration. That 
said, the theoretical foundations of narrative inquiry develop as a result of the study of 
meaningful approaches to critical reflection in order to create a culture of inquiry. This narrative 
inquiry specifically examines student teacher' stories to enlighten the student teachers,' as well 
as my own understanding and awareness of what they need to do to become thoughtful and alert 
students of teaching and learning who are aware of the complexities of classroo~ns and respond 
to differences of all kinds as productive for learners and learning on the way toward developing 
their teaching identities. In short, this inquiry will attempt to seek out the stories, the "narratives 
of experience," of student teachers that exemplify that good work of reflective practice as a way 
to systematically study and improve teaching and learning, while at the same time making me 
more conscious of my ow11 teaching and learning as a teacher educator. Verliesschen (2003) 
maintains that the construction of narratives of personal and professional experience generally 
lies at the heart of the various versions of what it is to be a reflective practitioner. Similarly, the 
student teacher's story of what helslie is doing can he an important catalyst for advancing a 
teacher educator's understanding of their students' needs as they prepare for the classrooin. 
These narratives of experience, then, demand a particular scrutiny. I hope to explore deliberate 
approaches in both teacher educator practices and programmatic changes in these stories that can 
create a culture of critical inquiry that "respects the voices" of these student teachers "and the 
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knowledge that they bring to the research experience" (Zeichner, 2001, p. 279). 
The nature of the student teachers' experiences, personal and social and relational, places 
an emphasis on the "experience" itself, emphasizing the significant relationships among 
narratives and life. According to Connelly and Claiidiniii (2000), the term "experience" 
becomes an inquiry tenn that "permits better understandings of educational life" (p. 2). 
Experience happens narratively, and narrative inquiry is a form of narrative experience. In fact, 
Maclntyre (1985) subscribes to the view that "there is a tight relationship between narrative and 
life because narrative form or structure is already inherent in events themselves." Therefore, 
educational experience should be studied "narratively" (p. 19). Carr (1986) specifies that 
"stories are told in being lived and lived in being told" (p. 61). This inquiry will allow these 
student teachers to tell their stories as narratives of experience, engaging in educational 
experiences that involve a deliberate approach to critical reflective practice that empowers them 
to more effectively facilitate study of self in relation to other as a way to promote critical 
reflection on the teacliing experience itself. Concomitantly, the narrative inquiry I propose will 
enable such stories to provide for new understandings concerning teacher educator practices and 
programmatic changes in addressing these questions: How do the teaclier candidates 
navigatelinediate what they know with what they are experiencing? What really counts as 
knowledge in the teaching and learning experience? How do narratives of experience enlighten 
teacher candidates regarding the negotiating of what they know and what they are experiencing 
to develop strong teaching identities? 
Carter (1993) states that in "creating stories, we are able, therefore, to impose order and 
coherence on tlie stream of experience and work out the meaning of incidents and events in tlie 
real world" (p. 7). Narrative inquiry as a methodological approach does just that-captures the 
"richness and indeterminancy" (p. 5) of the student teaching experience througli critical 
reflective practice, ackiiowledges what the student teacher knows and is experiencing and the 
complex meaning-making process that is taking place with regard to the teaching and learning 
experience itself, and empowers student teachers to provide a voice that can better itlfolm other 
teacher educator practices and the teacher education programs they serve. 
Meaning-Making, Identity, a d  Narrative Inquiry 
"Human beings think, perceive, imagine, and make moral choices according to narrative 
structures" (Carter, 1993, p. 7). Connelly and Clandinin (2000) coilcur, stating that "life . . . is 
filled with narrative fragments, enacted in storied rnolnents of time and space, and reflected up011 
and understood in terms of narrative unities and discontinuities" (p. 17). However, in narrative 
experience a researcher should be cautious of equating life with a story. There still remains the 
complex mediation and negotiation between narrative and life, which is so critical to the 
narrative inquiry approach in terms of its ability to make allowances for exploring questioils that 
remain unanswered. Verhesschen (2003) emphasizes tliat according to Ricoeur, several different 
stories can be told that "suit the same set of events (p. 454)" Second, the transforliiative actions 
and experiences tliat occur during the "life story" will call for narration in narrative inquiry and 
this will lead to different narratives. Finally, out of the fusion of different kinds of narratives, a 
concept of narrative identity emerges (Verhesschen, 2003). Thus, through the complex 
mediation and negation between narrative and life, the result is a narrative that tells us more 
about who we are, begins the process of developing strong iclentitics as teachers. 
This narrative inquiry will ask student teachers to tell their stories, to reflect critically 
upon their teaching and learning experiences, and the research process will live out the narrative. 
Connelly and Clandinin (1990) say that narrative is both the plienomenon and the metliod with 
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which to study it: "Narrative names the structured quality of experience to be studied, and it 
names the patterns of inquiry for its study" (p. 2). My research will explore these storied 
accounts, complete with student teacher tensions and perceptions as they negotiate the teaching 
and learning experience itself in relation to self and other in order to inake meaning, develop new 
understandings with regard to creating a culture of  inquiry, and construct teaching identities. 
"Identity coiistruction is a negotiation with self, with others, and within the discourses present in 
one's life" (Reeves, 2009, p. 35). 
Hostetler et al. (2007) state that "teachers and students deserve to experience [the good 
work of teaching and learning], the meaning attained when tliey can inake real sense out of 
'conflict and entanglement' (p. 231); and through narrative, meaning is created. According to 
Ricoeur "narrative offers a view of tlie world froin the point of view of human acting" 
(Verhesschen, 2003, p. 545). Thus, tlie narratives of experience shared by tlie student teachers in 
this study will provide discourse that is deeply rooted in their lived experiences of teaching and 
learning. 
As the lived understanding of how teacher candidates navigate and mediate what tliey 
know with what they are experiencing become part of their ow11 self-narration, they begin to 
shape their own identity, or self-knowledge about themselves as teachers. Ricoeur says that 
"self-knowledge is an interpretation, self interpretation, in its turn, finds in narrative, among 
other signs and symbols, a privileged mediation. . . . a condition for self-understanding" 
(Verhesschen, 2003, p. 460). 
Participant and Researcher in Narrative Inquiry 
The narrative experience that the student tells about classroom events is always 
significant and should not be discounted as ineffectual in terms of impacting the direction a study 
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takes (Lougliran, 2004) and as importantly, infonning teacher education programs and practices. 
Clandinin describes teacher education as a "collaborative inquiry" and the relationships among 
the participants in this "ongoing narrative of experience is characterized as a 'trusting 
relationship"' (Verhesschen, 2003, p. 462). This collaborative inquiry involves storytelling and 
re-storying as the research proceeds. Three trends in the field of education have influenced the 
development of narrative inquiry: 
First, there is currently an increased emphasis on teacher reflection. Second, 
more emphasis is being placed on teachers' knowledgewhat  they know, how 
they think, how they develop professionally, and how they make decisions in the 
classroom. And third, educators seek to bring teachers' voices to the forefront by 
empowering teachers to talk about their experiences (Creswell, 2002, p. 522). 
Therefore, this narrative inquiry, where participants' narratives are relevant to meaning-making 
for this inquiry, is an effective way to address tlie aforementioned concerns regarding critical 
reflective practice as it is being addressed currently in scl~ools of education. 
The literature on narrative inquiry does acknowledge potential weaknesses in the design. 
Coniiclly and Clandinin (2000) state that one of the criticisms of narrative inquiry is that it is 
"essentially a linguistic form of inquiry" (p. 77) that of story recording and telling. Carter (1993) 
acknowledges problems with veracity and fallibility relative to the re-storying that takes place 
wl~ere distortions of the "story" can occur, and authenticity of the story can be called into 
question. Similarly, Creswell (2002) cites "ownership" of the story as another concern in 
narrative inquiry. 
Other tensions are very real, as well, and must be acknowledged: establishing trust, 
balancing involvement, maintaining objectivity. "How to experience tlie experience," according 
to Connelly and Clandinin (2000) is a tension that is always present for the narrative inquirer 
because the narrative inquiry is relational, and the reflexivity of lnoving back and forth in the act 
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of balancing and maintaining trust, involvement, and objectivity is a part of the narrative inquiry 
process. 
Nonetheless, Creswell (2002) einphasizes that the collaborative relationship in narrative 
inquiry can be a strength. It will give voice aiid empowersnent to those whose stories are being 
told, and "telling a story helps individuals understand topics that they may need to process and 
understand (p. 531). Finally, telling stories comes naturally to people who want to share their 
experiences, and iianative inquiry captures a noimal "fonn of data that is familiar to individuals" 
(p. 531). Connelly and Clandinin (2000) state that "the narrative inquirer may note stories but 
more often record actions, doings, and happenings, all of which are narrative expressions" (p. 
79). 
I propose that giving voice to student teachers so that they have the opportunities to tell 
their stories is appropriate and worthwhile and can provide insight and create new 
understandings relative to creating a culture of critical inquiry in teacher educator practices and 
teacher education programs. Exploration of possibilities related to these questions through 
"rctelling . . . is to offer possibilities for reliving, for new directions, and new ways of doing 
things" (Connelly aiid Clandinin, 2000, p. 189). 
The Participants 
My Role as Researcher in this Narrative 1nql.lii:y 
My role in this narrative inquiry will be that of both inquirer and professor. As an 
inquirer, my principal interest is in the teaching and learning experiences theinselves and in the 
iinportant task of retelling those stories so as to allow for growth and change. I will give voice 
and identity to the student teachers in this narrative inquiry. As I re-story (Creswell, 2002, p. 
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528) or construct the student teachers' stories, I will hlfill the role of retelling their stories so as 
to help them process and understand their teaching and learning experiences and allow tlieir 
stories to transcend time and space to educate others. 
As an inquirer, I must also be lnindhl of my role as an inquirer about my practice in the 
"midst of a nested set of stories"(Connel1y and Clandinin, 2000, p. 63)-mine and the student 
teachers.' I will be mindful of exploring my own stories of experience as an inquirer, focusing 
on experience and following where it leads, paying attention to moments of tension in the midst 
of inquiry relative to temporality and place as an inquirer. In short, my role as inquirer will be to 
make myself as aware as possible of the "many, layered narratives at work in the inquiry space" 
(p. 70) and to acknowledge the reflexivity of the experience at work, pointing me forward and 
backward and inward and outward. 
In my role as professor, I will model the study of the teaching self, conducting a 
systematic inquiry into the course that I am teaching. I will assume proactively the responsibility 
of purposefully engaging student teachers in playing active roles in monitoring their own 
learning. This effort will effectively formulate the purposes and ends of their work in the 
classroom complete with their own voices and insights. 
My dual roles as both inquirer and professor allow me to co11111iit to the exploration of 
programmatic changes and teacher educator practices that more fully realize the significance of 
facilitation of reflective practice opportunities as a way to promote an enlightened way of 
thinking reflexively about the relationality of self and other in teaching and learning. 
The Student Teachers' Roles as Participants 
Fifteen middle gradesisecondary studcnt teacher candidates who were enrolled in niy 
section of the EDUC 420 Student Teaching Seminar course were invited to participate in this 
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study. There were six females and nine males enrolled in the course. The EDUC 420 Seminar is 
a course that is a corequisite course with the student teaching course. The seminar provides 
student teachers with mentorship during the student teaching semester. Workshops for portfolio 
developinent and completion of the Instructional Analysis Project will be included, as well as the 
activities that were a part of student teaching call backs (mock interviews, certification 
paperwork, preparation for the job search, etc.). Additionally, as their seminar instructor, I can 
conduct classroom visits for the purposes of observation of teaching and consultation 
opportunities with the student teachers to provide any needed assistance, support, and 
encourageinelit as they relate to the teaching and learning experience for the student teacher. 
Five student teachers froin my seminar agreed to participate in this study at various 
levels, as per the completion of the Letter of Informed Consent (See Appendix A). One student 
teacher agreed to participate in the study, but not in the questionnaire and the audio-taped follow- 
up interview. The remaining four student teachers agreed to participate fully in all phases of the 
study. 
Research Questions 
The catalyst for this research comes from doctoral work related to learning, thinking, 
reading, and debating about critical reflective practice as an approach to self-study that could 
further enlighten the teacher candidate regarding the relation between a teaching identity that 
understands the complexities of classroonis and the willingness to see them as productive for 
learning. This inquiry will give a voice to the student teacher concerning their struggles and their 
perceptions of their needs, as well as their perceptions of the attempts by scliools of education to 
meet those needs as it addresses these itnpottant questions: 
1. How do teacher candidates navigatetmediate what they know with what they 
are experiencing to develop strong teaching identities? 
2. What can be done to create a inindset in the teacher candidate that encourages 
exploration, stimulation, meaning-making, and possibilities in the relational of 
teaching and learning in a current educational environment ripe with tradition and 
"magic bullets?" 
3. How do the insights gained from a "lived understanding" of how teacher candidates 
are mediatindnavigating what they know and what they are experiencing to 
develop strong identities as teachers? 
This inquiry also becomes a way to inform my own teacher education practices and those of the 
teacher education program in the School of Education at Peru State College and beyond. In fact, 
this inquiry can inform the larger professional community regarding the practice of teacher 
educators who seek greater success in the development of deliberate approaches to the good 
work of self-study as a way to promote critical reflection on teaching to systematically study and 
improve teaching and learning for all stakeholders involved in the teaching and learning process. 
It is ilnpoiiant to note that the assumption may be made that all teacher candidates 
experience this conflict between what they know and what they are experiencing in the 
classroom, but what about those teacher candidates who do not think that they experience this 
dissonance? Cooper and Larrivee (2006) say, "Today's classrooms represent increasing 
diversity aillong students; therefore, a teacher has to accommodate and adjust to this greater 
range of differences in ethnicity, socioeconoinic status, developinental levels, motivation to 
learn, and achievement" (p. 1). A responsiveness to this wide variety of students' needs requires 
teachers who are reflective and recognize the relational nature of identity, that "identity is co- 
constructed with interested others. . . . with self, with others and within the discourses present in 
one's life.'' (Reeves, 2009, p. 34). Teacher educators and teacher education prograins n~ust  be 
responsive to growing deinands on teachers and heighten awareness of and coinrnit~nent o 
critical reflective practice for all teacher candidates as a way for thein to reach self-understanding 
that leads to reflective turns as they share who they are as teachers. Teacher candidates must 
understand that through a conscious effort for integrity between what they know and what they 
are experience in the classroom, they can genuinely "influence their practice much inore than 
they think by engaging in systematic reflection about their work" (Cooper and Larrivee, 2006, p. 
I). This is integral to the important work of the teacher educator in the educational experience of 
the teacher candidate. 
Design: Methods and Procedures 
According to Eisner (1998), there is no codified body of procedures that will tell 
someone how to produce a perceptive, insightful, or illuininating study of the education world" 
(p. 169). Flexibility, reflexivity, and attunement are required given the nature of narrative 
inquiry. While my intent as the researcher is to collect field texts that will provide stories of 
student teachers' teaching and learning experiences in the classroom, I have to be cognizant of 
the need to be flexible, responsive, and attuned to the unanticipated in order to be aware of and 
acknowledge the opportunities and possibilities that the research may present. 
Data Collection 
According to Polkinghorne, "the final story must fit the data, while at the same time 
bringing an order and meaningfulness that is not apparent in the data themselves" (Verhesschen, 
2003, p. 461). The participants (student teachers in the EDUC 420 Section B Student Teaching 
Seminar) will not be required to do anything outside of what is expected of them as student 
teachers during the student teaching experience itself. Data will be collected froin each of the 
participants in this study through autobiographies of critical incidents; one non-evaluated field 
observation and one audio-taped debriefing sessioil following the field observation; an author- 
designed, open-ended questionnaire (See Appendix B); and an audio-taped open-ended follow- 
up interview, if needed. During the student teaching experience itself, data will only be collected 
through two methods: the autobiographies of critical incidents entries submitted on the 
Discussion Board section of the Black Board platfonn utilized for the EDUC 420 Section B 
Student Teaching Seminar, as required by the course and one non-evaluated field observation 
and debriefing session followillg the non-evaluated field observation, a practice that is very 
common for anyone who plays any sort of supervisoryiadvisory role during the student teaching 
experience itself. Two additional methods of data collection will be implemented and utilized 
only after the course has been completed and grades have been issued. After that time, 
participants in the study will be invited to complete one author-designed, open-ended 
questionnaire and one follow-up interview, if needed. 
A. The autobiographies of critical incidents, both positive and negative, will 
involve an autobiographical account of a classroom management issue, building positive 
student-teacher relationships, and/or efforts to provide mastery learning experiences. 
B. Debriefing Interviews will be approxiinately 60 minutes each, following the field 
observation and at the convenience of the participants. The interviews will be a semi- 
structured design to proinpt conversation and generate personal, lived, storied accounts 
that will give voice to student teachers. Questions concerning the student teaching 
experience will encompass experiences related to the complexities of the teaching and 
learning experience in the classroom, the study of the teaching self in relation to other in 
the teaching and learning experience, and the use of critical reflection to make sense of 
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the teaching and learning experiences that take place. 
These four data collection methods are intended to provide the "world of the glass box" 
for the participants in this study so as to gain valuable and enriching insights into the student 
teachers' stories of their teaching and learning experiences. Chapter 5 of this study delineates 
the process whereby I considered each piece of data as it built upon the other, autobiography of 
critical incidents to debriefing interviews to questionnaires to follow-up interviews so as to 
identify themes in each and then begin the process of cross and group analysis among data 
sources to narrow down the main themes of this study. Conscious of the unanticipated, I was 
always focused on other possibilities and opportunities that might present themselves through 
engagement with critical reflective practice that was attuned to the relational in the teaching and 
learning experience and the embodied understanding of it. 
I began my data collection process with the Field Observations and the audio-taped 
Debriefing Session that followed each observation. Fifteen field observations and debriefing 
sessions were conducted over the course of March, April, and May of 2008. Field observations 
were conducted over a 50 minute time period where I observed the student teacher during a 
class. I made notes on my observation of the teaching and learning experiences of the student 
teacher in the classroom, as I perceived them and related to classroom planning and preparation, 
instruction, professionalism, and classroom environment. Following the classroom observation, 
I conducted an hour semi-structured interviews with student teachers in relation to questions 
concerning the student teaching observation of their lived experiences in the classroom and the 
stories they told related to the complexities of the teaching and learning experience in relation to 
self, self and other, and the use of critical reflection to make sense of the teaching and learning 
experiences. Upon completion of both the field observation and the debriefing session with the 
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student teacher, I transcribed the audio taped recording of the classroorn visit following the 
coinpletion of each classroorn visit. 
Following tlie completion of the course, and after grades had been posted for the EDUC 
420 student teaching seminar, I contacted my advisor, Dr. Margaret MacIntyre Latta regarding 
receipt of Infonned Consent Fonns and those student teachers who had consented to 
participation in the final two phases of the study: tlie questionnaire and the follow-up interview, 
if necessary. Five of those student teachers had agreed to participate in the study relative to the 
field observation, autobiographies of critical incidents, and interview, while three of the five 
agreed to participate in all five phases of the study: autobiographies of critical incidents, field 
observation, debriefing session, questionnaire, and follow-up interview (if necessary). 
Data Analysis Process 
Verhessche1l(2003) states that "Since it is in our narratives that we show the meaning of 
our experiences and it is narratives that give insight into what is meaningful for us, narrative 
deserves a place in educational research'' (p. 562). However, these "stories" must be treated i l l  
context as my ow11 interpretations that open up new diinensions, new ways of seeing, and 
understanding. Initially, Phase One of tlie data analysis included examination of the 
questionnaires, Field Observation Notes, Semi-structured Interview Notes, and the 
Autobiographies of Critical Incidents iiidividually for emerging themes via the utilization of a 
coding process. This coding process will require the division of the data into sections whereby a 
labeling process can ensue with attention paid to elin~ination of overlap of codes and to the 
narrowing of codes. These codes will the11 be developed into themes. Data will be written in 
narrative forni or restoried. Creswell (2002) describes this process as one in which "the 
researcher gathers stories, analyzes them for key elements of the story (e.g. time, place, plot, and 
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scene), and then rewrites the story to place it in a chrol~ological sequence (p. 528). The 
Clandinin and Connelly Three-Dimensional Space Narrative Structure of interaction, continuity, 
and situation will be utilized as I construct the stories (Creswell, 2002, p. 530). 
Following individual analysis of the data, Phase Two of the data analysis process 
involved a cross narrative analysis identifying themes colninon to all narratives. 
Finally, Phase Three of the process i~lvolved group analysis of the data so as to develop a 
framework that provides valuable insights and next steps. Always mindful of the reflexivity in 
this process, as ongoing analysis continued, critical moments of pause, contemplation, and 
reflection occurred throughout the data analysis process. Reading and rereading of the data, 
mindful of what the autobiographies of critical incidents, field observations, debriefing sessions, 
questionnaires, and interviews enlightened me about regarding the teaching and learning 
experience, allowed for a reflexive process in the analysis of the data and provided for inornents 
of reframing. This was critical to the process and continually allowed for the reframing of my 
thinking via attunement to the subtle nuances, opportutlities, and possibilities presented by the 
student teachers' narratives of experience. 
Ethical Considerations 
Ethical considerations were first addressed with the Informed Consent Letter. Clear 
articulation was made concerning thc participants' freedoin to withdraw froin the study at any 
time and that there were no risks involved in participation in this study. 
In narrative inquiry the potential exists for contaminating the authenticity of the stories 
being told and then retold again. Therefore, it will be my responsibility to be mindful of and 
attentive to the authenticity of the "story." Similarly, when restorying takes place, i t  is possible 
that the study will "reflect the researcher's story and not the participant's story" (Creswell, 2002, 
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p. 532). I was attentive to precise language used by the participant and the careful delineation of 
time and place of the stories. Additionally, at the conclusioii of the semester and after grades 
have been issued, participants in the study will have the oppoitunity to read my interpretations of 
their stories, as I check and re-check the comfort level of the participants with the interpretation 
of their stories along the way. 
A delimitation in this study is the fact that the fifteen student teachers are part of my 
student teaching seminar, I will had full access to these fifteen student teachers as they 
completed their student teaching experiences. This provided me with the depth of knowledge 
and experiences of student teachers fully iininersed in the student teaching experience that is 
required for this study. 
Presentation Fonn 
This study considers the stories of the student teachers from the world of the glass box, 
and through the glass box is revealed the lived experience of both the researcher and the 
participant in this study. The data I have gathered is appropriate for a narrative dissertation, as it 
tells the stories, the narrative experiences of the participants in this study. 
This narrative inquiry gives a voice to the student teachers coiicerniiig their struggles and 
their perceptions of their needs, as well as their perceptions of the attempts by their school of 
education to meet those needs. Likewise, I cannot ignore the significant benefit for both teachers 
and their students when the classroom environment and teaching methodology is one that is open 
to unanticipated opportunities so as to increase insight for all stakeholders in the process of 
learning. Through narrative research, these life stories can become projects complete with 
discovery of new options, interpretations, and possibilities througli reflective practice. It is 
tlirough this narrative inquiry that a teacher educator and teacher candidates can authentically 
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interact to grow as students of teaching aud learning "seeking out and seizing back possibilities 
for teaching and learning again and again" (Macintyre Latta and Buck, 2007, p. 5). 
Cochran-Smith and Lytle (1993) noted, "In every classroom where teachers are learners 
and all learners are teachers, there is a radical but quiet kind of school reforrn in process" (p. 
110). The possibilities connected with this quiet kind of school reform initially begin with a 
commitment from teacher educators to take responsibility for their own professional 
development, as well as that of their students, when it comes to teaching and learning. Zeichner 
(1996) states the following: "When embracing the concept of reflective teaching, there is often a 
commitment by teacher educators to help prospective teachers internalize during their initial 
training the disposition and skill to study their teaching and become better at teaching over time" 
(p. 200). As a teacher educator, reflection, as a quiet reform praxis, calls for my attention. 
Through narrative inquiry, this study will examine its potential. 
CHAPTER 4 
Data Revealed Through Critical Reflective Practice: 
An Educational Experieiice 
Each person has unique potential to be enhanced by his or her educatioiial experiences. 
Therefore, as a teacher educator, I acknowledge my role in this enlianceinent, my own 
responsibility to be a critically reflective practitioner. As an educator grounded in the knowledge 
of what 1 know, it is still iinportant that I ain respecthl and cognizant of the present cultural 
context in which I live and highly aware of a future that requires adaptability and critical 
thinking skills based upon what I ain experiencing. The relationship that exists between what 1 
know aiid what I ain experiencing is vigorous and dynamic, and an attuiieinent to the rnediation 
of the two is my responsibility as critical reflective practitioner. This on-going enlightenment, 
however, is secondary to the iinportant understanding that the teacher candidates that 1 serve 
should be provided with just such opportuiiities to nurture their own mediation of what they 
know with their perceptions of what they are experiencing in the teaching and learning process 
through the good work of critical reflective practice. Drawing upon critical and constructivist 
theory, it is evident that wise decision-making is based upon one's ability to reflect critically 
upon one's experiences and to acknowledge the "indeterminant zones of practicc - uncertainty, 
uiiiqueness, and value conflict ..." (Sclioii, 1987, p.6), I posit that, for inysclf and for iny 
students, a teacher education program that einpliasizes critical reflective practice "...must 
cultivate activities that connect the knowing- aiid reflection-ill-actioii of competent practitioners 
to the theories aiid techniques taught as professional knowledge in academic courses" (p. 312). 
Developing teacher candidates who are nurturing the knowledge, skills, and dispositions 
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necessary to become reflective practitioners is the driving force behind the decision-making that 
impacts teacher education courses, curriculum, programs. 
I am reminded of John Dewey's consideration of what teacher, student, and society bring 
to the classroom. This needs to be considered. The varied experiences of the classroom 
participants, engaged with the courses, the curriculutn, the program, the context of the teaching 
and learning creates the experience as an educational one. The Conceptual Framework delineated 
in Chapter Two of this dissertation is intended to provide the reader with the background needed 
to consider the views provided froin the prism of the glass box. Wanda May (1993) approaches 
it in this way: "Until you've seen a thing other than the way it is, you've not seen it at all" (p. 
21 1). It encourages taking a second look at things, not to "create a sense of anxiety, but a sense 
of opportunity" (Pateman, 1997, p. 4) where imagination can be exercised in the encounter with 
its medium. This study is a journey to find consuinmatory moments that will lead to new 
beginnings for me, as well as for the teacher candidates that I serve, to make us each better 
educators in our class roo in^. 
Several doctoral courses and my participation in a self-study research project led by Dr. 
Margaret Macintyre Latta, a professor at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln, have been the 
catalyst for this dissertation study. Courses that I completed for my doctoral program of study 
and the self-study research project focused on reflective practice, particularly in relation to the 
study of self. I have challenged myself to more adequately address this approach with a goal in 
mind-that of facilitating a curriculuin focused on rigor in order to, as one anonymous source 
said, ". . . discipline rather than to furnish the mind; to train it to the use of its own powers, rather 
than to fill it with the accuinulatioi~s of others" (Barone, 1983,p.l). Maxine Greene (1981) 
would agree in that the teacher candidates of today's educational world need to be provided with 
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opportunities to ponder, to think, and to crea te to  develop the self-knowledge that becomes past 
o f  their teaching identity to recognize what really counts as knowledge through the development 
o f  those "fully exposed" strategies that support the important work o f  critical reflective practice. 
My research questions have emerged from these experiences and this challenge as a 
teacher educator who values self-study through critical reflective practice. This is a means by 
which my students can more meaningfully and purposefully navigate what they know with their 
perceptions o f  what they are experiencing to develop strong identities as teachers. 
An Educational Experience: Blaclc Box 1)s. Glass Box Approach 
As stated for the first time in Chapter One, schools o f  education today are ripe with 
trends that circumvent the educational experience to its most common denominator: effective 
teaching and successful classrooin management broken down into a series o f  steps. Assumptions 
are made that i f  these "steps" are implemented and utilized, students will learn and classrooms 
will function like well-oiled machines. The educational "experience" itself was trapped inside a 
black box because I was prone to focusing on covering a prescribed curriculum, successfully 
transmitting information based on protocol and "how-to's," and assessing my performance based 
on whether my students first secured teaching positions, and then maintained them througllout 
those first three to five years. As a teacher educator, I was not providing opportunities for what 
ICant (1 952) describes as the "union of  imagination and understanding as a catalyst for something 
new" ( p .  31) .  The black box approach to an educational experience oversimplified and 
dominated the teaching and learning process. 
What I have come to recognize through my course work and research on self-study and 
critical reflective practice is that teaching and learning is relational in nature, and attention must 
be paid to what happens inside that black box, as well. I t  all began with a research experience 
that took place as a result of my Curriculum as Aesthetic Text course taught by Dr. Margaret 
Macintyre Latta. This is an excerpt taken from a draft of that research project: 
Thus began my own "educational experience" in tenns of what I was doing in my own 
classroom with my own students. I sought to, as Schubert (1994) would suggest, "strive 
for meaning and purpose-that is the call to curriculu~n" (p. 26). Initially, I needed to 
understand the true value of three Deweyan concepts-relationship between self and 
other, consummatory moments that bring new beginnings, and the value of the process to 
get there. My search for insight began with an examination of my diligence in 
establishitig a relationship between the teacher candidates and the subject matter they 
were immersed in. In order to flesh that out, I relied on Dewey's Nature of Inquiry and 
Barone's definition of a "truly educational experience" and his prescription for 
curriculu~n as experience for teacher candidate inquiry with the intention of getting some 
feedback on what Willia~n E. Doll (1993) would describe as "rigorous" curriculum. The 
genuine "spirit" of inquiry, as Hegel (1964) talks about it, is at work in this inquiry 
process (Ruskamp, 2003, p. 4). 
For this research project, I selected a group of teacher candidates who were enrolled in 
my EDUC 434 course, Reading and Writing Across the Curriculum. Their selection was based 
on tlie following factors: The curriculum was designed with exploration and possibilities in 
mind, and the teacher candidates were used to the bi-monthly e-mail journal response process in 
which we engaged in an "electronic" conversation if you will, in terms of candor, elevated 
thought, and application regarding their learning experiences and how they i~npactcd tliougl~ts 
about teaching in the future. They were the perfect group to glean feedback from regarding how 
aesthetic the EDUC 434 curriculu~n really was in tenns of the reflexive process of reflection with 
self and other. This research project and the interactions that resulted from it allowed tne to 
begin the preliminary stages of positioning myself and tny students in the world of the glass box. 
I see my role as that of a teacher "chaperone" with the self-knowledge of lily own mind 
to allow for transformation into the training of teacher candidates to recognize their own 
self-knowledge concerning an educational experience which will translate to the very 
same thing happening in their own classrooms someday. In the end, it is critical that tlie 
teacher candidates that engage in my curriculu~n must be exposed to the "lan&wagc of 
inquiry" artrl see what it looks like in practice on a consistent basis. Only then will 
Dewey's (1934) "rounded out experience" (p. 39) have a chance to make a difference in 
inultiple classrooms. Wanda May (1993, p. 210) suggests that "In making teaching the 
act itself is exactly what it is because of how it is done" (p. 216). So, 1 have "learned 
froin thein [my students] so that we [I] may teach well" (Ruskainp, 2003, p. 18). 
Drawing upon this initial research experience aiid additional course work that followed 
on reflective practice through self-study, I was able to broaden my understanding of self-study 
through the research work I completed with a self-study cohort group led by Dr. Margaret 
Macintyre Latta. This research work further revealed the importance of the glass box approach 
to teaching and learning as we explored the "pull of possibilities." According to Macintyre Latta 
Experiencing the pull of possibilities in teachinglearning situations assumes 
teaching and learning are moving forces to be grappled witli through deliberation and 
interaction. . . . Biesta (2004) states that "It is not about the constituents of this 
relationship (i.e., the teaclicr and the learner) but about the relatioiiality of tlie 
relationshipn(p. 13). Therefore the locus of education lives in-between teacher and 
learner. Biesta teniis such in-betweeness "mind the gap" and argues that this gap is not 
something to be overcome but indeed what inakes education possible (p.13). It is within 
the gap that the pull of possibilities is first glimpsed and provokes panic to overcome, or, 
evokes a boldness to proceed with care. And, as Biesta points out tlie latter venture 
entails both "risk" aiid "opportunity" (p.24). It is this concern for the pull's ageiitic 
possibilities within teaching aiid learning (p. 200). 
The process of developing one's pedagogical identity is much like operating in poetic 
forin where inultiple dimensions of one's being-mind, soul, aiid body-allow for the pull of 
possibilities to be experienced (Macintyrc Latta et.al., 2007). What follows is an example of tlie 
possibilities in the world of the glass box: 
The lilies of einpty pews stand before me, shoulder to shoulder, my audience, for now 
The introductory inusic briefly suspends itself amidst tlie rafters, dancing froin beam 
to beam before floating downward, searching for a voice to mate itself with. Mine is 
that voice, aiid she begins. The moment is captured, the inusic is absorbed, and the 
voice sings, line-by-line, verse-by-verse. 
The journey of my voice 011 tliat day in tliat church was intimately engaged in a sort of 
reflexive interpretation at several levels: coiltact with the language, awareness of the act 
of interpretation, and connection witli the other "voices" providing feedback. My 
voice engaged in open play, all the while striving for a rich musical experience 
embracing sound, rhythm, and emotion-- the levels reflected in one another. Nothing 
means anything on its own. Meaning comes not from seeing, or even observation alone, 
for there is no 'alone' of this sort. Neither is meaning lying around in nature waiting to 
be scooped up by the senses; rather it is constructed. 'Constructed' in this context ineans 
produced within acts of interpretation. 
The voice of which I have spoken experienced the complex construction of 
interpretations by valuing the relationship that exists between the process of producing 
music and tlie various dimensions of such a process, all the while conscious of the 
involvement of the voice herself. The reflexive attempt is thus relational. . . . to invite the 
expression of alternative voices or perspectives into one's activities. As Kirk (2005, p. 
233) validates "the praxis of reflexivity . . . includes a sustained attention to the positions 
in which I place myself and am placed by others, a listening to and acknowledging of 
inner voices . . . " (Macintyre Latta et a]., 2007, p. 200-201). 
What my dissertation work now calls for is a greater attuneinent so that this kind of 
authentic participation occurs for the teacher candidates that I serve more frequently and thus, 
influences a fbller bodied response to the humility required of teacliing. For reflexivity to 
become indelibly operational, the educator occupies a state of paradox: a place of being "pulled 
up short," leading to vulnerability, and at tlie same time the pull of possibilities, as teachel 
candidates position themselves in the world of tlie glass box 
A "Lived Undevstanding " ofNegotiating Knowledge and Perception 
As teachers negotiate what they know with what they are experiencing through a 
critically reflective process regarding what they are seeing, thinking, and feeling, they beconle 
engaged in tlie teaching and learning cxpcrieiicc. This is not done so easily. Opportunities that 
provide for these "glass box" experiences require access to those spaces of liberty and a ~nission 
of trust I discussed in Chapter Two. The teacher candidates position tl~emselves in the world of 
the glass box in order to mediate tlie colnplexities of the teaching and learning process. 
Thus, how do I prepare teacher candidates to navigatetmediate what they know with what 
they are experiencing'? What can be done by teaclier educators and in teacher education 
programs to create this rnindset in the teacher candidate that encourages this exploration, 
stimulation, meaning-making, and possibilities in the relational of teaching and learning? 
Finally, how do the insights gained from a "lived understanding" of how teacher candidates 
mediatindnavigating what they know with what they are experiencing to develop those 
important strong identities as teachers? 
A commitment to curricular and programmatic change which focuses specifically on 
self-study with an emphasis on critical reflective practice promises just such opportunities in the 
teaching and learning process. Opposite the black box approach to considering the details of the 
teaching and learning process--a positioning of the teacher candidate to consider only what goes 
in and what comes out-a teacher candidate's participation in and attunement to the teaching and 
learning process via the multiple prisms of perspective, both within and outside of the glass box 
can thereby position an educator to consider details within the teaching and learning experience 
as dynaniic, relational, and reflexive in nature. 
Reflexivity 's Role 
I begin by considering my own perspectives as one who is now more cognizant of the 
significance of self-study through critical reflective practice, but not as a solo pursuit. Attention 
paid to the details in the teaching and learning process provide for the relational in the push and 
pull of possibilities as I move between my own teaching and learning process and that of the 
teacher candidates that I serve. I am fully engaged in moving back and forth, that is an important 
part of the process of my qualitative data collection. I become deeply attuned to and then 
influenced by these new understandings, continued Ino1nents of puzzlement, and the pull of 
possibilities realized in relation to the participants 1 am working with, the literature that frames 
my work, the data collection, and the research process itself. The interplay of these multiple 
prisms within my glass box approach to the possibilities self-study through critical reflective 
practice becomes reflexive and relational. The participants, the data, the literature, and the 
research process--they each require consideration, I explore further, question assumptions, doubt 
possibilities, reposition myself, move forward, take a step back, reconsider, and then push ahead 
to transform thinking. 
This reflexivity sustained and framed my data collection process. 1 was then more 
connected with and felt an attunement to the participants in this study who also questioned 
themselves, doubted, explored, stepped away, then pushed forward again, repositioning 
themselves in the lived understanding of negotiating what they know with what they were 
experiencing in their teaching and learning process. 
Revealing the Terrain of the Course 
Chapter Three delineated the data collection process for this study. A review of the 
various sources of data is as follows: 
1. Autobiographies of Critical Incidents 
2. Field Observations followed by Debriefing Interviews 
3. Open-ended Questionnaire 
4. Follow-Up Interview (if needed) 
These four sources did indeed reveal data on the opportunities the participants' in this study had 
for critical reflection on their teaching and leailiing experiences. Similarly, these data sources 
were constant vehicles for shaping the direction of the course and generating the participants' on- 
going reflexive data collection for my analysis. 
As stated earlier in Chapter Thrce, the Autobiographies of Critical I~lcidents and the 
Debriefing Interviews following field observations proved to be the most beneficial in terms of 
revealing possibilities to the questions that frame this study. The reflexive process of data 
collection and on-going analysis is documented first through the autobiographies of critical 
incidents and then through the debriefing interviews that followed field observations. Detailing 
this process first with the autobiographies of critical incidents, and then with the debriefing 
interviews speaks more clearly to the authenticity of the process as it unfolded, how I was 
present in it, and how they folded into larger narratives in the course itself. The autobiographies 
of critical incidents and debriefing interviews also provide vantage points of one as opposed to 
the other. The Open-ended Questionnaire and the Follow-up Interview data will contribute to 
the data analysis explored in Chapter Five. 
Critical Reflective Practice in the World of the Glass Box 
Participants in this study were provided with spaces of liberty to gain a better 
understanding of their lived experiences. LaBoskey (2004) says, "How we achieve this better 
understanding of our teaching experience is through critical reflection (p. 824). Invited into the 
world of the glass box, these participants move from a type of surface reflection to a higher-order 
level of critical reflection questioning teaching and learning assumptions and practices brought 
back to bear 011 their teaching, also conscious of ethical andlor moral and social considerations 
and implications of practices on students and their learning. Similarly, the critical reflection is 
reflexive in that participants arc moving forward and then returning to the start, cxperieiiciiig the 
back and forthing in considering how the relational of self to other enlightened the teaching and 
learning process. 
All the participants in this study have ventured inside the glass box and exited 011 the 
other side. While small portions of Bill's and Mary's stories are included as a part of the 
dialogical coininunity that follows in Chapter Four, three other student teachers' stories from the 
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world of the glass box offer representative accounts across all participants' experiences and will 
be the focus of my reaction and analysis in Chapter Five. Their narratives of experience 
enlighten what really counts as knowledge in the teaching and learning process. The first student 
teacher is Jennifer. She was chose11 because she has been a teacher candidate who has been fully 
invested in the pre-service experience and is representative of those teacher candidates that want 
to thrive, rather than survive in their classrooms someday. Mike is the second student with a 
story to tell from within the world of his glass box. Mike is the student teacher who had the most 
to lose and the most to gain from his student teaching experience. Kurt is the third student 
teacher whose story should be told. He is a student teacher who was the most confident in his 
knowledge and skills as a pre-service teacher prior to the student teaching experience. 
I now invite the reader in to relive the terrain of my course and explore the dialogical 
community that existed, including my reactions and considerations intertwined with the student 
teachers' reflections. 
Autobiographies of Critical Incidents: Spaces ofLiberty 
Participants in this study completed a series of five autobiographies of critical incidents 
and provided responses to their peers' autobiographies of critical incidents, as well. These 
posting, provided in the EDUC 420 Student Teaching Seminar Discussion Board section of 
Black Board, provided spaces of liberty and supported a mission of trust between participants in 
order to critically reflect from the world of the glass box. 
Pat Hutchings (1993) supports the need to have multiple points of view, as "multiple 
voices raise issues about the relationship between teaching and learning" (p. 48). Meaning 
making in the educational expcricnce throng11 the autobiography, for various stakeholders 
involved in the teaching and learning process, is reflexive and complex. 
The potential for teacher einpowennent as a result of reflexivity as a means of critical 
reflection is encouraging. An autobiographical analysis, where one begins with self and 
naturally gravitates toward analysis of self in relation to other facilitates the process of 
exploration of the relationality of teaching and learning. O'Loughlin (2006) says that "educatioil 
must involve a recognition of the inherent order of human locatedness. It must create a life 
world which supports satisfying human existence grounded in the livable environment" (p. 7). 
The autobiographies of critical incidents fostered acknowledgeinent of, engagement with, and 
responsivity to the relational in the lived experience of teaching and learning as an encounter 
with the environment. I have italicized and balded the themes for this data source, 
The "Cvitical" in the Reflection on Teaclzirzg,for Success Tlzrouglz Collaboration 
What follows are components of cases, dilemmas, or issues that served to provide teacher 
candidates with opportunities for collective and collaborative means of rethinking and meaning- 
making from multiple perspectives through the "comtnunal aspect" of writing 
autobiographically. Jennifer wrote this in an autobiography of critical incident associated with 
consultation with her cooperating teacher about a discipline issue in the classroom: 
It feels good to be a coiitributing inember of the teaching team, doesn't it? I often 
find myself feeling hesitant to interject what I see or think, but when I do it 
is always well accepted. The tiutli is that we have fresh eyes and have spent a 
great deal of time just observing these students. If you feel something may 
be important you slzotlld tell someone. This aspect of my student teaching experience has 
been a real confidence builder. We are making a contribution to our schools (Narrative, 
February 3,2008) 
Mary discussed her collaborative experiences in her own student teaching experience and how 
they coiitributed to her teaching success 
I had a small but very powerful suggestion fiom two teachers this week. I was 
preparing to teach my first lesson and needless to say, was extremely nervous. A teacher 
friend of mine told me to wait until a student answers after I ask a question before I 
answer it for them. I took his advice, and during my first lesson I did just that. I had 
to wait for a response for about 10 seconds (which seen~ed like an eternity), but it takes a 
while for the question to sink in and for the students to think of a response. I did get a 
response and it was correct. 1 talked to my CT after the lesson and he gave me a lot of 
positive feedback. He said that he was especially impressed that I waited for the 
students to answer. It seems like a very siinple thing. When my CT was student 
teaching, he said that his CT addressed that problem. He said that his CT told him 
that he only waited about 1.5 seconds for the students to answer and then just 
answered the question himself. He said that he had to make a conscious effort to change 
that (Narrative, January 21, 2008). 
Mary sought out advice from her peers as she explored the relational of self to other. 
1 have a student in one of my classes who is concerning me with her grade. 
She is very attentive during class, and participates in all activities. When it comes 
to homework, quizzes, or tests ... she does not put forth much effort. 
I have tried many different instructional strategies with the entire class just to see how 
the different students learn the best. She definitely learns best by acting out a skit, or 
something dramatic. It is hard to coine up with dramatic things for History, but we have 
managed to do it. I have given the option of acting something out instead of the work on 
paper. She is the only one that takes advantage of it. The entire class looks forward to 
her skits. They are normally very funny, and are always iiifonnative. She includes all 
the facts that I would have included in the notes. I have yet to get her to take the s~nall  
arnounts of notes that I give. I also cannot gct her to study for tests or quizzes. 
Yesterday I had her come in to my rooin during her study liall to make sure she was 
updated on her notes. She sceined to be very concerned about her grade and wants to 
change it. She also seems to like it that I am concerned about grade. 
Does anyone have any other suggestions that I might try with her? (Narrative, March 4, 
2008). 
Mike responded to Mary's post: 
Yeah, I don't have any advice, I'm about as clueless as anyone, but I feel 
your pain. I don't understand why students make things that are so easy (taking notes), 
so difficult! I often agree when students tell me that, "this assignment is pointless." 
"Yes, for the nlost part it is. I need you to know this infornlation, I need to somehow 
hold you accountable for learning it (because God knows you can't do it on your own), 
and I need some grades in the grade book-- that's why we're doing this assignment." 
Have you talked with your cooperating teacher? 
I had a similar conversation just yesterday. I have 6 students in a class of 17 that 
have a D- or and F.:( I do create difficult test, because they are reliable and valid! That 
is not why they are failing. They are failing because they neglect to hand work. Yeah, 
we watched a movie and it was fun. I gave you expectations for the notes you took on the 
movie, and you decided to whisper with So-and-so tlie niajority of the film. I decided to 
give you a zero, it's a crazy aiid just world at times. Then I have students who are smart! 
and just don't care enough to hand in study guides. I can't make them complete the study 
guide. I know they read aiid they offer up great discussion points in class, but no need to 
do homework. I like that you're differentiating assessment to try and aid students' 
learning styles. I think I will make a more concerted effort to do this in niy classroom. 
Good luck, I that your student responds to your comments on her grades. I haven't had a 
lot of luck going that direction--but, it always makes me feel better to talk with them 
and see where they're coining from (Narrative, March 5,2008). 
Kurt responded with his own concerns about the relational of self to other. 
I too have a lot of trouble with student motivation in my Phys. Ed. classes. The way 
in which I grade students is on attitude, participation, and dress. At the end of each unit I 
will give a test. If you ask me, it is pretty easy to get a good grade, but the students find 
ways to fail. The students are so lazy they won't bring gym clothes to change into. The 
students who don't dress can only get as high as a "B". This is just the beginning of 
things. Currently, we are in the Badminton unit and I have students that just sit and watch 
the other games. It is one thing if the courts are full, but when there are two empty courts 
it tells me they just don't care. Each and every Monday we have the students do a 12 
niiiiute interval run. During this activity they walk for a minute, run for a minute, etc. I 
have students that choose to walk the entire 12 minutes. Students in today's schools are 
just plain lazy if you ask me. If their grade won't motivate thein to participate I am not 
sure what will. I don't think the students realize that PE will damage their GPA the sainc 
as a math or science class. You are not the only one with student rnotivation in tlic 
classroom. I am sure we will run into these situations as long as we are in the education 
profession (Narrative, March 16, 2008). 
Anothcr scrics of collaborative autobiograpliical entries focus on parent-tcaclicr 
conferences. Kurt, Mike, and Jennifer shared their collective thoughts on tlie challenges of 
teaching successfully and how the parent-teacher conferences enlightened their understanding of 
their students. 
Kurt: On Friday February 8th, Sidney held it's Parent-Teacher conferences. The 
conferences lasted from 8:00am to 8:OOpm.TIie overall outcome of parents was rather 
low. As a Physical Educator I visited with a total of three parents. These parents didn't 
even talk about their sonldaugliter's grades. The general topic of conversation was that of 
the girl's basketball game the night before. If you ask me the twelve hour conference was 
a bit long. I think that the school could get a better turnout of parents if they were to hold 
two nights of conferences. Durilig the morning hours all the parents were at work, 
therefore, we didn't acco~nplish a whole lot. Something must be done differently to try to 
get the parents more involved. The one thing that I got froin the situation was that of 
linking my students to their guardians. This allowed me to understand why some of my 
students act the way they do in class (Narrative, Februaryl8,2008). 
Mike replied: 
A 12 hour conference--that sounds fun. I wouldn't get too bu~nrned out about only 
meeting with 3 parents--that is depressing though, you dedicate all that time and parents 
don't care or appreciate your sacrifice. I hear what you're saying about meeting the 
parents and understanding why tlieir kids are tlie way they are. I've found, that if 
you're having a problem with a kid, some of thein don't care about detention, or getting 
yelled at--but you talk to their parents and you'll see an immediate change (Narrative, 
February 26,2008). 
Jennifer chimed in: 
I enjoyed parent-teacher conferences very much. The school I'm at held tlie 
conferences from 4-8 on the first day and 8:30 to 6 the next. Althougl~ you feel like 
you've been in the twilight zone after two very long days like that, i t  really helped me to 
understand and identify with my students better. The part I found most challenging was 
finding a way to approach the parents with the not-so-positive types of things. Most 
parents were very glad to know what their child was doing (or not doing), but a few 
parents acted a little defensive -or should I say nn-accepting of what I said. All in all, I 
was ok with this because I knew I had been brave enough to do my part and at least they 
were aware of the problem. The best part of conferences was when the parents said that 
their child had talked about me at home. That was exciting and made me feel important in 
their lives! (Narrative, April 5, 2008). 
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The reflexivity of the relational element of these postings and responses suggests the importance 
of providing spaces of liberty for teacher candidates to share their experiences and then rely 011 
each other for support, validation, and new possibilities as the "back and forthing" of the 
conversations takes place. 
Each of the narratives frame the "teaching for success through collrrboi~ation" focus. 
Jennifer spoke about her experience of collaborating with her cooperating teacher on some 
classroo~n issues and feeling like a "contributing member of a teaching team." She indicated that 
that collaborative experience had been a real confidence builder for her. Mary shared how the 
simple but effective teaching tips from a teacher friend of hers and her cooperating teacher 
contributed to her classroo~n success, as well. Similarly, Mary and Mike provided each other 
with support as they struggled with the challetiges of finding ways to reach their students to 
ensure academic success. Mike said this to Mary: "I like that you're differentiating assessment 
to try and aid students' learning styles. I think I will make a more concerted effort to do this in 
my classroom" (Narrative, March 5, 2008). Finally, the collaborative conversation that frames 
the student teachers' insights gained from Parent-Teacher Conferences is best su~umed up by 
Jennifer who said this: "It really helped me to understand and identify with my students better" 
(Narrative, April 5, 2008). Both Mike and Kyle concurred. 
Tlze "Critical" irz tlie Reflection orz tlze Relatiorzal in St~r(lent-Teaclzer Relatio~zslziys 
Diane Dubose Brunner (11.d.) states that reflexive practice, or "reflecting back against the 
self and other in a relational sense," (p. 7) provides openings, new meanings, and further informs 
a critical approach to teaching as an object of study. Jackie Kirk (2005) concurs, stating that 
"starting with oneself. . . . reflexivity necessarily engages tlie self in critical exploration of 
experience, perceptions, and positions; the illsight gained can then be used as a starting point for 
engaging witli others, and for starting to develop shared understandings. . . ." (pp. 239-240). 
Mary and Mike demonstrated this process in the following autobiographical excerpts, which 
consider the relation to the environment: 
Mary: I liave seen some things with some of the soplioinores that 1 liave in class. It 
started to get significantly worse when the weather got better. Some of them are ready to 
be out of scliool right now! There have also been more students challenging me lately. 
They want to argue any chance they get. I just tell them how things are going to be atid 
there will be no discussion. Half the time it looks as if they are showing off in front of 
their friends. Normally this works for me. There was a day last week though that my 
CT witnessed this, and he was not happy! The student got a lot more than he asked 
for (Narrative, April 21, 2008). 
Mike: Yeah, the weather is a big factor on the kid's attitudes and actions. What I've 
found funny about watching students is how they are catalyst to one anotlier. 
I have a particular pair of students that are of interest to this point. If one or they 
other is gone, the one remaining is always placid, agreeable aiid generally manageable. 
When together they constantly try to press the limits for they others approval. Luckily, 
I'm in a school where respect is a mandate. Students get the riot act for not saying "Mr." 
or "Mrs." I completely agree with you though, respect is a commodity tliat is slowly 
going the ways of the buffalo (Narrative, April 21, 2008). 
Consider this excerpt from Mary, as well 
I have a student in one of my classes who is Autistic. fle is very needy, which I have 
been able to cope with fine ... so far. He also does not like any kind of change. With 
the neediness, I make sure that I explain things to him one 011 one after class. With 
the "not liking change" thing.. well, that has been more of a problem. My CT did things 
a certain way before I got there and this student was used to that. I started their class and 
introduced many activities. At first he did not like this, but he got used to it. 
Today I had a problem that just about put me at tlie end of my rope. We were 
reviewing for the test for tomorrow and the autistic student did not like the game that I 
was playing with them. He wanted me to just straight out read them the answers. I 
explained tliat I want them to look for the answers on their ow11 aiid use their skills they 
had learned in class. I also explitined to hiin that I was iiot going to change the entire 
class for him when the rest of the students loved it. I told hiin that I have to appeal to the 
majority of the class. I also let hiin know that hc could chose iiot to participate aiid just 
write down tlie answers as the other students answered them. He talked witli me after 
class and pretty much told me that he hates me aiid I am not a good teacher. I told him I 
enjoy being his teacher and I will run my classroom in the best way I think cvcryone in 
the class will benefit from. I left i t  at that. Any advice?! (Narrative, April 14, 2008). 
These postings and responses explore tlie cliallenges associated with tlie relational of self 
and other in connection with student-teacher relationships. As narratives of experiences, they 
emphasize the value of spaces of liberty for collaborative opportunities to seek out support, 
insights, and validatio~i of the "lived understandings" the student teachers are grappling with in 
their teacherllearning experiences. Students challenge, "respect is a commodity that is slowly 
going the ways of the buffalo," according to Mike (Narrative, April 21, 2008), and student 
teachers find thernselves "at the end of my rope," as Mary would describe it (Nai-sative, April 21, 
2008). 1 sense these two student teachers' frustration with the studelit-teacher relationship they 
describe. How can I utilize the world of the glass box to rnore effectively embrace some impetus 
for collaboration on the velational in the teaching and learning experience that creates a keener 
attunement to these in-between moments? How can I provide spaces for student teachers to 
rnore effectively mind the gaps as they have occurred in their day-to-day teaching and learning 
experiences? I have not provided Mary and Mike with the knowledge and skills to address the 
challenges these narratives present to explore possibilities, find new openings with tlie 
iiii~iiediacy that tlic situations demand. 
The "Critical" in the Reflection on Negotiatinzg Sclzool Policy 
Self-reflection, assessment, and analysis are identified as three critical components of 
reflective practice by M. Serra Goethals, Rosc A. Howard, and Marie M. Sanders (2004). These 
authors further delineate the critical in reflection in that this type of reflection requires 
looking back, reviewing goals and priorities, and contiiiually asking questions: What 
have I learned? How has this learning helped me? What are tlie iinplications e~ilhedded 
in the teaching experience? What external or environmental forces are at work helping 
shape what I do in tlie classroom? How do I bring about change in the classroo~~i that 
may benefit student learning when it is not my classroom? (p. 180). 
This can be described as a heightened stage of reflection according to these authors: 
Critical reflection that enables the learner to engage in self-dialogue more purposefully 
and analytically to reveal the holistic nature of teaching and learning by examining, 
questioning, and investigating. What was taught, how it is taught. Why it is taught, and 
possibility for teaching it differently (p. 181). 
Here, they say, is where a teacher begins to interact more deeply with the "other" to find 
meaning, to "fully experience and learn from teaching" (p. 181). 1 believe this is all part of the 
critical process of making what is implicit, explicit in teaching and learning for myself and my 
students-to critically explore and examine all of the nooks and crannies, the nuances, the 
patterns, and especially the gaps of the teaching experience so as to respond to them critically 
What follows is a series of autobiographical excerpts where four of the participants in the study 
engaged in making the implicit, explicit in their teaching and learning experiences 
Jennifer.: My Cooperating Teacher and I have, for the past several weeks, been 
implementing a plan to get students to turn in their daily work. Once the work is 
checked and placed in the grade hook, I make a list of missing grades, figure out who 
islwas absent or just didn't turn in the work. If they simply didn't turn in the work they 
must stay after school till the work is finished. This works wonderfully for the most 
part, but the system hinges on having the time to audit the grades every period. Some 
days you just don't have the time. My cooperating teacher says that it would be very 
diff~cult o implement if there were not two of us. However, there are a handful of 
students that this system does not work with. They skip their after-school detention 
with us, and then they are given ofice detention. The problem with this is that they 
still never turn in the work. We have discussed KenO'Connor's concept of no 0's 
while in team meetings, but how do you give a grade to these types of students? Don't 
they "deserve" the zero? I do believe that zeros skew the student's grade and do not 
accurately represent what the student has learned, but now that I'm in the classroom I 
don't really know what the alternative should be. It is a never ending battle and takes 
away from time that could be better spent so many other ways - it's frustrating. What do 
other teachers do? Please share (Narrative, February 17, 2008). 
Mike: I hear you, Jennifer. One, yeah it seems impossible some days to keep up with 
grading all the stinking papers. True, zeros are skewing the students grades, but they do 
deserve the zero! Do you have students that are bright, and do well in discussions and 
quizzes, but just don't hand in study guides? I find this so frustrating. I know they are 
smart kids, but they're lazy, and it's going to end up costing them their diplomas in so 
cases. In my school, if a student doesn't hand in an assignment that they were not absent 
for, its a zero. I'm open to docking points for late work, zeros seem so extreme to me. 
There has to be a happy medium between what your working with and what I'm working 
with. I really applaud you for your after school program, I think that's a great idea-- I 
hope all your kids start achieving higher because of the interest you're showing. 
Caring can take you a long way, at least that's what I keep telling myself (Narrative, 
February 17, 2008). 
Mary: I have also had soine problems with turning in homework. The system that my 
CT uses is similar to what you are doing. It does work for us though, and does not take 
that much time. Once a week (different day every week) we will take a portion of our 
plan time to do this. My CT has these letters made up that we just insert the students 
name and missing assignments. The letter says that they have to turn in the 
assignment by the end of the day or have a morning detentioll at 7:30. They get this 
letter from an office aid. If they come in at that time and turn in the assignment, they do 
not liave to stay, or they work on the assignment at that time. If they do not show up, 
they are referred to the office for a detention. If a student gets 3 office detentions, they 
have an in-school-suspension in which there is a teacher with them all day to ensure their 
homework is getting done (Narrative, February 18,2008). 
Kurt: In an ordinary classroom I would have no problems attempting the NO ZERO 
policy. However; in the PE setting students are graded upon dress and participation. If the 
students are absent, they are excused for the day. At the higli school level many students 
chose not to dress. Not dressing out is an automatic 5 points off. Tliey get 30 points for 
the day. I had a group of students who didn't like tlie indoor soccer unit and chose to 
stand instead of participate. No participation lninus no dress was a zero for the day. I 
don't hand out very many zeros, but I will take off 15 to 20 points if they decide not to 
participate. There is really no otlier way to get higli scliool students motivated in PE. 
Tliey think that just because it is PE it won't hurt their GPA. Last time I checked they are 
earning the same credits for English as they are for PE. I liave no problem handing out a 
zero if the students have earned it. It's not like I'm trying to make them figure out rocket 
science, it's as simple as playing a game (Narrative, February 24, 2008). 
Tlie dates for the post and ensuing responses indicate that the critical reflection taking 
place in this discussion board thread was ti~nely and relevant to each of the participants 
Additionally, a theoretical construct was bcing challenged in tlie practice of these student 
teachers-the "no-zero policy." Clearly, Jennifer alluded to what she "knows" about tlie no-zero 
policy in theory-"We have discussed Ken O'Connor's concept of no 0's while in team 
meetings, but how do you give a grade to these types of students? Don't they "deserve" the 
zero? . . . I don't really know what tlie alternative should be (Narrative, February 17,2008). All 
three of tlie otlier participants in this discussio~i board were experiencing the same conundrum: 
finding a way to i~egotiate what they know with what they are experiencing. The student 
teachers were self-reflecting, assessing, and analyzing-three critical components of reflective 
practice. 
The "Critical" in the ReJection on Tensions and Class~ooin Managentent 
Kerdeman (2003) suggests that the experience of being pulled up short is a "unique 
experience of disorientation that cannot be taught merely by pedagogical skill, including the 
modem tools and approaches provided by constructivist learning theory and ineta-cognition" (p. 
293). There will be the tensions associated with the comings and goings, the returning to the 
start. Kerdeman says another way of describing this experience is one of "self-questioning and 
doubt" (p. 294). Following is an example of the attunement to the tensions in classroom 
management as critical reflection: 
Jennifer: After a bumpy first few days, I feel that I've been successful at establishing 
credibility as a teacher by being assertive, yet showing kindness and respect. The way I 
enforce the rules and deal with behavior problems is feeling more and more natural 
everyday. I'm enjoying most of the students immensely. A real turning point was when 
the students realized that I knew what the school's policies and rules for behavior were. 
However, there is one student that I'm struggling horribly with. The other 
teachers say that he has zeroed in on me because I'm new. I'm sorry to say that he has 
even been able to engage me in a powcr-struggle in which I raised my voice and showed 
emotion. A teacher's show of angerleinotion is what he thrives on and is the anticipated 
outcome of his behavior. Although I know this inuch, everything I try with this student 
fails to work. This student is extremely disrespectful and disruptive anytime my CT steps 
out of the room. He even drops papers on the floor as 1 reach to take them from his 
hand!! My cooperating teacher had a rather heated conversation with him, I've talked to 
him privately, and I have removed him from the classroom. He seems changed for about 
one day and then he's back to his old behaviors. I wanted to learn to handle this studeilt 
by myself, but I have no choice but to send him to the office whenlif he becomes 
disruptive or disrespectful this coining week. With it being so early on in my student 
teaching placement, my fear is that I will be seen as lacking in classrooin management 
ability (Narrative, January 27, 2008). 
Mike and Jennifer shared another anecdote: 
I can't believe how different students that are the same age can be so very 
different. I have two "l~onors" classes, juniors and seniors. They are both in the 
lnoniing and I can put allnost anything in front o f  them and they can attack and inaster it- 
- alinost always with little to minimal help. I was trying to teach virtually the same 
lessons to the non-honors classes--yep, pretty dumb right? I would give inore instruction 
and try to simplify the assignment, but that wasn't working so well. I'm trying ever way I 
know how to differentiate the instruction but it doesn't seem to matter. These kids are not 
duinb, but like to think they are. They hate trying to achieve because it is  far easier to 
whine: " I  don't get it" and "this is stupid" are the mantras. I'm getting so frustrated 
trying to break things down to a 4th grade level. I made the mistake o f  complaining 
about this class to another class. Stupid, I know. I definitely learned a lesson there. I'm 
going to continue to keep things simple. Also, is anyone having a hard time with 
excessive talking? I try and politely reinforce that we need to stay quiet, which seems to 
work for 2 minutes. I'm starting to feel like I'm raising my voice at this class all the 
time and I know that's not effective. Do you think the administration would be okay with 
gags, or maybe just mussels (Narrative, March 3, 2008). 
Jennifer: Yikes! Yes, 1 can identify with everything you have said. I share in your 
fmstration with students talking and not doing with they are supposed to be doing. 
What I find to be most frustrating is the lack o f  teacher consistency. When other 
teachers aren't consistent and knowingly let the students get by doing everything except 
what they are supposed to be doing it makes our success that much more difficult. In 
addition, I hate to see other teachers suffer and spend so much more time than they need 
to because they don't address the inattentive students at the time. All the time, I see this 
going on when teachers have to re-explain or re-teach something 50 times. That is an 
exaggeration, but it's still a lot o f  wasted time. There are inany teachers stuck in what 
Harry Wong terms the "survival mode" (Narrative, March 16, 2008). 
It is  in those inolnents o f  critical reflection on the tensions in the teacl~iiig experience that 
my students can feel themselves, as Kerdeinan (2003) would say, "challenged, or when our 
assumptions, expectations, and desires fail to materialize, are thwarted, or reversed" ( p .  295) that 
we experience transformation and an "acknowledgement of  boundaries and liinits." This is a 
colnpelling insight for both teacher educators and teacher candidates to grapple with. However, 
Kerdetnan says being pulled up short allows for the exploration of  the reflexivity o f  a lived 
experience in the classrooin and how "living through it can awaken us to choices" ( p .  298) that 
teacher educators and teacher candidates could not otherwise have imagined as they forward 
their learning, gain new understandings, and explore possibilities, even when they feel they are 
being pulled up just short. So, when the teacher candidate is pulled up short, the narrative of 
experience can enlighten what really counts as knowledge. 
The "Critical" in the Reflection on Emborlierl Understanrlirzgs 
Nancy Hutchinson (1998) speaks about the mind and rcflexivity that allows for a kind of 
embodied understanding, She reminds us once again that, "we deal consciously and expressly 
with the situations in which we find ourselves" (p. 286). This sort of "mindfulness" is required 
for a reflexive methodology in which teacher candidates develop habits of mindfulness, 
acquiesce to their senses and intelligences for the purpose of making meaning from their 
experiences. An approach to reflexivity where moving through the process, making time and 
space for exploration, experiencing transformations, and moving beyond is a mindset that 
enables embodied understandings. Specific to teaching, Kirk (2005) mentions that "The praxis 
of rcflexivity in the teaching field includes a sustained attention to the positions in which 1 place 
myself and am placed by others, a listening to and acknowlcdgi11g of inner voices, doubts and 
concerns as well as pleasures and pride, and a sensing of what my body is feeling. It implies a 
constant questioning of what I am doing and why" (p. 233). This captures the idea of reflexivity 
enabling embodied understanding very well. For example, consider Mike, Mary, and Jennifer's 
struggles with the relational of e1~1bodirnent for both self and other. 
Mike: I do not think about body language very much. It's a topic that is 
skimmed over. We like to be comfortable and heck with how it looks. My 
Supervisor got on me about my body language. I like to lean all over my podium and 
rock it from time to time-- I (much like you I'm sure) didn't even realize that I was doing 
it until he mentioned it to me. It's good that we have people to tell us all the things we're 
doing awkwardly or incorrect-- let the constructive feedback fly. One thing brought to 
mind is how stationary I am in the classroom. I lecture from the same spot, I give notes 
from the same spot, I do my dance routines from the same spot. I need to mix it up and 
utilize the entire classroom (Narrative, March 11, 2008). 
Mary: That is sooo crazy that you brought this topic up. I have been aware of my 
body language lately also. I try to stand up straight, which I have never 
concentrated on before. I actually feel a lot better now that I do that .... more 
confident. So~nething that has also came to my attention is that I talk A LOT with 
my handslanns. I know that is not a bad thing ... just a funny thing for my students and 
myself to laugh at once in a while ... you know when you can't think of a word and you try 
to get it across with your hands.. We have had a lot of laughs over things like that 
(Narrative, March 13, 2008). 
Jennifer: Great conversation! Although, I haven't really had any problems staying in one 
spot I definitely had my limits. I would stay at the front of the room and just walk back 
and forth; I was not utilizing the sides or back of the room. One day I was feeling 
energetic and confident and in a really positive mood and I walked to the back of the 
desks and the sides of the room as well as around the front while I was lecturing and 
asking questions. The interesting thing was that the students were more engaged 
because my movement kept them on their toes. I didn't have any discipline issues 
that day at all. In addition, I think that it comes across to the students like you are 
comfortable and in control of the classroom if you are confident enough to walk all 
around the room. Please try it!! You'll be pleasantly surprised and confident . . . and 
smile! (Narrative, March 16, 2008). 
These narratives are rich and thick with the implications of embodied understandings and 
how the collaboration between the three participants contributes to "lived understandings" of the 
experiences they are describing and how those experiences provide enlightenment. Mike 
reflected on his realization of how stationary he is in the classroom aiid how he needs to "mix it 
up." Mary, acknowledged that standing up straight in the classroom makes a difference, gives it 
a try, and Jennifer spoke to the realization of the importance of energy and movement around the 
classroom adding to her positive attitude and confidence as a classroom teacher. All three of 
these student teachers have reflexively considered where they have placed tl~e~nselves, 
acknowledging the inner voices, doubts, and pleasures that Kirk spoke of earlier. They have 
contemplated what they are doing and why to find new possibilities and opportunities to allow 
embodied understandings to enlighten their teaching aiid learning experience. 
The "Critical" in the Rejlection on Trust 
A strong foundation of trust between teacher candidates in those spaces of liberty is 
critical to more effectively utilize critical reflective practice as a habit of the mind in the 
educational experience. Jennifer and Mike struck up just such a relationship throughout the 
course of their completion of their autobiographies of critical incidents. Consider their trusting 
collaboration in the following series of postings and responses: 
Mike's posting subject line was the following: "Making me Sad Inside@" 
There are a couple of things that I'd like to get some feedback on. The first, I have 
the 8th period blues. I have energy and patience up until the end of the day. I get to 
that final 50 minutes and my temper is short and I'm not near as enthusiastic about 
learning. Of course, 8th period is full of students that are argumentative and under 
achieving. I'm aware of the problem, and I think that's half the battle--but, I just can't 
seem to find a way to overcome these blues. I've gotten to the point that I dread these 
kids coming in. Which is part of lny second grievance. Got a little static froin a couple 
students last week. I'm getting a little tired of hearing, "that's not how Mrs. Coop 
Teacher does it." Mike doesn't care! I've talked with my coop. teacher and she agrees 
that I have the Inore effective way of teaching, but that doesn't stop thein fiom 
complaining. I try and let it slide, but the consistency of it is wearing me down. Also, I 
held a student who was being incredibly talkative after school one day. She came up to 
me and told me that she was very busy so I better make it quick. I asked her if she was 
having a bad day, what the deal was, why she was insistent on being so argumentative 
with me? She told me she was having a bad day and being yelled at for something 
everyone was doing didn't make it any better--then she walked off before I could inutter 
another word. I except a certain amount of disrespect, but this incident just rernains 
under my skin. Those are solne of the things that I found relevant in my past couple 
weeks (I hope it's a 100 words). If you have any advice, or would just like to complain 
about similar situations, I'd love to listen (Narrative, February 17, 2008). 
Jennifer: Dear Mike, 
1 was going to just read all of the posts tonight and then reply this weekend, but I had to 
get back to you - you inspired me to talk. I too get to feeling this way - somcti~nes earlier 
in the day so dodt feel badly. Your story about the student walking off before you were 
even able to finish what you wanted to tell her hurts my heart. I have a couple incidences 
similar to this one and I was left feeling the same way. Student teaching feels like a 
roller coaster sometimes; 1'11 go home some days and feel like the greatest teacher who 
ever lived, but other days thinking, "What have I done?" I love the "greatest teacher" 
days; I feel exuberant, energized, and think to myself, "Yes, I am going to change kid's 
lives like my teachers did mine." (Corny - I know) On the bad days I feel like I have 
nothing left to give to the kids or my own family. I'll even count the days until student 
teaching is over - really. We are going through a very odd time in which we are caught 
between two worlds - we're responsible for classrooms that were well established, 
without our own rules and procedures in place. I truly believe that issues with disrespect 
will be greatly diminished when we are able to begin each new year with our own "game 
plan", backed by consistency. At tlie same time we are trying to fulfill our duties with the 
college, make an excellent impression on our CT and CS, and transition into a completely 
different role in our lives. Another thing I'm learning is to pace myself, if you give 
everything you have the first part of the day you're bound to burn-out and get short on 
patience. Sometimes, when I'm bombarded and starting to feel short, I just tell the kids "I 
help those who help themselves first" or "Question time is over for a few minutes." 
I know I'm getting long-winded, but I just wanted you to know that I am experiencing 
the same thingslfeelings you are .......... I understand. I'm sure that any of us who works 
with middlelhigh school students have had these types of encounters and have felt the 
same way. Please don't feel isolated in your thouglitslfeelings. When I start to feel 
negative I tell myself, because I know it is true, that everything I say and do does have an 
effect on them. I can remember my student teachers very well. I also try to concentrate 
on what Mrs. Smith has taught us about being effective teachers. When I refocus on a 
specific concept and then implement it the next day it always goes better. What we take 
personally and think about all day or week was over in the instant for them. Try to start 
each day brand new. I can tell that you care a lot so I'm sure there are many 
students you've had an impact on. Telling you all this also helps me, so thank you 
for sharing (Narrative, Febtuary 19, 2008). 
Mike's response to Jennifer captured the essence of the value of developing trtrst in the 
glass box so as to energize and emphasize opportunity to critically reflect collaboratively with 
both self and other. He said this: 
I was not a fan of having to write on a discussion board. I thought to myself, 
"actually, you're right Mrs. Smith, I don't have enough to do." BUT, like usual 1'111 
wrong again. This is actually pretty helpful. It's nice to know that we are all in the same 
position more-or-less (Narrative, February 26,2008). 
The spaces of liberty where narratives of experience are the subject of collaboration are a 
catalyst for generating self reflection, assessment, arid analysis with both self and other for the 
purposes of realizing possibilities and sense-making, sometimes frustrations with stops and 
starts, but always with a foundation of support, new insights, and validation. 
The "Ci*iticaln in the Xeflectioli and Reflective Tur.11~ tlzat Lead to a Strorzger Teac/zillg I(1entify 
It is in those moments of critical reflection on the reflexivity in tlie teaching experience 
that teacher candidates can feel themselves, as Kerdeinan (2003) would say, "challenged, or 
when our assumptions, expectations, and desires fail to materialize, are thwarted, or reversed" (p. 
295) that they experience transforination and an "acknowledgement of boundaries and limits." 
This is a cornpelling insight for both teacher educators and teacher candidates to grapple with 
However, what can liappen as a result of tliat struggle is the reframing of experiences in tlie 
teaching and learning process that develop strong teaching identities. What follows between 
Mike and Jennifer is that "reflective turn" Jin (1996) has recognized in his work (p. 8), 
Mike: It just seems like everything has been coming together lately. All the 
prohleins that I was having at the beginning of the semester have disappeared. I have 
been able to fill up the class periods with the appropriate amount of 
infonnationlworklinstructio~i. Previously, I liad the darndest of times with putting too 
much in a class period or having 10-20 minutes left with nothing to do. Also, I've seen 
leaps and bounds in my classroom management abilities. We all know that its hard to 
come in the middle of the year and deal with someone else's rules and regulations, but the 
system works if you work it. I've found the right amount of discipline and follow through 
has really helped. All the students are responding well, maybe just because I've been 
around for a while and they're use to me now? Grading has also become easier. It was 
taking me forever! A lot of practice has made me perfect. It's such a good feeling to go 
througli the day and feel like you were really effective--and maybe, just maybe-. tlie 
students learned a tliiiig or two! I hope to continue this positive progress by 
lnaking lesson plans that are Inore attentive to differelltiation (Narrative, April 4, 2008). 
Jennifer: I have seven days left and am both happy and sad. I, too, have been reflecting 
on the whole experience of student teaching. It feels like it is time to move on, but i t  is 
so hard to iinagiiie walking out on that last day and not seeiny kids again. I want to 
liug each of my 7th graders and tell them how much they've taught me. It is also hard 
to walk away froin the adult relationships that I've built over the past four months. Even 
with all tlie experience's imperfections and liardsliips, I wouldn't trade my experience for 
the world. 1 hope you all feel the same way too. When 1 look back on liow lost and 
incompetent I felt those first few weeks, I can hardly believe how much I've changed. 
I'm more confident and feel like I have much to offer. I am sure that I want to he a 
teaclier! On the other hand, I must adinit tliat I'm a little disheartened by sonie of the 
things that I've seen aiid experienced in the world of education. This has developed a 
strong awareness in me to stay true to what I know is right - what Mrs. Siiiitli 
lias taught us. No, we can't be perfect all the time, but WE CAN DECIDE not to join the 
teachers on tlie "dark-side". Finally, It lias been a loiigjourney - especially with tliat 
IAP!! Just kidding, I meant the entire college experience has been long. These last 
couple of weeks have flown by, aiid I find myself forgetting to take it all in. l'm going to 
slow down and try to enjoy it. As we finish student teaching and graduate, our lives will 
never be the same again - don't forget to stoa and sinell tlie roses. 
- - 
Good luck to you all! It has been wonderful having you to talk to (Narrative, April 19, 
2008). 
Mike: Jennifer, I don't know who these teachers of the "dark side" you speak of are? All 
the teachers in my school are: constantly positive, always putting the students first, do 
not make mdelnegative coinmeiits about students, faculty, administration, happy to be 
involved, and constantly create valid and reliable everything. It's mind blowing that there 
are schools out their that don't function on this level! Also, thank you for reininding me 
of the importance of the adult relationships I've developed here. I have no idea how I'm 
going to thank my cooperating teacher? She let me take her classroom, always gave me 
feedback, kept me grounded-- thank you seems a little skimpy (Narrative, April 22, 
2008). 
Jennifer: Mike, You're welcome. I feel like I owe thein so much for all tlie time and 
thought they liave invested in me. I've had grand thouglits too about wliat I could do for 
my cooperating teacher and those who have helped me. I've been telling them that they 
are on my "lottery list" for when I win the big one. Just an idea for you!! When I speak 
of the "dark side" I'm speaking of the very few people who can suck you into the cycle 
of negativity if you let them. I'm glad you didn't encouiiter any of tliat. My school 
has been wonderful too - I didn't mention that, but it is. I hope I didn't make it seem 
like it wasn't. It has been a lot of fun talking to you. Thanks and good luck 
(Narrative, April 21, 2008). 
Mike: As my student teaching conies to a close I've been taking a lot of time to reflect 
on how it went and wliat I could liave done better. I've learned a lot--mostly by messing 
up in some way. It is kind of a buininer that every teacher I talk to states that student 
teaching is absolutely nothing like having your own classroom. I'm ready for the 
cliallenge. The thing that is closest to my heart today is how much I ain going to miss all 
of these students. Througli the trials, the learning, the laugliter, I've really come to 
appreciate and admire all of my students personalities (almost all of them). It feels wcirct 
that I'm not going to witness thein progress any more. . . this is it. 1 hope that I don't feel 
this empty every year I teach as I watch the seniors graduate aiid inore 011 (?). The end of 
the semester was so much better than the beginning. After the students and 1 got 
coinfortable with one anotlier everytliing ran much smoother. Also, I got to go to prom! 
That was fun. I've spent so inucli time trying to get everyone learning aiid on task-- i t  
was nice to watch thein liave a little fun on their own time. 
The most important aspect I learned during student teaching would be tliat you have to 
be consistent. Be consistent in how you handle and prepare for students that are absent 
froin class. When I didn't have a method 1 had students without workslieets or tlie 
knowledge that they needed a worksheet and einpty spots in my grade book. I always try 
to be consistent in my attitude. When I came to scliool grumpy, tired, or poorly preparcd- 
- it showed, aiid ruined my day every time. Relentlessly positive is the key to niastering 
my classroom. Finally, I screwed up being consistelit in my discipline and i t  bit me in the 
butt time after time. I really wanted everyone to behave properly all the time and not 
have to worry about disciple issues, but that just wasn't the case. Every student is 
different and each situation can be attacked differently, but I have to figure out how to 
clear lines of what action is equated to what discipline (Narrative, April 17, 2008). 
These narratives of experience enlighten the concept of the reflective turn and how these 
consuminatory inolnents contribute significantly to the teacher candidate's teaching identity. 
The on-going enlightenment these autobiographical incidents have contributed to realizations 
these teacher candidates could not otherwise have iniagined as they forwarded their learning, 
gained new understandings, and explored possibilities, even when they felt they were being 
pulled up just short. This is the stuff of relational reflexivity as critical reflection. Attention paid 
to the in-between, minding the gaps between self and other during the lived experience of 
teaching and learning can result in critical reflection that is meaningful and worthwhile. The 
result-the ability to respond insightfully, creatively, intuitively--to open new doors, cross new 
thresholds, explore new spaces, knowing that the possibility for new opportunities exists just 
beyond. Schon (1992) has pointed out that "in different ways and to varying degrees, . . . by 
exploring the understandings revealed by the patterns of spontaneous activity that make up their 
practice" (p. 5) gaps, puzzles, challenges conjure up that sort of ieflecii~~e tzrin--a desire for the 
teacher to discover new opening, new possibilities, even while being pulled up short. Jennifer 
captured the essence of this journey: 
Evcn with all the experience's imperfections and hardships, I would~i't rade my 
experience for the world. I hope you all feel the same way too. When I look back on 
how lost and incompetent I felt those first few wccks, I can hardly believe how 11iucli 
I've changed. I'm more confident and feel like I have much to offer. 1 am sure that I 
want to be a teacher! (Narrative, April 21,2008). 
These reflective turns in the teaching and learning experiences have resulted in inotnents 
of self-uiiderstaiidii~g, a greater attuneiiient to these student teachers' fledging teaching identities. 
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Debriefing Interviews: Spaces ofLiberty 
Another vital space of liberty created for the participants in this study was the debriefing 
interview, which followed the field observation. Like the autobiographies of critical incidents, 
this was another data source that proved to be most beneficial in terms of revealing possibilities 
to the questions that fraine this study. All five participants in this study participated in a 
debriefing interview session. These debriefing interview sessioiis were conducted iinlnediately 
following the field observation in a quiet location within the school building where the student 
teacher taught which was conducive to privacy and little to no interruptions or inconvei~iences. 
As stated in Chapter Three, the debriefing interviews lasted approximately 60 minutes each. The 
interviews were semi-structured in design so as to prompt coiiversation and generate personal, 
lived, storied accounts that gave voice to the student teachers' experiences. Questions 
concerning the student teaching experience encornpassed experiences related to the complexities 
of the teaching and learning experience in the classroom, the study of the teaching self in relation 
to other in the teaching aiid learning experience, and the use of critical reflection to make sense 
of the teaching aiid learning experience. 
Thick, rich data was revealed through this data collectioll approach, as well. Followiilg 
general conversation related to inanageinent of the required seininar expectations, which are a 
pait of the student teaching experience and an overview from the studcnt tcachcr 011 the 
evolution of their student teaching responsibilities in their classrooln, together we entered yet 
another space of liberty to explore the teaching and learning experience. Like the 
autobiographies of critical incidents, the debriefing interviews provided a space of liberty with a 
inissioii of trust that facilitated self-study, assessment, and analysis in order to nurture support, 
gain insight, and realize validation. I have italicized and bolded the themes for this data source, 
as well 
The "C~itical" in the Reflection on the Discussiorz Board Entries as Forurns,for Frank, Oyert, 
and Honest Collaboration 
I asked the following question: "Let's talk about the Discussion Board entries . . . what 
do you think of those as an opportunity to collaboratively reflect on your teaching and learning 
experiences?" Mike shared the following response: 
For the most part, they are something 1 check off and I was aggravated at first because I 
was like "I'm getting killed! And this is one more thing for me to do and I'm not happy 
about it." But as time went by, it was nice to know that a group of people were going 
through the same things I was, and they could complain with me or offer suggestions 
whether I wanted to hear them or not and, uh, that's been the most beneficial past; and 
also just to get it off your chest to someone who is not associated with you every day, I 
can just rail oil the Discussion Board (Debriefing Interview, April 14, 2008). 
This was Kurt's response to this question: 
I like the Discussion Boards because you are able to open up, like I said with Allen, I can 
talk with him, but what about other schools? Are there other student teachers that are 
having the saine problems 1 am? It is kind of nice, because the last one [student teacher] 
actually talked about outdoor activities; it's getting nice out .. . like my Junior High PE, 
every chance I get it's a pit stop (?); whether it be strengths or distance runs a couple 
blocks ... we're outside where we've had a couple of instances where we've had troubles, 
and I was able to get on and talk about it. I don't remember which it was, Science 
Class or Ait Class, she had talked about her problems so I could relate to it. I typed some 
input that I had gained from my experience. I not only posted my experience, but also 
hers along the saine lines, and I've had numerous people that have asked for ideas, and I 
get stuff coining back (Dcbricfing Interview, April 9, 2008). 
1 also asked Jennifer what she thought about the Discussion Board oppoitunity. 
It just feels so good, and it doesn't hit until about the second or third discussion board 
when things really get to going, then you realize it is not so different for me. People are 
going througli the same kinds of experiences. I don't know why, it just helps. At the 
same time it has been kept from being a griping, grumping session. Several times I have 
had a pretty big amount of responses. They are beneficial. They have been very 
constiuctive and suppoitive (Debriefing Interview, April 16, 2008). 
I was invested in exploratioil of the usefulness of the Discussio~l Board for sharing 
autobiographies of critical incidents in order to facilitate opportunities for critical reflection. 
This question gave me the opportunity to reflexively engage in this exploration of the value of 
using the Discussioil Board, as I probed the use of this resource as a catalyst for meaningful, 
sense-making critical reflection. Textual ailalysis of these responses leads me to conclude that 
providing the oppoi?unity for multiple student teachers to collaborate in a fonun conducive to 
frank, open, honest discussion about negotiating the teaching and learning experience, which is 
somewhat different from the conversation they may have with their supervising or cooperating 
teacher is worthwhile to pursue further. Mike's response bears this conclusion out. I asked him 
this question: How is it different or how would it be different if you were able to have frank and 
open discussion with a fellow student teaching peer, how would that be different than you and I 
talking or you and your supervising teacher talking? Do you think that would benefit you? 
I totally love that idea I know that just seeing other student teachers in passing, we'll just 
sit for 30 millutes and just complain or talk about our successes, it's different with 
supervisors, or faculty, or your cooperating teachers because generally to my experience, 
they cannot remcinbcr being that far back, they can't adequately rclate to the point that 
you'rc at in your pursuit and other people just nail it. . . . (Debriefing Interview, April 14, 
2008). 
7%e "Critical" in the Reflecfion on /he Relatiorzal in tlze Tenclzirzg artrl Leaivziitg Experience 
Another question concerned my study's focus on the student teacher's narratives of 
expcrieilce and how they enlightened their knowledge and skills related to critical reflection, 
particularly with regard to the relatio~lal coinplcxities of the teaching and leariling experience--- 
with students, with subject matter, with the environment. I wanted to explore thcir cognizance of 
the self in relation to other-an important aspect of the critical in reflective practice. Mike is a 
teacher who infused "humor" and "personal relevancy" into his teaching. It is an important part 
of his style of teaching, and his teaching was infused with both during my field observation. I 
asked Mike the following question: I'm really intercsted in, as I am going out and visiting the 
classrooms and working with student teachers in that relational element, tliat relationship that 
you have with your students, your subject matter, the environment you find yourself in and your 
awareness of it and its impact on your teaching and learning experience. Why do you choose to 
take time to personalize your teaching presentations in the classroom? 
I understand, one thing I got bereted for in my interview, (I totally failed my interview) 
and one of the feedbacks you gave to me was that you might have joked with them too 
much, you can't switch on and off like that. And to me, I personalize my material in my 
lesson plans every time because I want to engage every student every time to educate 
them, and I find that maybe getting off topic and telling a story is how I keep their focus, 
how I know they are not trolling off to sleep or whatever. 
I probed further: Right. Are there other benefits? 
I don't know. I wrestle with it a lot at the start whether I needed to tone it dow~l  more so 
we could focus more?? But, I just am who I am, and I can't teach differently, the teacher 
tliat inspired me to become a teacher, I got a lot of my pliilosophies from by how he 
taught, how he joked around, transcribed into what I do. My Dad is a preacher, and he 
would do the same thing, he'd bring in those co~iiino~i anecdotes to keep you listening, to 
keep you going, and it really, I mean, we have a 15 minute attention span, I can't do 45 
minute lectures and expect everybody to stick with i t  the whole time. I got tons of 
differentiation issues, so I try and play concepts that might be lower level thinking and 
then also the higher level thinking, just bouncing back and forth. 
I continued . . . How would you describe your relationship with the kids? What's your take on 
your relationship with the kids? 
I think they all enjoy me as a person, I also hope they respect my opinions 011 things and 
my centenary knowledge of it. I'm not a 100% sure (Debriefing Interview, April 14, 
2008). 
Jennifer shared her thoughts on this topic, and I cllalleiiged her. "When or how do you reflect 
when things arc happening in the classroom? Let's go back to the observation today. What was 
going through your mind in terms of students, relations with the subject matter? 
Absolutely. I call just tell . . . you know there is a feeling in the room, it's eye contact, 
it's what I hear, it's the direction that maybe their directions are going. . . . 
So, there was a student who asked about wliy if you're the President, why would you want to eat 
at McDonalds? 1 guessed that you were thinking, "How am I going to handle this?" What was 
going on up here, I mean, as I saw it, that questioil had the potential to take you down a different 
road-was it a teachable moment to pursue? 
Um, I said, why wouldn't he have eaten at McDonalds? It is also so difficult, when you 
teach some periods over aiid over again, you forget what you said. 
What about the relationships with the students-I noted students K. and J 
There you go . . . those are the ones. 
Okay, so in the moment, how do you reflect on what is happening to ensure that everything goes 
okay? 
One student made the biggest impact on me in terms of relationships with the students - - 
- I learned to treat this student with a special kind of respect aiid not give a lot of 
credence to what lie does because then he just goes witli it. He is a class clown. 
Another student can be very explosive-lie likes to just push me and push me. 
Soinetimes, one day I just have give hiin a battle. Other days I have to ignore it and then 
it goes away. Now there is a big story-I have a very special relationship witli him. He 
is wild with intelligence. He will miss for ten days, then he comes back and aces the 
test. He just doesn't know how to react to people. At first he would get real disrespectful 
with me, like "lady I am going to mess up your face," after a while he really has 
responded to mc. I tell hiin liow smart lie is, I get a lot Inore out of hiiii iiow. 
I found this very interesting and thought he was a student you had reflected about. 
He has so ~iiuch potential, I really fixated on him right away. Something about his un- 
kept appearance, you know, lie is intelligent. Last night it was around 4:30. He was up 
here with another student. 1 said, "You have a nice night tonight, -- - -- ." Well, he 
didn't say anything, so I turned around-I don't want him to think I don't care if lie 
addresses me. So, I leaned hack over that stairs and said, "Mr. -- - - , 1 said you have a 
nice night, do you have notliing to say?" Now eight weeks ago, I would have been afraid 
to say anything to him . . . he says, "Well, thank you, Mrs. D. . . . you have a good 
niglit too." I am sad about leaving the kids, so sad . . . (Debriefing Interview, April 16, 
2008). 
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These critical reflections were relevant, immediate, and real, arid I felt compelled to offer 
assistance in "unpacking" these student teachers' experiences. This effort attempts to honor the 
narratives of experience in order to help them discover what really couiits as knowledge-a 
compelling and new opportunity has presented itself in terms of the data revealing a need for the 
riglit approach to developing knowledge and skills for critical reflective practice. 
The "Critical" in the ReJection on Negotiation of Wltat One Knows and What One is 
Experiencing 
I hear so many of the teacher candidates that I serve, particularly after the classroom 
management course, as well as other courses that I teach, comment that they feel more prepared 
for their classrooin practicum and student teaching experiences. They feel that they have the 
kiiowledge and skills in place to begin to be successful in the classrooin. Each time that I read or 
hear a suggestion of this sentiment in terms of teacher preparation, I must coiifess that I harbor 
lingering doubts because I know that they don't know what the classrooin experience is really 
going to like. Like the participants in this study, I continue to struggle witli the starts and stops, 
the back and forthing and continue to celebrate the coiisuininatory moments that bring new 
meaning and insights that push me forward. So, as I exist in the world of the glass box, along 
with the participants in this study, I consider this key question: How do teacher candidates 
mediate what they kiiow witli what they arc experiencing in the teaching and learning 
experience? So, I turned to the participants in this study for some insights and asked this 
question: You have been through your course work at PSC, what is your perception about 
teaching and learning based 011 what you knew before you came into a classrooin and what your 
are now experiencing'? Mike's response was as follows: 
I felt pretty well prepared, like a lot of the stuff I can reflect on and say, 'You know, I 
didn't listen to that, and I probably should have' That was my inail1 thought through this 
whole process, classroom management especially, philosophy I'm glad that we took time 
to develop it because I knew exactly who I was and who I wanted to be when I came and 
what was really important to me ... kids are just crazy, I don't think without more time in 
the classroom, like real hours, not just sitting there watching, you can't know and 
everybody tells me student teaching is nothing like really teaching, and I'm sure they are 
right because I can tell the difference when subs are there or when she's gone for twenty 
minutes. I felt prepared (Debriefing Interview, April 14,2008). 
Bill shared this: 
I was thiilkiilg I was prepared? I'm an EMT, okay I'm prepared to teach health. Well, 
these kids were not scheduled regularly, he [cooperating teacher] just did whatever he 
wanted to do, so I was trying to get everything in order and stick with it . . . but at this 
point in the school year, it is tough to do that. If I would've come here at the beginning 
of the school year with these kids, things would have been so much different! If I would 
have had those kids the first day of the year. You know then the 10"' grade class 
would've been able to get use to me, but I stuck with it (Debriefing Interview, April 
21,2008). 
Mary added this: 
The field experiences help a ton. I don't think you could ever leain any of that in a 
classroom. Being here and actually doing it is, huge. The Classrooln Managelnent class 
was extremely helpful. But right before you come into the classroom, you are so 
nervous, it is very nerve-wracking. I was lucky to have a cooperating teacher who had a 
great classrooin management plan put into place. I don't know what I would've done if I 
didn't have that, but now I know what I have to do. You know you feel like you are 
doing well, you are doing good, but it is still really all a mystery. You don't really 
know yet. You are really nervous right before you come in, and then once you get in 
here, it all just begins to fall together! You don't really get it fully until you are here, and 
then you draw the connections between elassrooin and field experience. What I can't do 
is draw froin past teaching experiences to address current classrooln needs because I am a 
brand new teacher. I can't draw upon those past experiences to guide my decisions about 
current experiences. 
I followed up with this question to Mary: There is the awareness, however, of the connections, 
and the attempt to try something fioin course work to use in the teaching experiencc. How 
confident are you about succeeding as a classrooin teacher at this point in your student teaching 
experience? 
Mary said this: 
If I was right here in this classroom and had this job, I would he very confident! 
Thinking about going to another scl~ool, another grade, or another subject area kind of 
brings down your confidence. I just do so much preparing for this class, you know 
reading and looking up things, preparing for this class . . . and yah, in this classroom, I 
would feel very confident. I feel good about management and managing my time, but a 
different school . . . I can do i t .  . . I think I can (Debriefing Interview, April 2,2008). 
Jennifer said this in response to the same question during her debriefing interview: 
Let me start with, uin, about half way through the experience I was feeling like I was 
losing some ideas, some excitement, you know things that I had learned. I think it is 
highly important that the cooperating teacher is fully engaged aiid really wants you as a 
student teacher, that they model that, that they support that experimentation with new 
ideas. 111 a perfect world, I would give teachers maybe an eight -week chunk of time, 
half-way through their ed. classes to implement some of that. I just think that a lot 
gets lost along tlie way that is very valuable because you don't get to implement it. And 
then when you are in there student teaching you're exhausted every day. There aren't 
enough hours in the day, and then there is a lot work placed on you too, you can't explore 
those chambers of your mind and have other teachers unlock them, I guess. I've put a lot 
of thought into this because it has not been what I expected . . . aiid instead of getting all 
negative, which I have those days too, you know, I just tliouglit about the fact that I need 
to stay aware of what I would change! I wouldn't trade my experience for anything, but 
you need great teachers out there (Debriefing Interview, April 16,2008). 
The "Ci.itica1" in the Reflection on Supportive Partners1ziy.s 
Finally, I have been negotiating the realities of the current student teaching program in 
the institution that I serve with the new openings and possibilities that this study has revealed to 
me. 111 a callback session with student teachers some weeks ago, I recalled my exact words to 
the student teacliers who were there: "You are not on an island." At that particular time, like so 
many others, 1 was simply referring to typical resources available to tlie student tcachers such as 
faculty and staff, seminar instructors, and cooperating and supervising teachers for support, 
encouragement, and expertise. Even as I said the words, I was critically reflecting on my 
statcincnt to thc student teachers. My study has further cnliglitencd my understanding of this 
statement and forwarded my learning regarding what 1 really mean when 1 say: "You are not on 
an island." The current student teaching experience includes supportive partnerships, that is true. 
They are all intended to nurture and positively support the student teacher. However, upon 
giving voice to the student teachers in this study as they tell their stories a single, all- 
encompassing conclusion has revealed itself. In my glass box, as I have allowed myself to be 
attuned to the various voices and multiple perspectives, "supportive pal-tnersl~ips" should mean 
and be so much more as student teachers collaborate and negotiate the multiple prisms of the 
student teaching experience: the collaboration, the relational, the negotiating, the tensions, the 
embodied understandings, the trust, and the reflective turns. I explore this partnership concept as 
I begin to forward my learning on what it may mean to be purposefully and meaningfully 
supportive in a partnership with a student teacher. 
Three of the five participants in this study student taught in a school system where 
another student teacher was also completing their student teaching experience. Mary said it best 
when she remarked about the relationship she has with a fellow student teacher in her school: 
I can't imagine what it would be like to NOT have someone to go through the experience 
with! I mean . . . seeing her at lunch time is a happy tnomeiit-someone who 
understands. It is not only the work that we are doing, but our outside life as well, 
and how we help each other cope with that and student teaching expectations, as well 
(Debriefing Interview, April 2,2008). 
Jennifer added to this thought, as a student teacher who teaches in the same town with a fellow 
student teacher: 
I guess just knowing there is someone who is going througl~ the same thing you are, and 
they are so immediately available to you on a daily basis. I found that wit11 one teacher 
here. I think that means the world when there is one other teacher there who "gets it" 
(Debriefing ltlterview, April 16,2008). 
Another supporting partnership that I must consider is that of the cooperating teacher and 
hislher student teacher. Jennifer's frank, open, and honest narrative on this relationship is 
compelling alld thought-provoking to consider. She said this: 
The cooperating teacher should truly sees themselves as a teacher "for you" . . . uin . . 
I know that you have an abundance of infoi~natioii on cooperating teachers, but my 
cooperating teacher never took those important steps . . . I just found out on my own, I 
just fixed my own problems. I think the process requires seeking out . . . I don't know 
what the answer is. 
I responded to Jennifer, sure that an opening had presented itself. I said, I'm hearing this from 
the other student teachers . . . there isn't a lot of opportunity to explore, experiment . . . but, uin, 
there is the perception that having a student teacher is easy. When I had student teachers, those 
were the hardest semesters I ever had. . . . what are you thinking? 
That is how I tliouglit it was supposed to be .  . . because it is supposed to be a rich 
experience. Several times I have had to remind myself. . . "be careful, Jennifer, you 
have to remember where you are." But a student teacher is not there to complete duties, 
they are there to be taught, to learn. You know, to be honest, a little ways through, you 
start feeling things leave your mind. I am really going to have to work hard this summer 
to get all that . . . I have everything yon have ever given me, and that will be organized to 
get me going again. But, yes, it is very disappointing when you have learned this, and 
you don't see it happening. I was told that my cooperating teacher never taught anything 
until I came here . . . he just used worksheets. You just have to be supported with a 
teacher, maybe newer teachers, 1 don't know. Someone who is ready to let you 
implement ideas. Be my partner (Debriefing Interview, April 16, 2008). 
My glass box had just become fully illuminated with this real discovery. This particular 
debriefing interview session had been a cathartic moment for me. I had been collaborating wit11 
my participants in my study. I had been exploring the complex relationships that framed lily 
study as 1 gave voice to these student teachers and heard their stories. Negotiating the many 
layers of the experience of narrative inquiry itself had challenged me to consider the tensions 
surrounding what the student teachers and I knew about the teaching and learning experience 
theoretically and what we were now experiencing in our journey toward what really counts as 
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knowledge. I recall those moments of anxiety, exhaustion, and energy as we put our trust in the 
process and acknowledged reflective turns. This was one such reflective turn when the 
unanticipated was noticed. The data had not only bey11 to reveal a lived understanding of how 
teacher candidates navigate what they know with what they are experiencing, but it had also 
revealed an attunement to the complexity of this act of navigation that required a different kind, a 
more engaged kind of support, interaction, and depth of commitment to the teaching and learning 
process from various entities involved in the student teaching experience. This was my "ah-ha" 
moment-the relation between a teaching identity that understands the complexities of 
classrooms and has a willingness to see them as productive for learning. I am getting at an 
agency for learners and learning that sustains and nurtures teaching practices. 
The Good Work of Mindfully Negotiating the Teaching and Learning P~ocess  
The mental activity this study evoked was worthwliile and reflexive in nature. Refiaming 
my thinking was a constant, with an attunement to every i~iteraction, as I explored the data. 
When I considered the dynamic and complex intricacies of the critical reflection embedded in the 
student teachers' stories from the world of the glass box, I experienced my own lived 
understanding of the teaching and learning process as important and meaningful. This is ail 
attitude that calls for action. Chapter Five will provide me with an opportunity to explore the 
sensibilities of further engaging in this important work through reaction to and analysis of the 
data with the hope of contributing to an improved process of supporting teacher candidates as 
they navigate the teaching and learning process to develop strong identities as teachers. 
CHAPTER 5 
Entering the Glass Box and Exiting Out the Other Side: 
Thriving through Engagement with Critical Reflection 
Self-understanding is at the heart of this study because it is the root of all learning. In 
fact, Noddings (2006) says: "Possibly no goal of education is more importan-or Inore 
neglected-than self-understanding" (p. 10). It was Socrates who said, "Know thyself." He also 
added that "the unexa~nined life is not worth living" (p. 10). So, I challenged myself to seek out 
self-understanding about what really counts as knowledge in the "education" of the teacher 
candidates that I serve. This investigation is the result of that challenge. 
Palmer (1988) in The Courage to Teach, described self-understanding about what really 
counts as knowledge in "education" as "listening to one's inner teacher and develop the authority 
granted to people who author 'their own words, their own actions, their own lives rather than 
playing a scripted role at great remove from their own hearts" (p. 33). On-going analysis 
showed how self-study through critical reflective practice created deeper understanding and 
insights, for~ned new openings and alternative possibilities, and generated ideas and action in 
order to i~nprove teaching practice. The "educational experience" revealed in Chapter Four was 
an exploration of the critical in reflective practice with attention paid to relationality, negotiation, 
tensions, eniboditncnt, and rcflcctive turns. Here, the participants explored these complexities in 
spaces of liberty where collaboration with suppo~tive, critical, and trusted "friends" was 
encouraged. I now have a greater cognizance of the relation between a teaching identity that 
understands the complexities of classrooms and the willingness to see them as productive for 
learning. This chapter focuses on the profundity of the engagement with critical reflection on the 
complex classroo~n environ~nent and the redefini~ig of the "education" of teacher candidates. 
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A Review ofthe AnaJysis P~*ocess 
As stated in Chapter Three, Verhesschen (2003) comments that "Since it is in our 
narratives that we show the meaning of our experiences and it is narratives that give insight into 
what is tneaningful for us, narrative deserves a place in educational research" (p. 462). These 
student teacliers' "stories" must be treated in context as my own interpretations that open up new 
dimensions, new ways of seeing, and understanding. Initially, Phase One of the data analysis 
included examination of tlie questionnaires, Field Observation Notes, Semi-structured Interview 
Notes, and the Autobiographies of Critical Incidents individually for emerging themes via the 
utilization of a coding process. This coding process required the division of the data into sections 
whereby a labeling process ensued with attention paid to elimination of overlap of codes arid to 
the narrowing of codes. These codes were then developed into tliemes. 
For example, consider the three autobiographies of critical incidents citcd on page 84 - 85 
in Chapter Four. Mike's codes include "body language," whicli became a theme for this 
discussion thread. He focused on liis stance at the podium and his lack of niovernent around the 
classroom. He makes a connection between those two exarnples and body language and its 
impact on his classroom. Mary's codes include "confidence" associated with body language and 
how standing up straight contributes to her confidence. Jennifer's codes include "energy," 
"positive mood," "confidence," and "movement" around all areas of the classroom and liow that 
seemed to encourage student engagement and niinilnize discipline issues. 
A secondary review of the codes in each student teacher's story showed an 
interrelationship across all three student teachers, whicli led to tlie developlnent of a larger theme 
of embodied understandings. This thenle is an ilnpoitant coiiiplexity worthy of consideration 
when critically reflecting 011 the environmental context of the classrooin and its iiiipact on the 
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teaching a id  learning process. I completed this process with each of the four data resources. 
Following individual analysis of the data, Phase Two of the data analysis process 
involved a cross narrative analysis identifying themes common to all narratives of one group of 
data. For example, the Discussioii Board as a platfonn for sharing autobiographies of critical 
incidents was validated as a viable forurn for collaborative critical reflection by pa~ticipants in 
this study. Consider pages 92 - 93 in Chapter Four. Therefore, the data revealed a theme 
commoii to all narratives in one data group: the vigilant attempt to achieve frank, open, and 
honest collaboration. 
Finally, Phase Three of the process involved group analysis of the data so as to develop a 
framework that provided valuable insights and next steps to inforin conclusions and implications 
for the professional community. An example of this includes participant documentation on 
collaborative opportunities as noted in the autobiographies of critical incidents on pages 73 - 77 
and in the debriefing interviews on pages 92 - 93 of Chapter Four. Additionally, the 
questionnaire generated that same theme via responses to this question: "In order to effectively 
and deliberately analyze your reflectious 011 your teaching a id  learning experiences as a student 
teacher, what are some of the knowledge, skills, and or other things you think you need?" In 
fact, Jennifer talked Inore specifically about collaboratioii when she said this: 
I believe that an extra call-back session would serve the student teachers well. During 
the last call-back session, we candidly discussed our experiences, which was a great 
opportunity to learn from others. If 20 minutes of each call-back could be set aside for 
this purpose, this would allow rnorc candid exploration. I don't meail that this should 
replace the Black Board discussion . . . this is an excellent tool also, but it isn't the same 
as face-to-face conversation (Questionnaire, June 16, 2008). 
Finally, the follow-up interview ii~cluded this question: "Who are soine pcople who should bc 
consiclcred as possible "partners" in your exainination and exploration of important pedagogical 
questions related to the teaching and learning experience in order to further develop meaningful 
and purposeful reflective practice during your student teaching experience? Mike contributed 
this: 
Obviously, my educators throughout my college experience helped me to solidify my 
thoughts on pedagogical. There beliefs led me to agree or disagree on elusive issues. 
During student teaching I listened to my cooperative teachers thoughts on everything. I 
weighed them against what I had been taught, and what I was experiencing in the 
classroom. I also talked with other teachers in the school. I saw their effectiveness with 
the students and tried to relate their pedagogical principals to their effectiveness. Even 
talking to my parents and hearing their opinions helped me (Follow-up Interview, 
February 12,2009). 
Other qualities came to permeate across data sources, as well, and unify this study around 
one central idea: creating a culture of inquiry through critical reflective practice. It is a ineans 
by which a teaching identity can be developed that recognizes and understands the complexities 
of classroolns and the willingness to see them as productive for learning. This unifying idea 
includes these important qualities: authenticity and collaborative opportunities with an 
"invested" other which redefines the various roles in the "educational experience" of the teacher 
candidate. The central idea and its associated qualities form the framework for the analysis of 
this study. Chapter Five will reveal analysis that supports the profundity of engagement in 
critical reflection and the development of the potential for a thriving culture of inquiry as an 
integral part of the educational cxperic~lcc for tcachcr candidates. Important qualities that 
infor111 this study's central idea are boltled and italicized 
I would be remiss if I did not foreground the reflexive nature of data analysis througliout. 
Both the student teachers and I were engaged in iininediate and continued engagement in 
responsive actions-creating, fonnulating, or articulating-as a result of these experiences, the 
reflections, and the observations. This is the reflexive element of the relational in teaching and 
learning. The "reflexivity" of the lived experience then exists in the seeing, listening, and or 
feeling that takes place and acting at the same time by searching, probing for ineaning with 
hither questions, recreation, and reformulation of new meanings. The mental activity of the 
getting started, the coming and the going, the returning to the start, the pressing forward, the 
acknowledgeinelit of how the relationship of one part of the experience contributes to the whole 
of the experienccthis  results in the art of teaching reflexively. Consider Jennifer's response to 
this question I asked in the debriefing interview following her field observation: "Let's go back 
to a moment I observed in the classroom. What about the relationships with the students-1 
noted Kevin and Jason. How did you reflect on what was happening to ensure that everything 
was going okay? 
Absolutely. 1 can just tell . . . you know, there is a feeling in the room, 
it's eye contact, it's what I hear, it's the direction that may he their directions are going. 
One student made the biggest impact on me in terms of relationships with the students - - 
- I learned to treat this student with a special kind of respect and not give a lot of 
credence to what he does because then he just goes with it. He is a class clown. Another 
student can be very explosive-he likes to just push me aiid push me. Soinetiincs, one 
day I just have give him a battle. Other days I have to ignore it aiid then it goes away. -- 
..... , now there is a big story-1 have a very special relationship with him. He is wild 
with intelligence. He will miss for ten days, then he comes back and aces the test. He 
just doesn't know how to react to people. At first he would get real disrespectful with 
me, like "lady I ail1 going to mess up your face," after a while he really has responded to 
me. I tell him how smart lie is, I get a lot inore out of him now. He has so much 
potential, I really fixated on him right away. Something about his un-kept appearance, 
you know, he is intelligent. Last night it was around 4:30. He was up here with another 
student. I said, "You have a nice night tonight, -- - -- ." Well, he didn't say anything, so 
I turned around-1 don't want hiin to think I don't care if he addresses me. So, I leaned 
back over that stairs and said, "Mr. -- - - , I said you have a nice niglit, do you have 
nothing to say?" Now eight weeks ago, I would have becii afraid to say anything to him. 
. . he says, "Well, thank you, Mrs. D. . . . you have a good niglit too." I am sad about 
leaving the kids, so sad (Debriefing interview, April 16, 2008). 
This moment is an example of a student teacher with the dispositional skill of meaning 
making in reflection that was reflexive in nature. Jennifer reconstructed, pondered, and thought 
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about her own thinking in relation to the interactions with the other during the moment to create 
meaning. The critical self-assessment in relation to the other in order to experience a 
transformation led to new opening and possibilities for both student teacher and student. 
As was stated in Chapter Four, all the participants in this study ventured inside the glass 
box and exited on the other side. In looking across the data, while Jennifer's, Kurt's, and Mike's 
stories from the world of the glass box do offer representative accounts across all participants' 
experiences, they also seemed to gravitate towards each other, allowing the following themes to 
emerge: authenticity and collaborative opportunities with an invested and trusted other. Their 
participation in meaningful, supportive collaborative opportunities provided a system of checks 
and balances and empathy and encouragement for the teacher candidates, and whole-hearted, 
open-minded, and responsive authenticity of their stories provided valuable insights. This 
framework suggests a modification of key roles in the educational experience for the teacher 
candidate. 
Creating a Culture oflnquiry throzcgh Critical Reflective Practice 
Autlzenticity in the Teacher Candidates' Re/lectii~e Practice 
The non-reflective teacher reacts without serious, couscious contemplation of alternative 
solutions or responses to classroom situations and dilemmas. In fact, according to Cooper and 
Larrivee (2006), the non-reflective teacher "settlcs too quickly on only one explanation of a 
behavior or situation,'' which leads to a "narrow range of potential solutions" (p. 6). It is the 
non-reflective teacher who gains nothing from the experience. These teachers do not challenge 
assumptions, question circumstances, or explore alternative possibilities. Reflective teacl~ers, on 
the other hand, take time to think about their classroom teaching and learning experiences, and 
an effort at self-understanding through self-study "systematizes, channels and gives form to 
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reflection" (Dinkelinan, 2003, p. 16). Authenticity is an important part of this process of critical 
reflection. According to Larrivee (2009), "As teachers become more aware of the beliefs and 
assumptions that drive them, they become aware of the dissonance between what they say and 
what they do (p. 17). Jennifer stated, "The more time that goes by, the more things I find out I 
don't know" (Narrative, 319108). Mike also alluded to this feeling of dissonance: "I wish I had 
all the answers. I've found that the longer I've been student teaching the less and less it seems 
like I know" (Narrative, March 5 ,  2008). The important thing to note is that with this awareness 
of the dissonance that they feel concerning what they thought they knew and what they are now 
experiencing in the classroorn, therein lies the capacity for change and becoming more authentic. 
To be authentic begins with being honest with yourself (Larrivee, 2009, p. 17). All participants 
in this study shared who they are in critical reflection on their fears concerning their limitations, 
challenging assuinptions and responding to lean1 and change. Each remains vitally important to 
the authenticity of the experience. Each requires the open-mindedness, responsibility, and 
wholeheartedness as habits of the mind that form the foundation of reflective practice. 
Facing One's Fears with Wholeheartedness 
In the world of the glass box, each of these student teachers had the opportunity to give 
voice to the authenticity of the student teaching experience in relation to wl~oleheartedly facing 
thcir fears associated with their limitations, their cl~allenges in the teaching and learning 
experience. In particular, the Discussion Board where postings of the Autobiographies of 
Critical Incidents took place became a valued space for these student teachers. Here all defenses 
could evaporate; they could admit that they may not be in control of the teaching and learning 
experience at some points during the experience, and the need to "look good" or exude complete 
confidence melted away. Jennifer's story demonstrates the authenticity in the facing of one's 
own fears concerning limitations as a student teacher. As I stated earlier, Jennifer was a student 
teacher who was fully invested in the pre-service experience and is representative of those 
teacher candidates that want to thrive, rather than survive in their classrooins someday. To that 
end, Jennifer had always had a history of being honest about her fears concerniiig the challenges 
of the classroom. She demonstrated a forthright attitude that consistently recognized her 
anxieties about teaching. No barriers were ever erected with Jennifer, she remained just as open, 
honest, sensitive, and realistic in this study as she had as a teacher candidate completing 
coursework prior to the student teaching experience. Jennifer exemplifies the 
"wholel~eaitedness" that Dewey espouses as fundamental to reflective practice. I11 the 
Autobiographies of Critical Incidents, Jennifer does not deny her fears, but instead has very little 
to hide and senses a space of trust where she has ilothiiig to lose in critically reflecting on her 
teaching and learning experiences. She stated: 
Student teaching feels like a roller coaster sometimes; I'll go home some days and feel 
like the greatest teacher who ever lived, but other days thinking, "What have I done?" I 
love the "greatest teacher" days; 1 feel exuberant, energized, and think to myself, "Yes, I 
am going to change kid's lives like my teachers did mine." (Corny - I know) 011 the bad 
days I feel like I have nothing left to give to the kids or my own family. 1'11 even count 
the days until student teaching is over - really (Narrative, February 19, 2008). 
Challen~ine Assuin~tions with Open-mindedness 
All three participants in this study challenged their assumptions with authenticity. 
Entering their student teaching experience with an assuinption about "how it was going to be," 
the glass box provided multiple and varied perspectives which cl~allenged those assuinptions and 
beliefs. They became aware of this dissonance which gave way to tensions and negotiations 
concerning the relational element of the teacl~ing and learning experience: self with other, self 
with environment, self with subject matter. Mike captures this dissonance when he says this: "I 
found that I had a lot of perceptions of what I thought the student teaching experience was going 
to be like; they changed rapidly. The longer I was in the classroom the more evolved my 
thinking became" (Questionnaire, June 16,2008). The discussion that all three of these student 
teachers participated in through the Autobiographies of Critical Incidents regarding the No Zero 
Policy on pages 79 - 82 in Chapter Four is data that speaks to authenticity that is without 
pretense. These three student teachers demonstrate an "open-mindedness" that recognizes the 
tensions they are negotiating relative to their willingness to consider that Ken 0' Connor's "No 
Zero Policy" cannot be uniformly applied to all students in their classrooms. Jennifer said: 
There are a handful of students that this system does not work with. They skip their 
after-school detention with us, and then they are given office detention. The problem 
with this is that they still never turn in the work. We have discussed Ken O'Connor's 
concept of no 0's while in team meetings, but how do you give a grade to these types of 
students? Don't they "deserve" the zero? I do believe that zeros skew the student's 
grade and do not accurately represent what the student has learned, but now that I'm in 
the classroom I don't really know what the alternative should be ( Narrative, February 17, 
2008). 
Mike authentically shared what was going on with him without blame or judgment when 
he said this: 
I'm in the "Duh" aspect of teaching right now. Sometimes it feels like I'm saying the 
exact same thing 4 to 7 times. It's a good thing that I never get tired of the sound of my 
own voice. I thought all that jazz about procedures and rules was overkill when Mrs. 
Smith was idealizing Harry Wong. It turns out she might be on to something. 
When you tell students what is expected at the beginning of class, they don't ask you 
5 times, weird concept? (Narrative, April 2, 2008). 
Consider Kurt's negotiation of the tensions surrounding classroom management: 
After Classroom Management, I thought, "This won't be so bad," but I found out it's not 
so hot! Yep, we did some stuff in class . . . that was nice . . . we did a lot of text book, 
videos, and we did a lot of cross curriculum stuff.. .we didn't get real involved, especially 
with PE Classroom Management----we didn't do the x/s and 0's. . . . I've learned a lot, 
but I've actually brought a lot of stuff in too, they're developing the class curriculum 
reading, writing technology, so I've been able to give out ideas for technology, that sheet 
you gave us for our projects.. .I've used that about strategy, all that stuff, we had training 
in last year I think. I brought that sheet on it in that it had everything on it here and said, 
"Here's a text book I used last semester, here's the sheet . . . photo copy. . . make as 
many copies as you want" . . . and I handed out the worksheets to the teachers and they 
can research on the internet, so I brought that in.. . .I actually used "Magic Squares" 
.... shared it with the Math Class, and they could use that, and they enjoyed it. I've not 
only learned stuff, but I've also taught the other instructors who have beell her for 14 
years, especially with the technology stuff, they are really open to that. That was not 
something I thought would happen (Debriefing Interview, April 9,2008). 
When I probed further concerning challenging assumptions with open-mindedness in the 
follow-up interviews with the three student teachers, Mike added this observation: 
One of my major assumptions was that as a teacher I could reach every child. 
There are several teachers now or who are ahead of me who say, "That is just not 
possible, Mike." I still can't say that I believe in that, but I understand where they are 
coming from. I mean, when you are looking at 20 kids, and there are only 85% who are 
into it, it's just hard to dedicate yourself, to dedicate all your resources into hoping to 
enrich them. I'll never say I can't reach a kid. But that definitely changed my 
assumption, being in the classrooin and having that time crunch and having those kids 
that just don't care. I hope to do better in the future (Follow-Up Interview, February 12, 
2009). 
Mike's glass box had afforded him another perspective, an important opportunity to 
critically reflect on an assuinption that he had-reaching each and everyone of his students. His 
authentic assessment of that potential when he was faced with the realities of the classroom was, 
as he said, "changed," but not disavowed. 
All three student teachers' voices tell stories that are reflective of an open-mindedness 
that accepts the previously held assumptions were challenged in their teaching and learning 
experience. I can sense the tension in their negotiation of those realities. However, as they 
experience that dissonance, none of thein coinpletely deny what they know, but instead navigate 
through the complexitics of what they know and what thcy cxpericncc to find mcaning, explore 
new possibilities while allowing the reflexivity of the exploration to unfold through their critical 
reflection oil each of their teaching and learning experiences 
Responding to Learn aiid Cliaiige with Responsibility 
According to Dewey, reflective thinking leads to responsibility (Cooper and Larsivee, 
2006, p. 9), and authenticity is the result of developing as a reflective practitioner. According to 
Larrivee (2009), classroom and school practices are not separate from the contextual, social, and 
environmental realities that exist in the teaching and learning experience. With this in mind, a 
reflective practitioner becomes critically reflective, striving "to become fully conscious of the 
range of consequences of their actions" (p. 13). This is the world of the glass box which exposes 
the relational elements of the teaching and learning experience. While all three student teachers' 
stories include conscious critical reflection on responding to learn and change, Mike's story 
exemplifies that responsibility most authentically because of the three student teachers' stories I 
feature, Mike is the studeiit teacher who had the most to lose aiid the most to gain from his 
student teaching experience. 
Provided with a space of liberty focused on a inission of trust, Mike authentically shares a 
classrooin experience that required negotiation as a result of the tensions he was experiencing. 
His response-learn from it and change because of it. 
1 had an 8"' grade class that I had at the end of the clay aiid I'm usually tired and I have to 
go to work and they're not extremely motivated to learn and there are several IEP 
students, several students who just are concerned about education at all and one day I 
giving notes 011 the Great Gatsby, and they were hard notes, lots of concepts, my CT 
doesn't explore things like I do, and I don't explore other things that she loves. So they 
are trying to get used to how to take my notes, and this one girl is just giving me the 
hardest time, "Wliy are we taking these?" Just interrupting me every 5 seconds, and I just 
snapped at her, and I told her she could stay after school, and we could talk about it. We 
got through the rest of the time, and I held her after and said, "What is the problem, are 
you having a bad day?" And she said, "Yes, 1 am and you're telling me, getting after me 
when everybody else is doing the same thing doesn't make it any better." She said 
something else and just turned and left. For some reason I was there all by myself, so this 
whole incident, like my CT didn't get a part of.. .which isn't good when she's gone, they 
do test me harder . . ., when a subs there, you know; so, I carried things with me for days 
and it was one of the problems I'm trying to get over. Like my CT said, "They forget 
about it in an hour". . . you don't need to hold on to it. I really try to evaluate the whole 
situation, I was really aggravated with her for being so disrespectful, "I'm not done 
talking to you, you can't leave yet." But I also realize that I expected them to just know 
how I want thein to take notes, how to do it to my expectations, and I hadn't given them 
any prep on that, and then one of my big things that I've always got in my other classes, 
we don't teach students how to do things, how to take notes how to summarize, how to 
compare, so I was a little aggravated with myself. That got missed, I missed it. I just 
flew by it because I teach this same class with honors, and they can do anything! 1 swear 
1 could spit Faust at them, and they would be fine. 
So I just chatted with my CT about it and took a little time to reflect, something I do with 
any situation 1 get frustrated about, I have one right now that is a little frustrating to me. I 
just have to take a little bit of time and try to review myself and think about it and 1 can 
come back to it with a clear head to approach it in a different way (Debriefing Interview, 
April 14, 2008). 
I followed with this question for Mike: You say "I'm going to take some time and reflect on this 
and approach i t  in a different way." What do you mean by that? 
Well, with mysclf, what Icd up to the incident, how I could have dcalt alternatively with 
it, that's a lot of how I coinc to grips with I screwed up.. .because I'm just learning so 
much (Debriefing lntcrvicw, April 14,2008). 
When teachers are faced with a classroom or teaching dilemma or situation, they have 
options. According to Cooper and Larrivee (2006), they can "change the situation or change the 
their reaction to the situation (p. 23). The situation is what it is, in most cases, but the teacher 
can change histher reaction to the situation by learning to reframe situations and circuinstances- 
view the situation in a different way, from lnultiple perspectives for the purposes of considering 
alternative options, new openings and possibilities. This meaning-making is the way to respond 
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to learn and change, and Mike seized the opportunity to authentically and critically reflect on the 
situation to recognize the need for a new and different approach. 
On pages 89 - 90 in Chapter Four, Mike's final critical incident post on the EDUC 420 
Discussion Board, authentically reflects his responsibility to respond to learn and change to 
benefit his teaching and learning experience. 
In Mike's follow-up interview, I validated my conclusions regarding what I felt was 
Mike's commitment to his responsibly respond to change and learn as a student teacher when I 
re-checked his story with him. He added these comments: 
I think being a student teacher is a learning process. Kids are evolving, and 
teachers are evolving with them. I am confident that I do not know it all yet, even after 
the student teaching experience. I think in order to reach everyone that you need to, you 
need to mix it up a bit, try some new things because not all classes and kids are the same. 
I think part of that is my responsibility to mixing it up (Follow-Up Interview, February 
12,2009). 
This particular student teacher had many reflective turns throughout the course of sharing his 
story. Chapter Four provides multiple examples of those moments of critical reflection that led 
to new beginnings, new understandings, and new possibilities for Mike. The opportunity to step 
inside the world of the glass box was of significant benefit to this particular student teacher 
because he understood the importance of his presence in the classroom, not only for himself, but 
also for the students he worked with. Mike exemplifies engagement in critical reflection as a 
reflexive process. He had made significant strides as a student teacher while coping with the 
starts and stops along the way that required negotiations with the relational of self with other. 
Nonetheless, Mike was attuned to those tensions, authentically shared in his spaces of liberty 
with frank, open, and honest responses, and understood his responsibility to learn from the 
experiences and change as a result of them 
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Collabo~~ation Opportunities With an Invested and Trusted Other 
Reflecting "aloud" (p. 16), according to Larrivee (2009), is very important to the teaching 
and learning process. The complexities of today's classrooms require a teacher to challenge 
hislher perceptions, assumptions, biases, and the teacher's thinking needs to be validated or 
mediated or energized. Collaborative opportunities tliat include a colnlnitment to the spaces of 
liberty with a mission of trust that I framed in Chapter Two provide such an occasion for 
reflecting aloud. Wortliwhile collaborative opportunities function to serve two important needs: 
provide a checks and balances sort of system for the teacher to address dissonance and faulty 
thinking and provide for much needed empathy and encouragement. 
For novice teachers, these three needs are paramount to their success in the classroom. 
The inevitable classroo~n dilernrnas and situations that all teachers are faced with in today's 
classroom are amplified for the novice teacher, and teacher educators should recognize that 
reality. In fact, they have. Zeichiier (1996) says, "When embracing the concept of reflective 
teaching, there is often a cornrnitment by teacher educators to help prospective teachers 
i~iternalize during their initial training the disposition and skill to study their teaching and 
become better at teaching over tirne" (p. 200). However, critically reflective practice, as the 
approach tliat I have been discussing in this inquiry, requires teachers to authentically probe 
deeply to come face to face with their limitations, question their assumptions, and find 
alternative ways to respond so as to learn and change. The collaborative give and take can help 
"beginning teachers recognize when they may be devaluing information or using self-confirming 
reasoning" (Cooper and Larrivee, 2006, p. 29). Such assistance can provide much-needed 
opportunities for a teacher candidate to thrive, rather than survive. However, the types of 
collaborative opportunities I am talking about cannot liappen unless the teacher candidate is part 
of a supportive learliing co~nmutiity which includes peers, teaclier educators, and cooperatilig 
teachers tliat play key roles as invested and trusted co-collaborators, 
Checks and Balaiices in Invested Collaboration 
As I stated earlier, Jennifer was a student teaclier who has been fully invested in the pre- 
service experience and is representative of those teacher candidates tliat want to thrive, rather 
than survive ill their classrooms someday. So, it is no surprise that Jennifer "wanted it all" from 
the student teaching experience in tenns of guidance, feedback, direction, and support. Her story 
is one of disappointment witli regard to these expectations. Jennifer shared this in her debriefing 
session when I asked her how things were going for her: 
I've reached that stagnant stage. It is time for me to go for awhile. I've just quit 
growing, I mean the practice was good, I mean the more practice you get dealing with 
things . . . hut 1 need to overall. . . . It's just everytliing. . . I meall for ten weeks I've 
done all the copying all the grading, all the wratigli~ig with students. I started out with 
two periods I think my second week, I was up to four by my fourth week, and tlien tlie all 
classes, now back to four. Alid it is just, at a certain point, you feel taken advantage of. 
I feel like you are lnissirig solnething if you are so bogged down as a student teacher witli 
grading and everything, that you are lnissiiig out, to me it is Inore about the span of your 
experience. I11 fifteen minutes I can pick somctliing up from solncbody tliat I can use. 
And I am just stagnant right now. About half way through the experience I was fceli~ig 
like 1 was losing some ideas, soine excitement, you know things that I had learned. 1 
think it is Iiighly ilnportaiit that the cooperating teaclier is fully engaged and really wants 
you as a studelit teaclier, that they model that, tliat they support tliat 
experitnelitatio~i with new ideas. 111 a perfect world, 1 would give teachers inaybe an 
eight w e e k  chunk of time, half-way through their ed. classes to ilnpleiiieiit some of 
that. I just think tliat a lot gets lost along tlie way that is very valuable because you don't 
get to iinpleinent it. And tlien when you are in there student teacliiiig your exhausted 
every day. There aren't enough hours in the day, and then there is a lot work placed on 
you too, you can't explore those chambers of your nlind and have other teachers unlock 
them, I guess. 
I've put a lot of thought into this because it has not been what I expected . . . and instead 
of getting all negative, which I have those days too, you know, I just thought about the 
fact that I need to stay aware of what I would change! But I have had to reflect oil those 
changes and respond to what my student teaching experience needs because I am not 
getting tliat from my CT. I wouldn't trade my experience for anything, but you need 
great teachers out tliere (Debriefing Interview, April 16, 2008). 
I then followed up 011 these thoughts from Jennifer with this question: So, talk about a 
cooperating teacher that is fully invested in your student teacliing experience. 
I thought it would be someone who truly sees theniselves as a teacher "for you" . . . urn . . 
. I know that you have an abundance of information on cooperating teachers 
my cooperating teacher never took those important steps . . . I just found out 011 my own, 
I just fixed my own problems. I think the process requires seeking out . . . I don't know 
what the answer is . . . because it is supposed to be a rich experience. Several times I 
have had to remind myself. . . "Be careful, Jennifer, you have to remember where 
you are." A student teacher is not tliere to complete duties, she is there to be taught, to 
learn ( Debriefing Interview, April 16,2008). 
Jennifer is clearly struggling with the absence of a cooperating teach, that in her words, "sees 
themselves as a teacher "for you." This student teacher's story from inside tlie world of the glass 
box was devoid of a perspective from an invested, trusted cooperating teacher who could be her 
"partner" and pmvide her with the checks and balances system that she needed as she 
experienced dissonance in her teaching and learning experience 
Eiiipatliv and Encouraneinent ill Invested Collaboration 
The student teachers' stories provided rich and thick data tliat addressed tlie second 
function of collaborative opportunities with an invested and trusted other to meet the iieed of 
providing empathy and eiicouragelnent. While the expectation of a supportive learning 
community is to provide direction and guidance for a successful teaching and learning 
experience when tensions occur tliat require negotiation, it is important that this support systeiii 
include a "comfort zone" that allows for authentic critical reflectioii that is met with compassion 
and understanding. According to Cooper and Larrivec (2006), "collaborative peer support is one 
vehicle for supplanting negative attitudes and eroded self-appraisals" (p. 29). Listen to the 
voices of Jennifer, Mike, and Kurt as they validate tlie importance of peer support. 
Jennifer: Sharing concerns with my peers has been great! It just feels so good, and it 
doesn't hit until about tlie second or third discussion board when things really get to 
going, then you realize it is not so different for me. People are going through the same 
kinds of experiences. I don't know why, it just helps. At tlie same time it has been kept 
from being a griping, grumping session (Debriefing Interview, April 16, 2008). 
Mike: For the most part, the DB's are something I check off, and I was aggravated at 
first because I was like "I'm getting killed! And this is one more thing for me to do and 
I'm not happy about it." But as time went by, it was nice to know tliat a group of people 
were going through the same things I was, and they could help complain with me or offer 
suggestions whether I wanted to hear them or not and, uh, that's been the most beneficial 
part; and also just to get it off your chest to someone who is not associated with you 
every day, I can just rail on the Discussion Board and who's going to care. I totally love 
that idea I know tliat just seeing other student teachers in passing, we'll just sit for 30 
minutes and just complain or talk about our successes, it's different with supervisors, or 
faculty, or your cooperating teachers because generally to my experience, they cannot 
remember being that far back, they can't adequately relate to the point that you're at in 
your pursuit and other people just nail it. . . . (Debriefing Interview, April 14,2008). 
In ICurt's Questionnaire lie remarked that he 
. . . made it a point to colnmunicate with fellow student teacliers. They were one of tlie 
best possible partners in my learning experience. They provided me with a different kind 
of support that just helped mc to get through some days because 1 knew I wasn't 
experiencing this alone (Questionnaire, June 16, 2008). 
Mike shared this observation about those spaces of liberty that became his co~nfort zone in his 
glass box world: 
They really helped because stucient teaching was such a grueling process, and to sit 
down and take that time to . . .just the structure of it . . . and . . . there were sometilnes 
when I was thinking, one of my favorite parts was talking with the other student teachers 
because we are all in this horrible spot right now, and it is making me feel better . . . I'm 
glad you are making mistakes too. It was nice to have tliat comradery (Follow-Up 
Interview, February 12,2009). 
Peer conversation such as this also helps to break down barriers between teaclla 
candidates to ensure tliat they don't feel isolated as they negotiate the tensions that exists as a 
result of the challenges of the teaching and learning experience. Consider Kurt's comments 
about the peer conversations: 
There is stuff you bring up and talk about. We can get it out there and actually go more 
in-depth instead ofjust the idea, we actually converse about it. After talking about it, you 
sit there and think about and then go more in-depth than where you actually were. I think 
it has really helped to actually see it, hear it, reflect about it, almost out loud (Follow-Up 
Interview, February 11, 2009). 
The three student teachers' stories confinn what Cooper and Larrivee (2006) say about 
peer conversations breaking down the isolation: Colleagues' perceptions help teachers realize 
the commonality of their individual experiences. Mike and Jennifer, in particular, allude to the 
fact that they have much inore in cornrnon with each other than do that is different. Seeking out 
advice and feedback on the teaching and learning experience, knowing that there is an invested, 
trusted other who plays a key role in the collaborative process, can ensure that no teacher 
candidate is "on an island" mcdiating the challenges of the teaching and learning process alone. 
Conclusion 
As a multi-faceted concept, reflective practice is defined in many ways. Hattan & Smith 
provide a definition that most closely aligns with my study. They describe reflective practice as 
the use of higher level thinking, such as the critical reflection this study emphasizes, which 
affords one the opportunity to move beyond the practical to a broader concept for understanding 
the self in relation to the social, environniental, and contextual factors that are at play (Cooper 
and Lal~ivee, 2006, p.6). 
Three student teachers' voices were honored and their stories were shared as they entered 
the world of the glass box and explored the opportunity to thrive througl~ profound engagement 
with critical reflection before they exited out the other side. My inquiry into what really counts 
as knowledge in the educational experience was realized through the voices that I listened to and 
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the stories that I heard. The self-understandings tl~ese student teachers gained are found through 
others. Through ongoing wholehearted open-mindedness and responsibility with self and other, 
these student teachers acknowledged "the other" in their teaching and learning experiences. The 
students, the subject matter, the classroo~n management issues, and self-these were the "other" 
that the data revealed as an important relational element in their teaching and learning 
experiences. 
My analysis of that data indicates that in order to create a culture of inquiry where teacher 
candidates have the mindset to engage in this kind of mental activity, critical reflection must be 
ongoing and include an effort at authenticity to recognize the critical other in the teaching and 
learning experience and in the reflection and collaboration with a critical other who can be 
trusted and is invested in the experience, as well. This is challenging but necessary to the good 
work of teaching and learning. 
As teacher candidates continue to face the challenges of negotiating what they know with 
what they are experiencing in the classroom in relation to other, it becomes vitally important that 
they understand the value of ongoing critical reflective practice as a meaning-making approach 
to the teaching and learning process. When this is done authentically and with the support of 
others who are invested in the experience, they can begin to develop strong teaching identities 
with an understanding of the complexities of the classroom and with the willingness to see them 
as productive for learning. This understanding now sustains and nurtures my conclusions and 
the implications for teaching practices. Chapter Six of this study will frame those important 
conclusions and implications. 
CHAPTER 6 
Enhancing Reflective Practice: 
"Making Meaning" to Nurture atid Sustain Teaching Practices 
John Maxwell expounds on the concept of "challenges" in this way: "New challenges 
will arise. New questions will be asked. New solutions must be sought." This epithet captures 
the essence of the motivation behind this study. Indeed, few can dispute that today's classrooms 
are full of new aiid unique challenges and complexities. Therefore, as a teacher educator, I have 
raised questions in response to that reality in order to seek out those possibilities that will allow 
for better preparation of the teacher candidates for the inevitable challenges of today's 
classrooms. With me on this journey have been the participants in this study, those student 
teachers who have also faced challenges, probed for meaning, and sought out solutions. The role 
of critical reflection in this teaching and leamilig process has been the priinary focus of this 
iiivestigatio~i-critical reflection to discover what really counts as knowledge in the teaching and 
learning experience. Meaningful and critically reflective moments aiid experiences have 
transpired as a result of the participants' willingness to enter into tlie world of the glass box. It is 
there wlierc the participants in this study began to explore the relations across teaching iclentities 
u~iderstaiidiiig the co~nplexities of classrooins with a willingness to see them as productive for 
leanling. Meaning-making, through enhanced reflective practice for self-understanding, is found 
to sustain and nuiture teaching practices. 
Self undcrstandiiig conceptualized who they were as teachers. Facing liinitations or 
weaknesses as student teachers generated heartfelt ~no~iients of critical reflection 011 tlie teaching 
and learning experience, specifically in relation to the other. These student teachers were faced 
with the difficult task of being open-minded concerning challenging their assu~nptions--what 
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they knew and then negotiating that with what tliey were experiencing in the classroom. Finally, 
these challenges called for a response so that the student teacher would assume the responsibility 
of learning, growing, and changing because of it. All of these qualities that framed the 
authenticity of the critical reflections were ripe with the need to be attuned to the relational, the 
tensions, the negotiations, the ernbodied understandiiigs in the teaching aiid learning moments. It 
was there, in the world of the glass box, where these student teachers had opportunity to explore 
the value of the negotiation of the knowing aiid the perceiving of teaching and learning to create 
meaning to nurture and sustain their teaching practices. 
The attempt made to provide the participants in this study with spaces of liberty where 
trusted and invested collaboratioii took place, as well, allowed for lived understanding of the 
kinds of reflection pre-service teachers are engaging in, what they are reflecting about, and how 
tliey are going about it in order to ascertain that agency for learners and learning that nurtures 
and sustains teaching practices. I am a stakeholder in this process. I too have faced my fears 
about my limitations as a teacher educator. I have challenged some long held assumptions about 
teaching aiid learning; and as a result, I inore clearly uiiderstand that the place where "education" 
really happens does not exist so much in the ideals of what counts as teacliiiig knowledge of 
subject iiiatter and best practices-but in the recognition of relations to and with oneself, people 
around us, and the larger eiiviroiiinent in which we exist while teaching. 
I fccl colnpelled to respond to what I have learned to provide meaning that enables 
teacher candidates to enhance their reflective practice with careful discernment; heai-tfelt, 
receptive, and responsive authenticity; and trusted and invested collaboratioii about the relational 
complexities of classrootns. Attention paid to these scnsibilitics that are deinonstrative of what 
kinds of reflective practice tliey are engaging in, what they are reflecting about, and how they are 
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reflecting, will nurture and sustain teaching practices and hither develop the teacher candidate's 
willingness to understand the potential the teaching and learning experience itself has as 
productive for learning and developing teaching identities. 
The Glass Box Experience: Qualities that Support Critical Reflective Practice 
The metaphorical "glass box" has provided a visual for this study that suggests that the 
teacher candidate inside the world of that glass box has the valuable opportunity to pay attention 
to the teaching and learning experience in progress, to consider the relational in the teaching and 
learning experience with an attunement to the critical in-between and what happens there-the 
tensions, the negotiations, the embodied understandings. Each of these experiences has the 
potential to generate valuable understandings of self that in turn nurture and sustain teaching 
practices. To that end, critical reflective practice should be encouraged, enabled, and supported 
by all teacher educators for all teacher candidates that they serve. Indeed, this approach to the 
careful ~nonitoring of the teaching and learning process is the responsibility of both the teacher 
educator and the teacher candidates as an important piece of their ongoing professional 
development. As previously discusseci in Chapter One, all teachers should be wary of the 
enemies of this type of an aesthetic experience---fear, repetition, commonplace, docility, routine, 
laziness, timidity, tradition, absorption, habit, and doubt (Simpson et al., 2005, p. 92)--and 
instead make an effort to engage in a holistic approach to self-study reflection that provides for 
deeper insights into the role of the teacher in the classroom to thereby infonn their practice, 
iinpsove it, and as a result, improve education as well. 
Unlike the black box approach, where a teacher's ability, propensity, knowledge, or 
character remain unexplored, the glass box experience allows a teacher to understand the 
complexities of the classroom in a uniquely different way. It allows for critical reflective 
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practice that includes these important qualities: careful discernment; heaitfelt, receptive, and 
responsive authenticity; and trusted and invested collaboration about the relational complexities 
of classrooms. 
Careful Discernment 
The interplay of what we know as teachers with the "lived experience" of teaching should 
result in a discerning type of "play" that results in critical moments of reflection and learning. 
Teachers can allow their hearts, their senses, their environment, the self as a whole to become 
one with the work of teaching, to allow for relationships to form when the work being done in 
the classrooln freely interacts with what the teacher is seeing, feeling, sensing to create masterful 
moments of learning that result in beautiful "works of artful teaching" that speak to and about the 
experience itself. Theory and practice, thus, work together as the relational nature of teaching 
and learning. 
A11 attuneinent to the intricate and complex relationships that exist between this interplay 
of knowledge with experience during teaching and learning requires careful discernment and 
offers opportunity for restructuring and self-u~~derstandii~g. Critical reflective practice entails the 
careful discerning study of teaching and leai~iing as relational, where interactions with self and 
other are ripe with multiple layers, folds of interplay, and various textures of not only the "how 
but the "why" the "when" the "what" and the "where." Exploratioil of these textures in the 
teaching and learning experience with a discerning "eye" will most assuredly provide for 
motivation, stimulation, reward, risk, and opportunity. 
Careful disceminent in reflective practice also requires respecting the relationship 
between what a teacher knows and what a teacher is experiencing, and allowing for attuneinent 
with the complexities and intricacies of the interplay that are relationally constructed and 
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"directly concerned with the relations in which we all must live" (Noddings, 1988, p. 219). Such 
discernment requires iini~lediate and continued engagement in responsive actions--creating, 
formulating, or articulating--as a result of the experiences, the reflections, the observations. This 
is the reflexive element of the relational in teaching and leanling. The "reflexivity" of the lived 
experience the11 exists in the seeing, listening, and/or feeling that takes place and acting at the 
same time by searching, probing for meaning with further questioning, recreation, and 
refonnulation of new meanings. In uncovering and examining concerns, Ryan (2005b) says 
"being reflexive when you are close to the data, in fact you are the data in many cases," (p. 3) is 
vital to a inethodological approach to critical reflective practice where teacher candidates change 
or transform themselves, as a result of attention paid to the intricate and complex relationship 
that exists between the interplay of knowledge with experience during moments of teaching and 
learning. 
It is my conviction that I must acknowledge the important work of careful discernment in 
critical reflection on teaching and learning as relational in nature and make a deliberate curricular 
corninitinent to it. In fact, both teachers and teacher candidates in any teacher education program 
"...must encourage and engage in activities that connect the knowing- and reflection-in-actio of 
competent practitioners to the theories and techniques taught as professional knowledge in 
academic courses" (Schon, 1987, p. 3 12). This tenet will empower both teacher educators and 
teacher candidates to attend to the relational complexities as the real work of teaching and 
learning. This is what the practice of teaching is all about. Relational pedagogy is when 
authentic learning takes place, when growth of experience for all involved happens. 
I11 teaching and learning, recognition and respect for the relation to "other" and ongoing 
responding leads to a transfonnative experience rich with new openings and possibilities for the 
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sake of student learning. I purport that these various intricate and interrelated textures of 
teaching and learning evolve with deliberate and discerning attention paid to the time, sociality, 
and place. The refraining of what was is seen, heard, andlor felt in the iiiteractioil of these 
various expressions of coinmunication with and between self and other incite adaptation and 
change. The delicate balance that exists between valuing the risks and the opportunities, the 
tensions and doubt of certainty and uncertainty demand continual negotiation. This is what 
teaching and learning needs to be in order to sustain and nurture teaching practice. 
Heartfelt, Receptive, and Responsive Authenticity 
Heartfelt, Receptive, and Responsive. I understand that these elements are essential 
components of the kind of authentic reflective practice that P.P. Grimmet and A.M. MacKinnon 
(1992) suggest: "sensibility and reflectivity are essential features of teaching as a craft" (p. 428). 
This study has provided insight regarding my responsibility as a teacher educator to make 
teaching an object of study that is a critically "reflective and deeply human activity" (Coia & 
Taylor, 2001, p. 3). 
I reference Dewey (1997) once again who suggests the importance of the imagination and 
the powers of observation in teaching students how to think well. Specifically, he calls attention 
to three attitudes that he calls "essential constituents of the general readiness" (p. 34) for 
reflective thinking: openmindedness, wholeheartedness, and responsibility, each an element of 
disposition critical for meaningful, purposeful reflective thinking. Both the logical and the 
dispositional play a significant role in the process of providing effective education, and the two 
cannot be separated in the educational experience. Instead they exist together in the thinking 
process. I must nurture this approach to thinking well for the teacher candidates I serve to both 
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acknowledge and appreciate the melding of the two together in the act of self-understanding, this 
is a way to promote meaningful, purposefbl reflective thinking. 
I also realize that this is not only a complex activity, but also a catalyst for "tensions, 
surprises, confusion, challenges, and dilemmas" (Louie et.al., 2003, p. 151). Specifically, self- 
understandiiig in this venue is all about a teacher discovering "ways ofbeing" (Clift et al., 1990, 
p. 29) in the world, coming to an understanding about one's own existence. The programmatic 
structures for the preparation of critically reflective teachers can utilize a "glass box" approach 
that is closely aligned with these three sensibilities to more fully realize its potential impact on 
the greater teaching and learning community, particularly related to the development of "fully 
exposed" strategies that support reflection in process. 
Dewey (1938) says ". . . knowledge gives a compass to those who enter on the uncharted 
seas, but only a stupid insincerity will claim that a compass is a chart. The call is for the creative 
adventurous mind" (p. 328). As teacher candidates create teaching and learning experiences, 
they must understand that sources both inside aiid outside of an individual contribute to the 
experience, and they must understand the value of courage, imagination, creativity, 
experimentation, aiid reflection as critical to the process of self-understanding as an aesthetic 
experience where heartfelt, receptive, and responsive authenticity in reflective practice will result 
in new possibilities for growth aiid change. 
Trusted and ini~ested Collclhoration 
Reflection begins with a situation, a problem, a dilemma; expancts to an exploratory 
phase; and filially resolves itself when a conclusion is drawn-reflective practice is purposeful in 
that there can be an intentional inquiry into a situation that can further learning, serve learning 
better when a problem is solved, new uiiderstandi~igs are formed, or new possibilities are 
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realized. I have established that as a teacher educator, it is critical that I also consider the 
impoifance of the teacher candidate's understanding of the "aesthetic" that must be realized in 
the reflection on the experience. Paying attention to the process itself, the aesthetic in the 
experience can be more fully realized when attention is paid to the movements of thinking, the 
nuances of neglected assumptions. Aesthetic experiences shaped by the necessary attributes 
Thomas Barone (1983) delineates-sense of expectancy, growing &Ian, and tired satisfaction (p. 
23)-are tantamount to the reflection on teaching and learning experiences. John Dewey's 
"educational experience" is described by Barone (1993) as a "growth-inducing experience that 
grants the capacity for having even richer experiences in the future" (p. 22). Barone states that 
the "cultivation of truly educational experiences is . . . the most important mission of the teacher" 
(P. 22). 
Dewey (1934) says: 
For only when an organism shares in the ordered relations of its environment does it 
secure the stability essential to living. And when the participation comes after a phase of 
disruption and conflict, it bears within itself the germs of a consuinlnation akin to the 
esthetic (p. 15). 
In these moinents of self-understancling, I now understand that I cannot ignore the important 
potential of spaces of liberty wherc shared experiences and collaborative inquiry can result in 
teacher candidates sccing things fsom multiple perspectives and consictesing that thc rclational 
elements are critical. 111 fact, Jennifer described theses spaces in this way in her follow-up 
interview: "Those decompression opportunities and chatting with other people were the most 
valuable. . . emotionally. . . mentally. . . the whole nine yarcis . . . the "kit-11-kaboddle" right 
there" (Follow-Up Interview, Febiuary 17, 2009). These are the kinds of spaces that need to be 
created by both teacher educators and within teacher education programs. Jackie Kirk (2005) 
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says: "starting with oneself. . . . reflexivity necessarily engages the self in critical exploration of 
experience, perceptions, and positions; the insight gained can then be used as a starting point for 
engaging with others, and for starting to develop shared understandings. . . ." (pp. 239-240). 
This can happen through com~nitment o the creation of spaces for activities related to 
introspection, as well as sharing with peers and other professionals. Suggesting an environment 
conducive to such critical reflection where thoughtful discussion and writing can take place, and 
where teacher candidates are required to defend and explain their reflections, begins the 
development of those critical spaces of liberty for teacher candidates. 
Dinkelrnan (2003) says that when teacher educators study their own practice, they make 
changes in their pedagogy and can then suggest changes through conversation and collaboration 
with peers. This process is reflexive (p. 14). This study makes it clear that more deliberate and 
serious consideration must be given to creating environments in teacher education that are 
learning spaces specifically designed to incite collaboration and deliberation, conflict and doubt, 
and new understandings and insights, and 1 need to be more receptive to and coinfortable in such 
an environment, as well. 
As my study progressed, I began to anticipate that shared reflections or collaborative 
inquiry are i~nperative in order for the full measure of the value of reflexivity as critical 
reflection to be realized in the work of teacher education. Teacher candidates should also he 
encouraged to use careful discernment and autlienticity as they express their own itleas and Listen 
to others, gaining insight from multiple perspectives. However, what I did not anticipate was the 
importance of these kinds of spaces of liberty requiring a strong and significant foundation built 
on trust as its mission with all stakeholders invested in the teaching and learning experiencc. 
Teacher education programs that encourage, enable, and support critical reflective practice must 
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be focused on building trust between teacher educators, teacher candidates, and field supervisors 
who are truly invested in the teaching and learning process. This depth of commitment froin 
others involved in critical reflective practice will ensure engaging opportunities to nurture and 
sustain teaching practices. What do I mean by invested? According to these researchers 
Ostennan and Kottkatnp (1 993), "reflective practice requires a facilitator, someone who helps to 
begin the process and assumes responsibility for ensuring the participants' safety" (p. 45). The 
investment in the collaboratiol~ requires someone who accepts the "credo for reflective practice" 
that is based on six assumptions: 
1 .  Everyone needs professional growth opportunities. 
2. All professionals want to improve. 
3. All professional can learn. 
4. All professionals are capable of assuming responsibility for their own professional 
growth and development. 
5. People need and want iiifonnation about their own performance. 
6. Collaboration enriches professional development (p. 47). 
It was Jennifer who felt that her cooperating teacher should be someone who "is there for you," 
as a student teacher. The reverse of that were Mike and Kurt who found their cooperating 
teachers to be fully invested in tlie process they were experiencing together. I have learnect from 
this. It sheds important light on the depth of supportive collaboration that is required for teachers 
who are navigating tlie co~nplexities of their classrooms and need to rcfiame the experience to 
grow and change. 
Loughran and Russell (2002) suggest that in the event that teachers are "being pulled up 
short" in their examination of teaching practice, they are driven to coilduct self-study to find 
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possibilities to inforin practice. They state that "This sense of unease is not necessarily a 
negative aspect of practice though, for it can also be an impetus for finding ways to be better 
informed" (p. 242). This "reframing," (p. 243) as described by these authors, is critical to critical 
reflective practice, stating that it is "not sufficient to simply view a situation from one 
perspective. Reframing is seeing a situation through others' eyes" (p. 243). With this in mind, it 
becomes clear to me that relationships between teacher educators, field supervisors, and the 
teacher candidates that they serve demand a certain level of trust, an investmeilt in order to make 
meaningful use of the critical reflective practice during the teaching and leamiilg process. 
York-Barr, Sornmers, Ghere, & Montie (2001) also suggest that tsust plays a significant 
role in the process of reflective practice. They say, "Trust must be present for individuals to 
share their thoughts and to be open to expanding their ways of thinking aiid doing" (p. 23). 
York-Barr et al. suggest that ways of being trustworthy include the following: being present, 
being open, listening, seeking understanding, viewing learniilg as mutual, and honoring the 
person and the process (pps. 24-26). These would each suggest a level of investment in the 
teaching and learning experience fro111 the teacher educator or field supervisor serviiig the 
teacher candidate. I understand that collaboration and interpretation with a trusted and invested 
"other" are critical to this process. Through the development of trusting relationships where all 
stakeholders understalld their investment in the process, thinking beyond the experience itself for 
the purposes of authentic critical reflection 011 the aesthetic experience can begin to emerge. 
This necessary quality in collaborative critical reflective practice as both a change in my practice 
and that of my teacher educatioii program suggests exploration of oppoliunities to develop 
trusting relationships in teacher etlucation programs, as wcll as new understandings about 
trusting relationships for the larger teaching and learning community. Nurturing aiid sustaining 
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trust requires a unique environment where reflective practice can thrive and grow. This 
approach significantly impacts decisions related to making prograinmatic changes in teacher 
education prograins and practices. 
The participants in this study were student teachers who, as Jennifer said, were " . . .in a 
hostile land, you don't belong anywhere, you have no say .  . . " (Follow-up Interview, February 
17, 2009), all the while struggling to negotiate tlie coinplexities of the teaching and learning 
process related to what they knew and what they were experiencing in the classroom. I sensed 
feelings of vulnerability as they struggled to find their identities as teachers, and the data has 
born that out. Nonetheless, utilizing the glass box, these student teachers took opportunities to 
collaboratively mediate that fear, frustration, and cotifusion with an authentic attuiieinent to a 
disceriiiiig eye toward the relational coinplexities of tlie teaching and learning experience. 
Critical reflection, supported with these qualities, allowed student teachers to forin new lived 
uiiderstaiidings about the teaching and learning process re-framing teaching identities wit11 
willingness to see the classrooin as productive for learning. The data has born this out, as well. 
These student teachers' stories, representative across all participants' stories, share 
voices of weakness and fear, frustration with what they know and what they are experiencing, 
and confusion about how to respond. This is very coininon during the student teaching 
experience. Unfortunately, these molnents could, and solnetiines do, result in a student teacher 
succulnhing to the pressures of the student teaching experience at a loss as to where to turn to, 
who to go to, or what to do to survive. Opportunities for ongoing enl~anced reflective practice, 
such as have been explored in this study, have the ctistinct potential to allay those fears, those 
fi.ustrations, that confusion before it is too late. It allows the student teacher the opportunity to 
access ways to explore possibilities, rather than to become overwhelinecl by defeat and 
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hopelessness. Therefore, nurturing aiid sustaining teaching practices becomes vitally important 
to the overall well-being of the teacher candidate. It caii be a ineans of coping, provide an 
alternative to giving up, aiid in fact assist the teacher candidate in thriving in the teaching and 
learning experience. 
The teacher candidate who practices critical reflection with authenticity and in 
collaboration with other caii benefit from a full complement of opportunities for ineaning- 
making and possibilities. In this vein of reflective practice, teacher candidates can begin to 
explore tlieir teaching identities with the understanding of the classrooin as not only complex and 
challenging, but also ripe with possibilities for providing support of their teaching practices. 
Critical Reflective Practice: Reflecting on Learning to Teach 
I cannot ignore what my research has indicated are the significant benefits for both 
teachers and their students when the classrooin environment aiid teaching methodology is one 
that is open to unanticipated opportunities so as to increasc insight for all stakeholders in the 
process of learning. The work of mindfully negotiating the teaching aiid learning process is good 
work to be doing, vital work, in terins of teacher candidates seeking out their own teaching 
identities, teacher educators exploring better ways to prepare them, aiid prograiiiinatic change 
that results in stories of teaching self-efficacy and success. The kind of critical reflective 
practice explored in this study as a way to negotiate that process is a conduit for this kind of 
learning. 
Baroiie (1993) says "Human beings do not view time as a series of isolated moinents, 
each one discoiniected from the other" (p. 238), rather it is the consideration or interpretation of 
those iuoii~ents witliin tlic context of all other inoincnts within which it finds itself intertwined 
that human beings view, explore, aiid seek to understand inoinents that occur in life. Focusing 
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on the possibilities and value of the aesthetics of everyday life, Barone asserts that rethinking 
education with a new inold in mind could be to create an environment that is conducive to 
nurturing the aesthetic experience in students, including those who are students of teaching,- 
those life stories that can become projects coinplete with discovery of new options, 
interpretations, and possibilities through self-understanding. 
Through critical reflective practice for lived understandings, the student teachers in this 
study were able to reflect on learning to teach. Jennifer continued to commit to thriving while 
faced with so many days of surviving. Kurt's story made even the most confident student 
teacher flounder and question upon occasion. Mike's voice was one of resiliency and 
responsiveness, even in the face of setbacks and disillusionment. "Pedagogy plays an important 
role in making these engagements inore likely to occur," according to Barone (1993, p. 241), and 
in revisiting the qualities of authenticity and collaboration for critical reflective practice, I have a 
vision for what reflecting to learn to teach means for me and for the teacher candidates that I 
serve. I understand inore clearly now the kind of reflective practice teacher candidates need to 
engage in-it must be fundarnentally authentic and highly collaborative. I also view what 
teacher candidates reflect about with the classrooln itself in mind. The relational colnplexities of 
today's classroo~ns require reflection that is focused on so inuch inore than the day-to-day 
classroom activities. It requires reflection on the moral, ethical, social, and contextual 
implications and consequences of classroonl practices on teaching and learning. Finally, the 
authenticity I spoke of earlier requires a teacher candidate to critically reflect on those classrooin 
coinplexities with a Ileaitfelt, open-minded responsiveness to what helshe is experiencing during 
the teaching and learning process with a discerning eye toward the remarkable, as well as the 
not-so-remarkable. 
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Therefore, it becomes the work of teacher education to commit to programmatic and 
teacher educator practices that more fully realize the significance of facilitation of the critical 
reflective practice opportullities described in this study as a way to promote enlightened, 
aesthetic reflective thinking. A pedagogy that is employed by a teacher candidate who has 
already had multiple and varied types of opportunities to engage in critically reflective 
enterprises rich with the aesthetics of teaching and learning has an important role to play it1 the 
classroom where "a greater emphasis on the active role of the students as seekers, generators, 
and processors of information" (Schunk & Zimmerman, 1998, p. vii) can happen as a result of 
the teacher's own quest for possibilities in critical reflective practice. Given this important 
consideration, my own students call become more respo~lsible for their own learning processes 
because I also understand the important significance of learllitlg as a work in progress and I 
provide an environment collducive to critical reflective practice as a way to promote reflection 
0x1 the aesthetic experiences of classroom life. 
Creating a Culture of Inquiry: 
Opportu~lities to Thrive as Teachers 
So what is the work of teacher educators and teacher education programs in terms of 
facilitating critical reflective practice as a way to promote reflection as the aesthetic experience 
this study explores? Thornton (1991) described teachers as "curricular-instructional gatekeepers 
who makc the day-to-day decisiolls concerni~lg both the subject matter and the experiences to 
which students have access and the nature of that subject matter and those experiences" (p. 237). 
A possible way to address this necessary aesthetically reflective process toward self- 
understanding is not the addition of another program, course, or standard. Central to Todd 
Dinkelma~l's (2003) rationale is the idea that the promotion of reflective teaching will require 
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more than just an "additive approach (p. 6) it1 teacher education programs. I agree. In fact, the 
black box approach to reflective practice as a way to promote reflection must give way to a glass 
box approach which will then be a catalyst for programmatic changes and provide for valuable 
insights along the way as teacher educators develop new understandings, paying close attention 
to the process in critically reflective practice as a way to promote mealiitigful reflection. This is 
my work, and this is the work of teacher education, to review both teacher educator practices and 
programmatic changes related to a paradigm shift in reflective practice for the purposes of 
renewing a corn~nitmetit o critical reflective practice that promotes the aesthetic in the teaching 
and learning experience. The implications of this statement suggest that earlier considerations in 
this chapter require three endeavors on my past: "walking the talk," "opening glass boxes," and 
creating island communities" in order to create a culture of inquiry. 
Wallcing the Tallc 
Creating a culture of inquiry must first begin with me. Marjorie Haley and Sabrina 
Wesley N e r o  support my contention. It still must begin with tlie teacher educator's ability to 
consider change as part of skills, practice, and theory; to continue liislhcr own reflexive inquiry; 
to question assumptions; to take sisks in liisllicr own classroom first. Even as a single teacher 
educator "011 an island," ~iieaningfully and purposefully immersed in tlie work of the critical 
reflection on my own practice througli this study, I can be a significant catalyst for change in that 
my work extends outward and inforlns my larger teaching and learning community. That has 
already happened. Sharing my study with my peers, my dean, and even the Director of Field 
Experiences at my teacher education institution has already started those important 
conversations. Second, my approach to "reflection" that takes place it1 my classroom is already 
changing, growing, and extending itself into meaning-making that has never happened before. I 
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take opportunities to explore reflective practice in my classrooms with attention paid to those 
qualities of critical reflective practice in mind: authenticity, reflexivity, and meaningful 
collaboration. Dinkelman states that "one's own efforts to promote reflection among beginning 
teachers yields insights into how an entire program promotes reflective practice" (p. 14). This 
state~nent has serious implications for me as continued collaboration among my colleagues can 
begin to take place when critical reflective practice is brought to bear on inquiry and 
conversation into self-study practices. I believe that these collaborations can create new 
understandings that generate programmatic changes related to reflective practice, professional 
development, and specific program changes. 
Opening Glass Boxes 
This study has been a narrative inquiry on tlie lived understandings of how teacher 
candidates are navigating what they know and what they are experiencing to develop strong 
teaching identities. The student teachers' stories have indeed informed my practice. Andrea 
Mueller and Keith Skarnp (2003) support this premise: "As prospective teacliers talk about how 
they learn to teach, they may help teaclier educators change and improve their teaching practices, 
if we listen" (p. 428). 1 too have stepped into the glass box to listen to tlieir voices, hear tlieir 
stories, and critically reflect on learning how to teach with future teachers as my own teaclier. 
Like tlie student teacliers in this study, I have engaged in the process of reflexivity--inciting the 
relational in the lived experience of teaching to and learning from teacher candidates, as a 
teacher educator, also listening to what it was that was not clearly heard, to really see what it was 
that was not clearly seen as I interacted with the student teachers, to feel what is not clearly felt. 
I engaged in starts and stops, beginnings and endings to new beginnings, minciful of what exists 
"in-between." I participated and learned to be an author of my own learning. 
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Now 1 must continue to open glass boxes for the teacher candidates that I serve. 1 contend 
that teaching can and should become an object of scholarly inquiry when further elevated to a 
level of critical reflection that provides for opportunities to practice reflexivity of one's full 
being-the physical, as well as the social. It is critical that the exploration of a hture teacher's 
knowledge and understandings of teaching and learning be relational with a holistic approach in 
mind. Maxine Greene (1986) offers the following: "If the 'doing' of philosophy moves 
researchers and teachers to do more thinking about their own thinking, it is justified (p. 499). 
That said, how do I, as a teacher educator, actually influence pre-service teachers' beliefs 
and practices, and then respond to the limitations of my own ability to exert such influence? 
Opening glass boxes for the purposes of encouraging, enabling, and supporting critical reflective 
practice is a method of redefining the process of learning to teach. Namely, I intend to utilize 
critical reflective practice as a way to teach and provide feedback without eliminating the 
opportunity for the pre-service teacher to find new meallings for themselves. One main way of 
accomplishing this is to develop habits of the milid in pre-service candidates that include critical 
reflexive practice on an ongoing basis. This supports the value of critical reflection in that it has 
the potential to transform thinking, make meaning of something, and create new openings for 
teaching possibilities throughout the duration of the teaching and learning experiences. This will 
be a priority for me as 1 make a com~nitment o what this study implies, that teacher caiididates 
need and deserve opportunities to redefine reflective practice where reflective tensions can be 
coilducive to the development of a teacher identity. 
Creating Island Conznzunities 
I contend that no matter what teacher educators or teacher education programs do to 
eliminate that feeling of isolation that so many teacher candidates feel when they are teaching 
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and learning, it still remains a difficult challenge to overcome. The implications of this study 
would suggest that in fact while teachers are "on islands," during their teaching and learning 
experience, there is nothing that says that an island community can't be formed to provide the 
kind of trusted and invested collaborative support that the experience demands. In fact, pre- 
service teachers can feel suppotted in their teaching and learning experience througli talking 
about teaching with their peers, with other teachers whom they personally know, through 
observing teacher models, and in using the field experiences for opportunities to experiment, 
each allowing for transformative, meaning-making experiences in relation to the "other" in the 
lived experience of teaching and learning. This is collaboration beyond the traditional sense of 
getting into groups and sharing experiences that have the potential to undoubtedly turn negative. 
The implications of this study would suggest three steps: development and facilitation of on- 
going and sustainable partnerships between teacher candidates during the practicurn and student 
teaching experience, extended and focusect peer collaboration in content areas and grade levels of 
interest; and at the program level, the thoughtful and wise selection of field supervisors who have 
a vested interest in "being thcrc for the teacher candidate" during the teaching and learning 
experience. The island can then be populated by a trusted and invested community of 
stakcholclers in the teaching and learning process. 
A Culture of lnquiry 
'This study has been transformative for me in that it has validated the importance of 
creating a culture of inquiry with two distinct purposes: to provide for critically reflective 
opportunities for informing the teaching and learning experience and to allow for the evolution 
of a teaching identity. Teacher educators and teacher educational programs i i i~s t  consider what 
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it will take to encourage, engage, and support all teacher candidates in the important work of 
critically reflective practice. 
A culture of inquiry that values critical reflection provides a means by which a teacher 
candidate can engage in the negotiation of the challenging complexities of today's classroom. 
This negotiation allows the teacher candidate the opportunity to realize the potential for 
transforming thinking about the classroom situation, making meaning of classroom complexities, 
and creating new openings for teaching possibilities. This can significantly nurture teaching 
practices along, rather than destroying them. What follows then, is the inevitable sustenance of 
teaching practices that work for a teacher candidate. As a result of critical reflective practice that 
informs, nurtures, and then sustains the teacher candidate regarding what they need as they 
negotiate the complex challenges of their classrooms, teacher candidates can begin to thrive in a 
classrooin, rather than simply survive. 
As a result of creating this kind of culture of inquiry with an emphasis on critical 
reflective practice, the teacher candidate's teaching identity is nurtured and sustained, as well. 
For the teacher candidate, the teaching identity still remains indistinct and theoretical. Therefore, 
critical reflection that is frained with expectations for authenticity and invested and trusted 
collaboration for the specific purpose of engagement in meaning-making, exploration of 
possibilities, and interaction with the other provides a platform for exploring aspects of one's 
teaching identity. Reeves (2009) states that "this negotiation of identity happens continually in 
sustained relationships, as well as in brief encounters. . . . These relationships between self and 
other(s), between internal and external, lay at the heart of identity work (p. 35). In fact, this 
effort at self-understanding with regard to the relational in critical reflective practice 
conceptualizes who one is as a teacher. Teacher candidates engaged in the critical reflective 
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practices discussed in this study are provided with important and valuable opportunities to 
"assert, and resist identity positions that define them" (Reeves, 2009, p. 35). This is the 
nurturance and sustenance of teaching identities. 
Nurturing a mindset in my own teaching space and that of administrators of teacher 
education programs to be advocates for spaces of liberty for perfonnaiice reflexivity as critical 
reflection is a step in the right direction. Classrooms and programs where the relational 
pedagogy of the reflexivity of self and other is explored and where stakeholders "mind the gaps" 
with authenticity is the critical work that needs to be explored and experimented with in teacher 
education programs in order to address the real concern of teacher attrition. 
Throughout my seven years as a teacher educator, I have learned of or been involved with 
teacher candidates who have determined that they could not or did not want to continue their 
student teaching experience. A variety of reasons for that choice lead to that decision: 
classrooill management woes, trying relationships with students, supervisors, and cooperating 
teachers, inability to master content area expectations, as well as the overwhelming demand of 
time and coininitinent that the student teaching experience requires. As a result of what I have 
learned from this study, I am convinced that opportunity for tiine and space where ongoing 
authentic and meaningful collaborative critical reflection on negotiating these complexities 
would have made a difference for these student teachers. In reflecting hack on those situations 
now, 1 understand how we failed them as a teacher education program in providing them with 
tiine and spaces where tensions are respected and accepted. These student teachers who did not 
complete their student teaching experience were isolated, felt alone, and remained stranded on an 
island with no way out except quitting. Teacher educators and teacher education programs can 
successfully address student teacher attrition by creating a culture of inquiry with authentic and 
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meaningful collaboration in critical reflective practice as its foundation. It is here where teacher 
educator and teacher candidate can authentically interact to grow as students of teaching and 
learning "seeking out and seizing back possibilities for teaching and learning again and again" 
(Macintyre Latta et al., 2007, p. 5). 
Chapter One emphasized that affording the teacher candidate the important 
opportunities to make a commitment to a heightened sense of consciousness in the teaching and 
learning experience is the direct purpose of this study. According to Wunder (2003), "what 
seems certain is that students in . . . teacher preparation can and will develop a sense of agency 
about teaching and learning . . . when given the supporting circumstances" (p. 205). I have 
listened to the voices from the glass box and heed the call to be an advocate for change that 
includes a paradigm shift in reflective practice. This includes attention paid to supporting 
circumstances that value the authentic and the collaborative in critical reflective practice as an 
approach to nurturing and sustaining teaching practices that are meaningful and enduring for the 
teacher candidate. Critical reflective practice can illuminate the teaching and learning 
experience and empower future teachers to successfully negotiate what they know and what they 
are experiencing in the teaching and learning process. It is here where they can, through 
critically reflective practices, explore the relations across teaching identities to understand the 
complexities of their classrooms and view them as productive to learning. This is an agency that 
addresses the importance of nurturing and sustaining teaching practices to significantly 
contribute to the development of strong teaching identities. 
Teacher quality makes a significant amount of difference in the educational success and 
opportunities for children. According to Stanulis & Floden (2009), "beginning teachers need 
targeted support to overcome the many challenges of learning to teach (p. 112) in order to 
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develop into successful classroom teachers. The deliberate, systematic approach to improving 
teaching and learning for teacher candidates I suggest in this study will result in teacher 
candidates who have the ability to continue to develop the self-efficacy they need as teachers to 
thrive in their classrooms as effective, difference-making teachers who make an impact on their 
students, their schools, and the larger community. 
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~ ~ I a d v k y  mIe dm@ the Mi e x p i e m  &If: Tt~oadditiotial ndllods of& mlleuian will 
b e i m p L a a d a n d ~ O n t y a R e r t l a e a , ~ ~ & b 8 5 ~ m o l p ~ a n d ~ h a w b e e u i ~ .  A f k m a t l ~ ,  
paaicipsms intbcsludywill be hvitedtowmpleteoueauIhor&& o p m - d e d q m t i ~ m u d  oneaudlo- 
tapd followup inteniw. 
Reger&ns dPLBil8 WIC b the deb mlkorion me&ods and hou, long your p~c@ioa in this Jbldy will take, rhe 
&ails rre as iolIov,s: 
A. A s i n g l e a u b b i w  mmnl of8 ciiW i ~ d c n t  horn ymstudad teaching experiw will take 
From 20 to 30 Pdmdep of "our h e  b mnlete~ 
~ ~~~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~~ , . - . -. .. . . --. .. . 
B 'h none?aluakd fieM O ~ ~ V ~ I I S  wiil ke oondnctod shictiy at lhe unrvauaact of the sludmt bceclta 
sod will bsl fora regulardos p o d ,  apprmmnatdy 50 to 90 mimm. I will be rawding o k ~ t l o n s  
l&&d to tht oaoytadtiea of Ute mded w s  Gmhixg teaching lmi l lg  exp5kCe ill tire-~01~. 
C. l?maudm&dMe6nn Pcssioos.which will l a s t a ~ i m m i e h ,  30 mi~~ntar b m e  hwr. will MLour 
the fidd &&aLirn and & ermductkd shicllv cd fbe &eniaiceh rhe ddu~uf. This &ion w~ll 
a U o w w  to -win U ~ Y C ~ O I I  about & ammtddmha thefidio6s&ations owiotur nn&o .~~~ ~-~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ - ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  ~~-~~ ~~~ .-.,7...-.--.-.. 
m& that y&&y hve hve io what happwi dm'q k Edd obs%mSion, and q d m  a d o r  
anuzrasWyoulusyhavesboutthe~~~~itself,~wfm. 
a. nie au&&ped l o l l 0 4  mravicw mil fdsplace at Csgrcul kpn locallon and will take 
apploximatcly 30 minutcab im how to compkk It win be conducted slriclly mt the 
m m k  of& pmic&& in thc shdy after th cmnpletion of the wursc mud a@= Bade, 
srcissued Aud&t@ foflow~p L- will a s k ~ o i ~  to utLes.r& OII 
fhXWY&&ice I E I ~ P  1- to d k & ~  p l d ~ e .  
Tlpe autobiographic of uild incidents and ihc uoncvaluated f& nb%~vanwi and detoicfe sosaou wU 1% 
mmplaed by the pmticipanh ~II khgth oftime mat &c cotme iirclPW. (one xmesler). lllose pmlidpm~ts ill h e  
sudy who B&W to complete the qucshmue nnsirc paticipate iu an BU&W followup intadiew will do m in t l ~  
Should yo41 dme to p t i c i p e ,  I may u s c p u r n s p ~ ~ s  to au ~ i ~ y  ofa UM iucidwl(. a u o ~ ~ - e v a l ~ d  
field obmvatiou and a follow-up debfieling sc%ion, a ~ t i o ~ ~ e ,  aud R follou.up iafetriew as &la (o mfonona I!,? 
resaurh if excems h n  U m  mabxkls ae published or slu!ed publicly, all ih~fy inp ,  I&S in Lala \\ill IIC 
removed andyo6idenl& di@sed~ltilbi~g &xhylus and & of&. lherea<no known ~islcs involved io 
~~ - ~ 
~. 
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putidpting in this w. Your p i k i p d o n  in this study is voluntmy, and yon are &to b i d e  nol to parriapale in 
Utis study or to w i m h  al any time without advmely aff- your daIim4Iip with me. 
Ihc bcnd'ls lo paNclten(s in Uli aludy m y  asoe b n  the dehbaale study ofscl~olnrship mui @oc is  leaching 
Fuming &lardlip u4lk rcflcctjng an me's own lcnchil18 oftm I d s  to be((cr leaching. 
aubmilted, AU infmuati& h t & d  &fy as ae&icipmt in this $.udy will be wlb alld maiataincd by Dr. 
Mmgml M y r e  Lana, my dviso~, uniI the end ofthe -era(ts grad@ hsvc bcon mbmated Infonuation 
oblainedduring the d y  will be kepi plshioUy confidmial and willnot aRed yMlr @a& f o r k  SUIalt Teaching 
SrmLtar. l'hedata wilt bc o(arcd h a locked fdmg cab& in a suwe oflice &la g s M  from UIC prticipnls in 
thisshldvwill be adv haeen bvlneduringtltissludy a d d y  a t t e r thedns ion  ofthcscmshraRcrgriuk~tU,vc 
bsn sub;nikd AU &a slawil b i ~ ~ ~ a a s l y  ~ l & n g  hnsuipl im 
Tbaewinbcm~ionfm~ic ipa l i i in th i srrsear th .  
You may ask any quemiona omKeming this nsmnh a d  have those qwlions a~lswacd befom ongl%~hg to puIIicipate 
or dn& the link of h study. lfyo~d~ave q m i o n s  amxming 6his Sudy at any tiole. @case mutad Ur. M a m  
WyreLal ls ,  blq,hn*:(402) 472-9958. If you have quostiaacamming Ulis study at any time foUoWingIi~ 
mmmkdbn o f h  rmrse and all= nndes imve bkn igR*b ~knse mntact R i h l  h~vesli~~tar,  Jltdilh R u s h o .  
. - 
&&nu (&) 872-2301. Ifyou ~ s ~ ~ ~ c i w  your righls esa r d  subj& thsc bsr aot been- 
muwcn?dbyb.Ir($. ahdrs.~ormrrponwyconccmrebnahs(rdy,ywmyMn(aQchcU~i1&(yof 
Nelupuks-l.ineoln luuilutiawl kvim M, le1qi1011e (402) 4726%5. 
You are f i  to decide not lo pdcipale iu Ulis sb iy  or to wiOdmw st any lime wi610d e d d y  aK&ing y ~ l r  
relationship with your inSnwior, Pau Sate Coltege, or Urr Uni-ty of NehrsrkL Your ~IXMOII will n o t d  in 
any 1 o s a o f ~ * s l o  d l i d l y o u a r e o ~ ~ d  
You arc wllul(uiIy mslanga deusimwllc(her0raot loporlicipafein llus ramdl shldy Yowsignrnwc&ifithrn 
~ o u  lmw W e d  to uaiiciualc i m a  read a ~ d  undoaood k in fmt ion  pwllal You will bc g i w a  copy of tl~ia 
- 1 cb8c imt to p d c i p s r  in (hja dndy. 
- - 1 d ~ w s  to padicitwle ia Uua study bnt W ~ I I L  Ule q d m ~ u a k  and ihc suduFlspcd follow-q~ inlavier\,. 
I choose to parric$acc in ibis kcudy aud am willin$ (o be maacted to mn])le(e a qucstionnai~c and a t  audio 
tapecl follow-up interview aRa t h e m %  has m~ded and gradeshave heal sulnnitlcd. 
Date 
Appendix B 
Lincoln 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND I-IUMAN SCIENCES 
Department of Teochi~~g. Leolning o~id Teacher Educohon 
I appmialc your panicipalion in tlus sludy. Your participalion is volunlnry, a~ rd  your indi~idual nnswers 
will remain anonymous and completely confidential. 
Please respond to the following questions. 
(If you need to continue your answers on UIC back of Ule quesliomire, please number your responses.) 
I. WlM kinds of refleclive pmclices are you wing during your leuclung and laming experiences as 
a student Leacl~erl 
2. WlmL does it mnwl lo you to be "crilically" rcfleclive regarding teaching a i d  learning experia1m7 
3 .  How haw: your lead~cr ed~~cators cr~~powercd you lo dclibcmrcly analyc your (caching aud 
laming experiences as a sluden( Icucl~cr when you rcflccl o t ~  tllctn? 
4.  How lucs your lcacl~cr cd~tcalioi~ progwl~ ce~powc~rul you lo dcl~bcMlcly asalyu: your fwcl~ing 
and learning experia~ces as a studc~~l teacltcr wl~cn you rcllccl on IIKXII? 
. In order Lo e~eclively ;~od delibemle iioaly/x: your reflcclions on your Ia?cl~iag aud Icaming 
expcricnces as a stl~dcnt eacher, wlmt are so~ue  of tile knowledge, skills, and/or otllcr illings yo11 
think you need7 
6. How much time, space, and/or opportunilies do you ncod, as a sludcnt twlier, lo elTcclivcly 
examine and cxplore important pedagogical questions related to UIC teaching and leaning 
cxperiatce'? 
7. What is yonr perception of wlmt lalcl~ing and lcamiiy rids lo be lor yo11 wllen you c o ~ ~ s ~ d e r  ll~e 
relalionsl~ip bdsvoen wl~al you lu~ow and wlml you are experiorlcing in Ule classroom? 
ttR FlenzWt Hall . I d  Fkcl a0355 L~iwdc NE tSW811-03S 14021 '11?-2Pil tPIX l i lWl40 iWd 
UNIVERSITY Or Nebmka 
March 12,2008 
Judith Ruskamp 
[HUMAN RESEARCH PROTECTIONS 
Institutional Review Board 
TITLE OF PROJECT. Creufitrg a Cullrrrc OF ilrrqui1.y: Studerrl  Tenc1ier.s' Slor i r s  from iI!e Woi.ld of tlre Glass 
Box 
This letter is lo oliicially iialiCy you oiL11c approval or your pl-ojcci by llic I~istiluiioiial Revicxv Board (IRE) Tor llie Plalccrio~~ oi 
I-luil~ao Subjects. This [)inject ihas been n)1]1raved by ihr iJnit Review Coininittee fioiii youl. college and sent to the IRB. It is tlie 
Uouu-d's opinion tllal you have provided adequate saregunrds Sir tile rights atid !vellhre of tihe parlicil~anls io Uiis sludy. Your 
proposal seenis to be iri coiiipliaoce wilii lliis ieslitslioii's Fcileral \Vide Assuriloce 00002258 and llre DIil3S Regulatioiis for lile 
Plarectioi~ of Flumail Subjects (45 CFR 46) and lios b a n  classified as exempt. 
You are authorized to impleriieiil this study as oillie &oi'Pirial A l g ~ o d :  OSIlZIOP. This spilroval is Valid UnIiI: U3Ii i lU9. 
1 ,  ilploaded on NlJgi.ariL is Ihe IRE approved liifoii~ied Consent h r m  for this project. Please use iliis Corm v~heii i~akiihg 
copies lo dislribute lo gous [iaiticipdiils. :fit is iiecessaly to creates nevi inforiiied mnsenl forin; picase send us your 
original so ilia: ii,e may af;piave sod sl;ii>ip ir berort~oic ii is disiiibiiicd to paiticipails. 
\!,!e wisii in remiiid ),ou Ll!ai the principal investigator is xspoiisiiiie for repoi-tirlg lo lliis Board aiiy of tile lbllovtiiig eveiiis witliiv 
48 iiouis offhe event: 
Any serious event (iiiciiidiog on-site atid off-silc adverso cveiis, ii~juries, side el'iects, deiirlhs. oiolln? lpreblems) t~,,Iiich 
in Uie opioioil oi'L11e local iii\,rsligator VJRS uoznllcipated, iiivolved risk Lo subjects or o l i i~ r s~  mid \ ~ a s  possibly relaled 
to the rcsesrc11 giocedures; 
o /my serious a,ccideiital or uni!iteiitioi~dl dia.nge lo tile !lXi?.-np~~ro~~ed pmlocol tlial i~ivoives risk or has the poieolial la 
recur; 
6 Hliy publlcalioii io !lie litwuure, safei.), iiioniloring repnit, iiileriihl resull or other iiiiding l l~s l  indicalcs ail u~hc);g>cclcd 
change lo tlie i-isldbeoeiil iraiio oftbe resexch; 
s Any b i ~ a c l ~  iii coiifidaiiiality or cornpromise i!i dnlii piieacy related to llie siiiijec! or olliei's; oi- 
Atij, ~oiiipiaiii! o r 8  slikieci il~m iiidicaies ar 1iiiu~iicii;aI.e~i risk or titilt ciliinoi be icsoii:ed by !lie !cseai_cii s t a r  
, . . : s ,  iqjeci snoiild be <;oiidiicied in hi1 accordaiice with 811 applicabie scclioiis ofihe iKH Ciiiidelicc- r,iid yaii s1;ouid inalib iilc 
il?B iimnediaieiy ofany ~iioposed changes !imt iiiny affect rile exelxl)t sV~l8us of yoiii research prqjeot. 'fuu siioiild rq~ori  any 
uilaiiiicipalcd jjrobiems iiwol:,iiig iis1:s lc ihr partici~;ai!s or ollieis io lhe Board. For proiwts c.hic!i coiitiiiiie beyo!!d olio year 
Ci.om the stariiiig daLe, [lie i.17.B ufiii reqocsi coiiliiiiiii~g ?wiev< and iipdaiz oTihe research proje!:t. Yo:i? sliidg wiii iie due ?or 
soiitiniiin:, review as indicalcd abo\,e 'Tlic:. iiivcstignioi iniisl also adi,ise !lie PJoiirii wlicii tliis siiidy ik iinisllcd or disco!itiiiuzd by 
coiii!,lcling rhe enclosed Protocol i'iiiai lieyorl form and i-eluiiiirig it !o llie lilslitiilio!ii~i levicw Road.  
iryou liwe any ijiiestiuiir,, pirase i:oi;tnd Shirley I-Iarslniaii, 'ill? 8~id~iiiriist~aloi, t 472-94 17 or eiirsii zi riinrsiinnri 1~~iiiiI.cdii. 
~ 
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From: <nugrant-irb@unl.edu> 
To: <mlaWa@unlse~ve.unZ.edu>, <jrusl<amp@oaltmail.pei-u.edu> 
Date: 1/2'i/0Q ?l:?7RM 
Subject: NUgranMessage - Official Approval Letter for IRB project #67fl,7 
January 20,2009 Judith RuskatnpTeaci~ing, Learning and Teacher Education Margaret LatlaTeaclring, 
Learning and TeacRer Education27 WENZ UNL 08585-0355 IRB Number: 2008 03 874'TProject iD: 
8747Projeb Title: Creating a Cuicure of tnquiiy: Student Teachers' Stories from the Worid ofthe Glass 
BoxDear Juditli:This is to o%cially notify you of the approval of your project's Coritinuing Review by the 
lnstitutioraal Review Board for The Protedion of E-Iuman Subjects. It is the coii~mltlee's opinion that you 
have provided adequate safeguards tor llie rights and welfare crf the subjects in this study based on the 
information provided. Your proposal is in compliance with DHl-15 Regulations for the Protection of 
l-luman Subjects (45 CFR 46). We wish to remind you that the piincipa! investigator is r e ~ ~ ~ o i ~ s i b i e  for 
repoi3ing to tliis Board any of the foituvdiitg events w2hii1 48 h ~ i ~  of the event:. Any seiioiis e\!ont 
(inciuding on-site arrd 0%-site adverse events, injuries, side e 
ffects, deaths, or other problems) which in tIh@ opinion of the local investigator ~ t a s  unanticipated, 
involved risk to bubjects 51. others, and vfas possibly related to the research psoce:fures;o Any 
serious accidental or uniriientioraal change So the IRB-approved protocol that involves risk or has the 
potential to recuqo Any puhlicatiaia in tile literature, safety monitoring report, iiderirn resuit or other 
finding 'ailat indicates an usrespeciced change to the risWbeneRt ratio of the research;. Any breach ii? 
codder?tiality a i  compmmise in data prixiacy wlated to the subject or othe1-s; oro Any complaint 
of a sibjet3 that indicates an una!iticipated risk or that ca1117Di be resol3~ed by the researcti siaR.It is .!he 
respoi~sliaility of tile fpiincipa! iiivesiigator to provide tire Bozi~4 cic$i'rli a revieiv and tipdate of the research 
project ewcli year the project is in effect. This afsf~mtfai is vaPib until 53120120'iO.V )IOU i7ave any 
yuestios, please contact tire !\'TI3 oifice at 4U2-6865.Since 
